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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Overview of Present and Future Energy Supply

At the beginning of the 21st century it is clear that the supply of energy in the next
100 years will be a serious issue for the world. Today, most of the world’s energy needs
are covered by burning fossil fuels like coal, oil or natural gas, while nuclear fission is
playing a recognizable role for the production of electricity. Renewable energy sources
are still playing only a minor role. A large energy request per person persists in
the industrial nations of north America, Europe and Japan as energy consumption is
correlated with living standard. Countries like China and India, which are stepping
up their living standard, will catch up with their energy consumption per person
in the first half of this century. This means that these countries will increase their
energy consumption by about a factor of 3 –10. According to this projection, China
will overtake the energy needs of the United States of America, the country with
the largest consumption of energy, today. Even though energy saving strategies are
discussed, the developments sketched above will dominate the world’s energy market in
this century. In parallel, the resources of fossil fuels will get scarce and it is recognized
world wide that the production of CO2 , is causing the ’green house’ effect, which has
implications on earth’s climate that make an negative impact on humans in many
regions of the world. In any way, new sources of energy need to be tapped to replace
the huge fraction of primary energy that is produced from fossil fuels. Today three
possible candidates seem feasible, while probably a single of them is not enough.
Nuclear fission is one candidate as long lasting resources exist, when using the technically challenging fast breeding technology. However, this option seems not practicable
on a global scale because safety concerns have led to low acceptance among the population. If other options are available, most likely these will be preferred.
Renewable energy sources are another candidate, which, however, lacks a straight1
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forward implementation on large scale. The extension of this sector seems to have
far-reaching implications on energy distribution and prices. For instance, the largest
wind power potentials in Germany lie off-shore, i.e. at sea, tens of kilometers in front
of the shore. A major production of electricity using off-shore wind parks (a group
of wind mills), needs appropriate transport capacities for electricity from the north
and Baltic Sea to the locations of electricity consumption, i.e. cities or region with
dense population. Additionally, power plants need to reserve capacity in case of a wind
park being switched off due to unsuitable wind conditions or due to no wind. These
backup systems need fast reaction times, because wind parks may be switched off
within seconds. Same or similar problems need to be overcome for a world wide implementation of renewables. Still it is worth to pursue energy production from renewable
sources, as considerable potentials exist and the development of new technologies like
the hydrogen technology may mitigate some of the mentioned problems.
The third option is fusion, which is technically the least developed possibility, but
could produce power commercially before 2050. The raw materials deuterium and
lithium are largely available all over the world for millions of years, given today’s
energy consumption. There are some safety issues that have to be dealt with, but
in contrast to the dangers of nuclear fission these are well confined and controllable.
Therefore, fusion is a valuable option for replacing fossil fuels and reducing CO2 emissions. Additionally, the world wide availability of the fuel yields a low potential for
political conflicts, an issue that could arise for renewable energy sources. More details
are available in [1].

1.2

Fusion in General

Fusion power plants are planned to make use of the fact that fusing deuterium (D)
and tritium (T) produces large amounts of energy, that is available as kinetic energy
(17.6 MeV) in the reaction products He and neutrons (n) (equation 1.1).
D + T → 42 He (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV)

(1.1)

For the nuclear reaction to take place, it is necessary that the nuclei overcome the
repelling Coloumb force acting between the two protons. Therefore, the reaction rate
< σv >, which is the Maxwellian average over the cross section σ and the velocity v
between the reaction partners D and T exhibits a broad maximum at temperatures
between 20 keV and 100 keV (figure 1.1). This corresponds to the maximum of the
cross section at 64 keV in the center-of-mass frame, which exists due to the resonance
with an exited nuclear state of 52 He at this energy. Below temperatures of 10 keV
the reaction rate is strongly decreasing. In principle, other fusion reactions (equation

3
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1.2, 1.3, 1.4) are also possible, however, these show a reaction rate that is suitable
for the construction of a power plant only at temperatures well above 100 keV (figure
1.1). At these high plasma temperatures, Bremsstrahlung is an important power loss
mechanism of the plasma and it is difficult to maintain the high temperatures for a
steady state reactor.
D + D → 32 He + n + 3.3 MeV
(1.2)

10

D + 32 He → 42 He + p + 18.4 MeV

(1.3)

T + T → 42 He + 2n + 11.3 MeV

(1.4)
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Reaction rate < σv > of some fusion reactions

As tritium needs to be produced artificially, the breeding processes that are shown
in equation 1.5, 1.6 are foreseen in a fusion power plant. The used neutron is the
same neutron that also carries 14.1 MeV kinetic energy from the fusion process. The
breeding will take place in a lithium blanket, which surrounds the reaction chamber.
Its temperature will be kept constant by a coolant that transports the original fusion
energy to a power generating turbine.
n + 73 Li → T + 42 He + n − 2.47 MeV

(1.5)

n + 63 Li → T + 42 He + 4.78 MeV

(1.6)

There are two branches of fusion research, namely inertia confinement fusion (ICF)
and magnetic confinement fusion (MCF). Both concepts plan to use a hot plasma to
fuse the nuclei of D and T.
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In the concept of ICF a small fuel pellet with the size of ≈ 1 mm is irradiated with
an intense laser (0.1–1 MJ) or heavy ion beam. The recoil due to ablation of outer
layers of the pellet compresses the core by a factor larger than 1500 (electron density
ne ≈ 7 ·1031 m−3 ) giving rise to an increase in core temperature up to T≈10 keV.
Inertia is confining this very dense and hot plasma for about 1 ns, which is enough to
fuse a considerable amount of the fuel. One problem which needs to be overcome is
that the irradiated pellets exhibit dynamical Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, which limit
the compression of the pellet core. A technical realization of a ICF power plant, is
possible if several pellets per second are ignited, while the plant should be designed to
withstand these frequent, powerful explosions. However, large funding for this branch
of fusion research exists in USA, France and Japan.
The scheme of MCF is using a strong magnetic field to confine the charged particles
of the hot (≈ 20 keV), steady-state plasma via the Lorentz force. In a reactor, when a
deuterium-tritium mixture is used this leads to a certain rate of fusion reactions that
produce fast neutrons, which leave the plasma, and energetic helium nuclei, which
supply their kinetic energy to the plasma. The magnetic field, which is of the order of
few Teslas leads to the confinement of all charged particles including the helium nuclei.
Following this argument a plasma of certain size produces a fixed amount of intrinsic
plasma heating corresponding to the reaction rate shown in figure 1.1. If external
heating is switched off, the energy losses at 20 keV plasma temperature must not
be larger than the intrinsic heating in order to maintain the necessary temperature.
’Ignition’ of the plasma is the technical term for reaching this self-sustaining state.
This has been one challenge for MCF research, as radiation losses, heat conduction
and convection are transporting energy out of the plasma very efficiently. Possibilities
have been explored and developed to minimize these losses. As a number of merit the
triple product of plasma density n , plasma temperature T and the energy confinement
time τE can be used. τE is the stored energy of the plasma divided by the total heating
power and a high value of τE indicates that high temperatures can be reached for a
fixed amount of heating. Even though it took about 50 years, the progress of MCF
research presented in figure 1.2 is remarkable. MCF provides a continuous production
of energy, which makes it compatible to the infrastructure of a conventional power
plant. Many results of this thesis aim for application in the field of MCF to which a
more detailed introduction can be found in the appendix A. The Garching tokamak (s.
appendix A) ASDEX Upgrade (s. appendix B.1), is an experiment, which investigates
physics issues relevant to a future reactor. Plasmas with electron densities of about
1 · 1020 m−3 and temperatures of the order of 10 keV are analyzed and one focus of
the research are the wall materials which face the edge of the hot plasmas. Plasma
pulses at ASDEX Upgrade last for about 10 s, which is sufficient to investigate nearly

5
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Figure 1.2:

Triple product for several experiments versus plasma temperature indicating the
progress of MCF research; a reactor will operate inside the region labeled with ’ignited plasma’; a
tokamak is a certain experiment type, which is explained in appendix A

all relevant physics issues. It may be noted, that only a small fraction of terms, effects
and phenomena connected to a fusion plasmas are encountered in this thesis and only
these are explained, which are connected to presented analyses. The main focus of this
work is put on atomic physics issues, while the plasma is only used as a tool, although
the results of this thesis have implications on fusion plasmas.

1.3

Impurities and First-Wall Materials in MCF

For a fusion plasma operation is limited by the plasma pressure. This imposes restrictions on the particle densities that can be obtained in a plasma at a given plasma
temperature. Therefore, the presence of impurities is unwanted in the central, hot region of a fusion plasma, as the they dilute the deuterium-tritium fuel and they decrease
the energy confinement by increasing the radiative losses of the plasma. Both is deteriorating the performance of a fusion reactor. Despite of the various efforts to minimize
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the amount of impurities that are entering the main plasma (e.g. the divertor concept
featured in appendix A) a contamination of it is inevitable. For impurities with a
nuclear charge Z below ≈ 30 the nucleus is completely stripped in the hot center of the
reactor plasma and radiative losses are mainly caused by Bremsstrahlung. If electrons
remain bound to the nucleus, line radiation occurs which is for the plasma regimes of
MCF the most efficient mechanism for radiative losses. Thus, impurity concentrations
of 1 % carbon are easily tolerable, while a tungsten concentration above 2-3·10 −4 is
inhibiting self-sustained fusion at all. This is featured in figure 1.3, which shows the
operational window of a fusion power plant for different impurity concentrations. Helium complicates the situation and needs to be considered separately, because it is a
product of the fusion process. In figure 1.3 the operational window of a power plant is
presented for the assumption that the confinement time of the α-particles τα = 5τE .
τα is the particle content of the plasma divided by the source and accordingly gives
the typical time for an α-particle to stay in the plasma, so for high enough particle
confinement the fusion reaction is extinguished by its own ash. This explains, why
the consideration of helium leads to a closed curve indicating the operational space
of an ignited fusion reactor in figure 1.3. The other impurities are considered on top
of the helium ash. Carbon seems to be the ideal element for the first-wall, because
as a plasma impurity it reduces the energy flow to the wall very efficiently, by radiating at the edge of the fusion plasma (electron temperature Te ≤ 500 eV), where
electrons still remain bound to the nucleus. Despite this advantages of carbon and
its high sublimation point of 3800 K it is probably not used in a future reactor, as it
is eroded too fast under reactor conditions [2, 3]. This applies to all materials with
a nuclear charge of less than about 20 – 30, especially to beryllium which is planned
to be used on a large scale in the next step fusion experiment ITER (cf. appendix
B.3). Beryllium is considered to be a temporary solution, for an additional problem
that is caused by carbon. Namely, it has been found in today’s fusion devices [4–7],
which operate with first-walls largely made from graphite of carbon fiber composites
(CFC), that amorphous carbon-hydrate layers form during plasma operation inside the
vacuum chamber. If similar layers formed in ITER, tritium would be co-deposited.
Within less then 100 plasma discharges (a tenth of its design value) ITER’s inventory
of tritium could be at the safety limit of 350 g, which would delay further operation
[8–10]. Therefore, the use of CFC is foreseen in ITER only on a well confined area in
the divertor, to minimize the amount of mobilized carbon.
For a reactor, alternative wall materials are discussed, which need to be robust
against sputtering by plasma particles. Although high-Z materials, i.e. materials
with a nuclear charge well above 40, exhibit the unfavorably pronounced capability
to cause radiative losses, their use is rediscussed as they can be a possible remedy

-3
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E
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Figure 1.3: Operational window of a fusion plasma for different impurity concentrations. The
black line indicates the burn region without impurities and without helium, the blue line considers the
contamination of the plasma by the He ash assuming a He-confinement time of τα = 5τE (=ρ
ˆ = 5).
The red lines indicate the burn region for an additional impurity content of the plasma for the
impurities carbon (C) and tungsten (W).
against the strong erosion potential of the plasma in a future reactor. Tungsten is
such a material and the element with the highest melting point and acceptable nuclear
properties. Therefore, it is the top choice of all high-Z materials. In the 1970’s first
experiences with tungsten as a first-wall material ended disapointingly [11], as the huge
radiative losses in the plasma center due to tungsten led to hollow temperature profiles.
Today, these problems are reliably suppressed by the superior divertor (s. appendix
A) concept [12] and operational measures, which meanwhile have been developed.
ASDEX Upgrade is world-wide the first, large fusion experiment, which reconsidered
tungsten as a plasma facing material on a large scale and did this with great success
increasing the surface coverage of tungsten from year to year. An extensive work on
these activities and its meaning for future fusion devices can be found in [13]. The
tungsten experiments since 1996 supported the actual ITER and DEMO (cf. appendix
B.3 and B.4) designs, which use tungsten at least in the divertor and possibly also at
other plasma facing surfaces.
However, still a cautious plasma operation is necessary to avoid situations of unduly
large impurity concentrations. A basic pre-requisite for investigations on and operation with tungsten is the ability to diagnose the impurity concentrations, if possible
spatially resolved. This can be done best by passive spectroscopy and bolometry. To
link the measured spectra or detected radiation power to the abundance of an im-
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purity it is necessary to know the atomic properties of the impurity. Therefore, the
calculation and verification of atomic data describing these properties are important
necessities.

1.4

Outline

This work investigates the atomic properties of tungsten, in hot fusion plasmas like
that of ASDEX Upgrade. For this purpose, the atomic physics code package (Cowan
code [14] implemented in the Atomic Data Analysis Structure (ADAS) [15, 16]) is
used to calculate the atomic properties of high-Z elements in a plasma surrounding.
This means, that on the one hand the wavefunctions and energy levels for the most
important levels are evaluated for all tungsten ions. Giving rise to the transition
probabilities and wavelengths for certain transitions. On the other hand also the much
more elaborate calculations on electron impact cross sections are performed using the
plane wave Born-approximation, which are then used to evaluate the intensities of
the spectral lines via a collisional radiative model. A main goal of the thesis is the
verification of the results by comparing them to experimentally obtained spectra and
total radiation measurements at ASDEX Upgrade (appendix B.1) and the electron
beam ion trap in Berlin [17]. Not only the spectral emissions are documented, but
also the efficiency of tungsten to cause radiative losses, the so called ’cooling factor’,
is subject of the present investigations. In this context it is interesting, if the tolerable
tungsten concentration in a plasma of a fusion reactor is supported by the present
evaluation of atomic data. Furthermore, the question of how to diagnose tungsten
in future devices will be addressed. The focus is put on tungsten, because of its
relevance for future fusion devices. However, investigations on xenon (Z=54), hafnium
(Z=72), tantalum (Z=73), rhenium (Z=75), gold (Z=79), lead (Z=82) and bismuth
(Z=83) were also performed. While xenon might be relevant as diagnostic gas in
future devices the other elements are investigated here to benchmark the comparison
of spectra and code calculations also for the neighboring elements of tungsten. It may
be noted that elements like hafnium, tantalum and rhenium are discussed (e.g. [18]) as
erosion markers, which are buried under a layer of the first wall material at locations
of strong plasma erosion. When the marker depth is reached after some months of
operation the marker material is thought to be detectable in the spectra of plasma
diagnostics, an assumption which my be doubted due to the unclear impact of small
localized impurity sources onto the impurity concentration of the main plasma.
In chapter 2 an overview of the atomic physics involved is given, ranging from very
basic considerations to the description of the data which finally were obtained in the
course of this work. In chapter 3 the spectrometer and radiation diagnostics at ASDEX

9
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Upgrade are introduced along with the absolute calibration that has been performed
for the most important spectrometers. The calculated atomic data are then compared
to the experimental findings in chapter 5, 6, 7 and 8. For these investigations, the
atomic data need to be interpreted in the context of the experiment, which means
that they are used to simulate the view of the spectrometers across the plasma. The
modeling procedure is described in the preceding chapter 4, which also deals with
transport effects inside the plasma. An important ingredient of the modeling is the
radial distribution of the ion states of the high-Z impurity. The ionization balance, i.e.
the fractional abundance of each ion state versus electron temperature, is investigated
in chapter 5 for tungsten, neighboring elements and xenon. The details of the tungsten
spectra are compared to the code calculations in chapter 6, while also spectral features
are presented which could not be reproduced by the modeling. In chapter 7, the
spectral features of neighboring elements are investigated in the isoelectronic context.
Additionally, investigations on xenon spectra are presented. In chapter 8, the cooling
factor, i.e. the efficiency of an element to cause radiative losses in a plasma which is
of central importance for a fusion reactor, is presented for the high-Z elements and
partially compared to direct measurements. In chapter 9 the implications of the present
findings on future experiments and a reactor are investigated. Namely, predictions for
the spectra at JET, where a tungsten experiment is planned for 2009, and ITER are
presented which enable for deriving the diagnostic requirements for ITER. Finally, the
work is summarized in chapter 10.

Chapter 2
Calculation of Atomic Data
Radiation of atoms and ions is one of the most famous examples where macroscopic
effects like the emission of spectral lines can be only understood by a quantum mechanical model. For the hydrogen atom, calculations can be performed using the most
advanced models up to a very detailed level. Peculiarities for instance like the Lambshift are well understood by quantum electrodynamics. In turn this means that a
spectroscopic observation can be interpreted very well. For interpretation, data like
cross sections of atom-electron collisions or transition probabilities between certain
levels are needed. These data are called ’atomic data’, a term which is used quite
generally for any data concerning the basic properties of atoms and ions. Unfortunately, an exact quantum mechanical treatment is not possible for species with more
than one electron. Therefore, numerical approximations are used to obtain atomic
data for these species. This introduces an additional uncertainty to the interpretation
of a measurement. Depending on how accurately the important features of a atomic
process are considered, the quality of atomic data may vary from method to method.
The data concerning an isolated atom or ion are describing only the structure of it.
The wavefunctions allow to determine the energies, i.e. wavelengths, of transitions and
their probability. This structure can be evaluated within short time scales by various
atomic codes. For determining the line intensities of these transitions emitted in a
plasma the interaction of the ions with electrons need to be addressed. In a fusion
plasma the electron impact excitation plays the most important role, and the quantum mechanical determination of cross sections for this process involves calculations
that consider the interaction of the scattered free electron with the structure of the
ion. Large and time-consuming calculations are necessary to do so. In section 2.1, a
brief overview will give some insight into the atomic physics of one and many electron
systems in a plasma surrounding. Detailed additional information is available in [14].
In section 2.2 various atomic calculations methods for determining line intensities or
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cross sections of electron impact excitation, which differ by quality and complexity,
will be introduced. In section 2.3 the data which were produced or are used in the
course of this thesis is described.

2.1
2.1.1

Brief Overview of Atomic Physics
Structure of Atoms/Ions

Quantum Mechanical Principles
Some facts that arise from quantum mechanics are summarized here, but can be found
in quantum mechanics text books like [19]. In quantum mechanics a complex wave
function Ψ contains all the information, which is needed to describe physical quantities.
Ψ depends on the physical problem and is found by solving the Schrödinger equation
(if relativistic effects are neglected):
HΨ = i~

∂Ψ
∂t

(2.1)

H, the Hamiltonian, is the energy operator and consists of one part representing
the kinetic energy and one representing the potential. For a spherically symmetric
2
potential V (r) the Hamiltonian H = − 2m ∆ + V (r). ~ is the Planck constant over 2π
and ∆ is the Laplace-operator. The Schrödinger equation is the quantum mechanical
equivalent to the equation of motion for the Hamilton formalism in classical mechanics.
Ψ is an element of the complex vector space of quadratically integrable functions, which
are defined on Rn in general. In the following the focus lies on R3 . A scalar product
of Ψ1 and Ψ2 is defined by:



Z

Ψ∗1 Ψ2 dV =: hΨ1 |Ψ2 i

(2.2)

3

dV is a differential volume of R3 . On the right hand side the Dirac notation for the
scalar product was chosen. It may be noted here that many considerations in physics
are done on separable Hilbert spaces, i.e. spaces with finite or countable dimensions.
Physical quantities, ’observables’, are represented in quantum mechanics by hermitian operators. In the following the same symbols are used for an observable and for the
corresponding operator. ’Hermitian’ implies, that any wave function Ψ can be written
in an expansion of normalized, orthogonal basis functions ψi , that are eigenfunctions
P
of O with real eigenvalues oi : Ψ = ni=0 ψi ci with ci being complex constants. The
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expectation value for such an observable is, using the definition and orthonormality:
Z
Z X
n
n
X
∗
3
∗
ψj c j o j d 3 r
hOi = hΨ|O|Ψi =
Ψ OΨd r = (
ψi c i )


=

3

n X
n
X
i=0 j=0



ci cj o j


Z

3

3

i=0

ψi∗ ψj d3 r =

j=0

n
X
i=0

|ci |2 oi

(2.3)

The result of a measurement of a physical quantity corresponding to the operator O
is always an eigenvalue of O. For a wave function which is not an eigenfunction of an
operator there are several measurements possible. The probability of measuring one
special oi is given by the coefficient |ci |2 and therefore the expectation value for an
measurement is given by the above sum (right hand side of 2.3).
The properties of the operators define the nature of observables. A basic property
of two operators A and B is their commutator [A, B] = AB − BA. If they commute,
i.e. [A, B] = 0, the eigenfunctions of A are also eigenfunctions of B and vice versa.
On the other hand, if all commuting operators are found for a problem, the physical
properties of eigenfunctions can be completely characterized by the eigenvalues, which
in the case of countable eigenvalues are represented by so called quantum numbers. A
special case occurs, if a operator A commutes with the Hamiltonian H.
Z
Z
dhAi
∂A
∂Ψ∗
∗ ∂Ψ 3
i~
= i~ Ψ A
d r + i~
AΨd3 r + i~h
i
dt
∂t
∂t
∂t
Z
Z
∂A
∗
3
=
Ψ AHΨd r − Ψ∗ HAΨ + i~h
i
∂t
∂A
= h[A, H]i + i~h
i
(2.4)
∂t
If A is not explicitly dependent on time equation 2.4 means that the commutator
[A, H] = 0 if and only if A corresponds to a constant of motion. If [A, B] = C 6= 0
then A and B don’t have a common set of eigenfunctions and a simultaneous measurement of both quantities is producing an intrinsical scatter of the measured values
according to Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation. It (equation 2.5) relates the square
root of the variance of the observables A and B, i.e. ∆A and ∆B, to the modulus of
the expectation value of C:
1
(2.5)
∆A∆B ≥ |hCi|
2
Only for a vanishing C an exact measurement of A and B is possible.
Angular Momentum
A constant of motion in an spherically symmetric potential is angular momentum.
Therefore, it plays a very important role for all considerations in an atom, where
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the nucleus generates such a potential. The operator J is formed accordingly to its
definition in classical mechanics: J = r × p with the position r and the momentum
operator p. If J is a constant of motion, it commutes with the Hamiltonian, however
its components do not commute with each other:
Jx Jy − Jy Jx = i~Jz

(2.6)

Jz Jx − Jx Jz = i~Jy

(2.8)

Jy Jz − Jz Jy = i~Jx

(2.7)

A commuting set of operators is found in Jz and J 2 = Jx2 + Jy2 + Jz2 . By simple
considerations, it is found that the possible eigenvalues of the J 2 -operator are j̃(j̃ +1)~
for j̃ = 0, 21 , 1, 32 ,. . . . For a certain j the eigenvalues of the Jz -operator are mj̃ ~ with
mj̃ = −j̃, −j̃ + 1, −j̃ + 2,. . . , j̃ − 1, j̃.

If two subsystems exist with angular momenta J1 and J2 it is possible to couple both
momenta to a single momentum J of the total system. The corresponding possibilities
for j̃ can be derived from actual values j̃1 and j̃2 : j̃ = j̃1 + j̃2 , j̃1 + j̃2 − 1, j̃1 + j̃2 −
2,. . . , |j̃1 − j̃2 |.
Hydrogen-like Atoms and low-Z Elements
A Hydrogen-like atom is the simplest case for an electron nucleus system. This example will be used here to explain certain principles and terms. The time-independent
Schrödinger HΨ = EΨ equation needs to be solved with a Hamilton-operator for an
electron inside the electric potential of a proton, i.e.:
H=−

~2
e2 Z
∆−
2µ
4π0 r

(2.9)

µ = me mn /(me + mn ) is the reduced mass (me electron mass, mn mass of nucleus),
e the elementary charge, Z the number of protons in the nucleus, 0 the electric
constant, r the radial distance from the proton and ∆, the Laplace-operator. The
separation ansatz Ψ = R(r)Y (φ, θ) with φ and θ being the azimuth and elevation
angle in spherical coordinates is used to solve the equation. The spherical harmonics
Y`,m` solve the pure angular part of the equation, while the solutions for the radial
part Rn,` can be also obtained, but are not specified here, because the details are
not important for the general considerations and can be reviewed in many quantum
mechanics text book like [20]. Solving the Schrödinger equation this explicit way, it is
derived that for a so called principal quantum number n the angular momentum l of
the electron has the eigenvalues `(` + 1)~ with ` = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,. . . , n − 1 denoted as
s,p,d,f,g,h,. . . , which is of course in agreement of the general findings about angular
momentum. Accordingly, lz has the eigenvalues m` ~ for each ` with |m` | ≤ `. The
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combination of n and and ` is called an orbital. The problem is complicated by the
fact, that the electron itself is carrying an intrinsic angular momentum s, called spin,
with only one eigenvalue σ(σ + 1)~ (σ = 12 ) and correspondingly two eigenvalues mσ ~
(σ = − 21 , 12 ) for sz . Coupling of the orbital angular momentum l and the spin s results
in a total angular momentum j for one electron.
The Hamiltonian needs to consider the interaction energy of the magnetic moments
corresponding to l and s. This leads to an additional term ∝ l · s in the Hamiltonian,
which makes the commutators [l, H] and [s, H] non-zero. Hence, the observables l and
s are, strictly speaking, not anymore constants of motion. However, as the interaction
energy between l and s is relatively small compared to the electrostatic interactions,
l and s are meaningful for the hydrogen atom. Even for elements with low nuclear
charge and few electrons the coupling of L and S remains a sensible concept, when
first the orbital angular momenta l of all electrons are coupled to L and the spins s of
all electrons are coupled to S. This coupling scheme is therefore called LS-coupling.
J denotes the total angular momentum of the multi-electron system and the quantum
˜ σ̃ and j̃.
numbers of L,S and J are denoted as `,
Considering elements with several electrons the Hamiltonian may be approximated
by summing up Hamiltonians for single electrons Hkin + He−n + Hs−o and adding
an additional term He−e that accounts for the interaction between the electrons (s.
equation 2.10). ri denotes positional-coordinate vector of the ith electron with respect
to the nucleus, ri,j = |ri − rj | and ξi (ri ) is a proportionality factor that has to be
specified.

H =

Hkin

+

He−n

+

He−e

+

Hs−o

=

X ~2
X e2 Z
X X e2
X
= −
ξi (|ri |)(li · si )
∆i −
−
+
2µ
4π0 |ri |
4π0 ri,j
i
i
i j>i
i

(2.10)

For elements with several electrons, the individual spin and orbital angular momentum
are sensible values and LS-coupling applies. The distribution of electrons into the
hydrogen-like orbitals is the underlying ansatz for the wavefunctions according to
equation 2.11, where σ̂mσi (si,z ) was introduced to characterize the spin state of the ith
electron.
Qn
ψ=
(2.11)
i=1 ϕi
ϕi =

1
P (|ri |)Y`i ,m`i (θi , φi )σ̂mσi (si,z )
|ri | ni ,`i

(2.12)

The population of orbitals is restricted by the Pauli-principle that prevents two electrons from agreeing in all quantum numbers n, `, m` , mσ . The number of electrons
with a certain principal quantum number n is fixed as well as the number of electrons
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in a certain orbital, i.e. combination of n and `. For example, the maximum number of
electrons that can be attributed to the principal quantum number 2 is 8, while in the
2p-orbital a maximum of 6 electrons fit in. A so called configuration, denotes all states
with a identical distribution of electrons into orbitals. The ground state of neutral carbon is contained in the configuration 1s2 2s2 2p2 , along with 3 more levels. These are
formed by different coupling of the two 2p-electrons. The lower-lying electrons, i.e.
1s2 and 2s2 , are in closed sub-shells and couple to a state with neither orbital angular
momentum nor spin. However, when considering the radial part Pni ,`i of the solution
to the multi-electron Schrödinger-equation the electrons need to be considered. Pni ,`i
needs to be determined numerically.
The Hamiltonians 2.9 and 2.10 are neglecting relativistic effects. These can be considered by solving the more complicated Dirac-equation [21–23]. For the approximation
that the velocity of the considered electrons is small compared to the speed of light,
correction terms can be determined as an addition to the Schrödinger equation. One
term , which is ∝ l · s, can be identified with the energy of the spin-orbit coupling.
The other two terms, are the so called Darwin- and mass-velocity-term. The first is
connected to the non-localizability of the electron while the mass-velocity term accounts for the change of electron mass due to its velocity. For the hydrogen atom,
but also when considering outer electrons of more complicated atoms and ions, these
approximations give satisfying agreement.

2.1.2

Complex Atoms

If the electrostatic energies (3rd term in equation 2.10) are negligible compared to the
spin-orbit interactions (4th term in equation 2.10), pure jj-coupling applies. In this
coupling scheme first the orbital angular momentum and the spin is coupled to a total
angular momentum j for each electron. These angular momenta couple to the total
angular momentum J of the ion or atom. For elements with large nuclear charge,
this coupling scheme may apply. However, it is often not beforehand obvious how the
angular momenta and spins of all electrons are coupled. Several additional coupling
schemes exist that differ in the order in which the different orbital angular momenta
and spins are coupled. In many cases the real coupling conditions are not described
by any pure coupling scheme, such that the only meaningful observables concerning
angular momentum are J and Jz . This regime is called intermediate coupling.
As a consequence a single electron in a multi-electron system cannot be attributed to
a certain hydrogen-like orbital. Nevertheless, the hydrogen-orbitals are a complete set
of basis functions and it is therefore possible to describe an arbitrary wavefunction ΨN
for N-electrons by a linear combination of wavefunctions, each of which is a product
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of N hydrogen orbitals ϕi,k , where k has no physical meaning and just numbers the
basis functions.
ΨN =

∞
X

Ck ψN,k

(2.13)

k=1

ψN,k =

N
Y

ϕi,k

(2.14)

i=1

This is a infinite series in general, but often a state is described with high precision by a linear combination of finite number of states that belong to few configurations. Hence, the series 2.13 can be truncated. The fact, that more than one
configuration is used to construct the actual wavefunction ΨN is called configuration mixing. The participating configurations are restricted to one parity, which
is the parity of the state ΨN . Parity is a basic property of a wavefunction in a
spherical symmetric field. It arises, as for a solution ΨN (|r|, θ, φ) of a central field
problem the function ΨN (|r|, −θ, −φ) also is a solution to the problem, which means
ΨN (|r|, θ, φ) = ΨN (|r|, −θ, −φ) or ΨN (|r|, θ, φ) = −ΨN (|r|, −θ, −φ). Respectively,
ΨN (|r|, −θ, −φ) is said to have even or odd parity and at the same time all basis
functions of the series 2.13 need to belong to the same parity. The parity for a conQ
xN
xi
is odd or even if N
figuration n1 l1x1 ......nN lN
i=1 li is -1 or 1, respectively. Typically,
every operator O has a definite parity pO . If one assumes that two wavefunction Ψ
and Ψ0 have parities p and p0 . Then, using Cartesian coordinates
hΨ|O|Ψ0 i =
=
=

R R −∞
R
∞

Ψ∗ (−x, −y, −z)OΨ0 (−x, −y, −z)(−dx)(−dy)(−dz) =
0

(−1)p+p +pO

R R R∞

−∞

Ψ∗ (x, y, z)OΨ0 (x, y, z)(dx)(dy)(dz) =
0

(−1)p+p +pO hΨ|O|Ψ0 i

(2.15)

implies that hΨ|O|Ψ0 i is zero unless p + p0 + pO is even.

2.1.3

Energies and Transitions in Atoms/Ions

Of immediate interest are the energies of the states and the Einstein-coefficients that
give the probability of a radiative decay of a state by spontaneous emission. The
energy eigenvalues of the Schrödinger equations can be found by diagonalizing the
the matrix Hi,k = hψn,k |H|ψn,i i. The off-diagonal elements in Hi,k demonstrate the
effect of so called configuration interaction, which is a consequence of the configuration
mixing. When limiting the number of basis functions for a detailed calculation, care
has to be taken to include all basis functions with major contributions to the states of
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interest. Every observable that is determined relies on the good representation of the
actual state by the linear combination of basis functions.
The Einstein-coefficients Aik for electric dipole radiation between the two states
Ψi and Ψk of an N-electron system can be evaluated with the dipole operator D =
ΣN
i=1 (−e)ri via the expression 2.16.
hΨi |D|Ψk i

(2.16)

The operator D itself has odd parity. According to equation 2.15 the transition probability is non-zero only if |Ψk i has a different parity than hΨi |. By expressing D with
the solutions of angular part Y1,−1/0/1 it is possible to derive from the orthogonality of
Ỹ,mj̃ , that certain selection rules apply for a dipole transition. Jk and Ji are the total
angular momenta of Ψk and Ψi , respectively. The expression 2.16 is non-zero only if
j̃i − j̃k = ±1 or 0, and not j̃i = 0 and j̃k = 0. Similarly, for mj̃i and mj̃k the selection
rule mj̃i − mj̃k = ±1 or 0 applies.

Radiative transitions are also possible as magnetic transitions, and additionally
higher multipoles are possible. These transitions may be of considerable importance for
highly charged ions. For multiply ionized tungsten which is investigated in this work,
the strongest spectral line in the soft X-ray spectrum is an electric quadrupole line. In
this work, spectral lines are considered that are magnetic dipole (M1), electric dipole
(E1) and electric quadrupole (E2) transitions. The operators for M1 and E2 have
even parity and therefore, no parity change takes place. The selection rules for M1transitions are identical to the E1-transitions while for E2-transitions j̃i − j̃k = ±2,±1
or 0 and j̃i + j̃k ≥ 2 and mj̃i − mj̃k = ±2,±1 or 0.

2.1.4

Processes in Plasmas and Population Equilibria

When an atom or ion is in a plasma several processes occur. Table 2.1 features some
of these processes. The electron density is of large importance, when considering the
relative frequency of occurrence for each reaction. Both the ionization-recombination
equilibrium and the population of the states within the atoms and ions are influenced
by the processes.
For a certain atom or ion state, models for emission of photons are explained in
the following. The emission of photons can be quantified by the emissivity i,k for
a transition between the state i with density ni and state k. Simply, i,k = ni Ai,k .
As Ai,k is constant, ni is of interest. ni can be calculated by consideration of the
most important processes that influence the population equilibrium. Three regimes for
population equilibria, which are related to different electron densities, can be identified.
For small electron densities, i.e. about ne ≤ 1 · 1018 m−3 , electron collisions with
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electron impact excitation
A+e

electron impact ionization
Az + e

←→
←→

three body recombination
Az+1 +e0 +e00

←→
←→

photo ionization
Az +hν

dielectronic recombination
Az+1 +e0

collisional deexcitation
A? +e0

←→
←→

photo absorption
A + hν

excitation autoionization
Az +e

←→
←→

↔

−→
+ e0 →

Az??

−→
↔ Az?? →

spontaneous emission
A?

radiative recombination
Az+1 +e
Az+1 +e0 +e00
Az +hν

Table 2.1: Processes that occur in a plasma. A is an atom or ion, which may be excited (A? )
or doubly excited (A?? ). Az is an atom or ion with charge z. e, e0 and e00 denote electrons with
different energies, while hν represents a photon. The lowest two processes happen in two steps and
are important for the balance of ionization and recombination rates.

ions and atoms happen rarely and are followed by (a) radiative decay(s) to their
ground state before a further collision takes place. This rule of thumb applies for
low-Z impurities, but as the transition probabilities are proportional to Z4 (Z being
the charge of the ion), the following considerations are also good approximations for
high-Z elements in most plasmas of magnetic confinement fusion. For this so called
’corona population equilibrium’ equation 2.17 applies, where X1,i is the excitation
rate coefficient for excitation from the ground state with density n1 into state i and
P
m<i Ai,m is the sum of all transition probabilities that are non-zero for a decay of
state i. bi,k is called the branching ratio, as it is the relative probability for state i to
decay via the transition of interest into state k.
i,k = n1 ne X1,i P

Ai,k
= n1 ne X1,i bi,k
m<i Ai,m

(2.17)

The emissivity i,k is proportional to the electron density as the emissivity is directly
connected to the excitation processes. For electron densities ne ≥ 1·1023 m−3 (for highZ elements this limit might be at much higher densities as the transition probabilities
scale with Z4 ), all processes which involve electron collisions happen more frequently
than radiative processes. The dominant populating processes and depopulating processes are proportional to the electron density and therefore i,k is approximately independent of electron density. The plasma discharges in tokamaks exhibit electron
densities in the domain in between the above considered regions up to few 1 · 1020 m−3 .
In the range 1 · 1018 m−3 ≤ ne ≤ 1 · 1023 m−3 all important populating processes need to
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be considered in a system of differential equations, which also contains all states of an
ion or atom that influence the population of the considered state. The results of such
a collisional-radiative model are represented by a photon emissivity coefficient (PEC)
as shown in equation 2.18,

P EC(Te , ne ) =
(2.18)
ne nz
where nz equals the density of the considered charge state. More details on the calculation of PECs are given in section 2.3.2. For many applications in a tokamak when
just coarse evaluations are needed, the corona equilibrium is sufficient and the large
effort of the collisional-radiative modeling may be omitted.
In table 2.1 some processes are presented which are responsible for ionization and
recombination. Similar to the population equilibrium within a certain charge state
the electron density also influences the relative importance of these processes. The
equilibrium for low electron density is called ’corona equilibrium’ and considers electron
impact ionization and radiative recombination. For high densities the Saha-equation
describes the equilibrium, which is governed by electron impact ionization and three
body recombination. For the electron density regime, which applies for tokamaks a
detailed consideration of all processes in a collisional-radiative model is necessary to
obtain the ionization and recombination rates. Crucial roles are played by the two
processes of excitation-autoionization and dielectric recombination. Here resonances
occur, which makes their evaluation more challenging. Additionally, the processes
happen in two steps which complicates the situation. More details on ionization and
recombination is given in sections 2.3.3, 2.3.4 and 4.2.

2.2

Electron Impact Calculation Methods

In section 2.1.4 it is stated that the knowledge of all important processes is necessary
to make predictions on spectral lines emitted in a tokamak. While the Einstein coefficients Ai,k for high-Z elements are obtainable by various atomic codes, even by full
relativistic codes like GRASP [24], a major limitation has been the calculation of cross
sections of electron impact excitation and ionization. In this chapter four methods are
introduced that span from low to high quality and from high to low availability due
to the increasing complexity of the calculations. The main focus of the present work
lies on the multi-configuration method with plane wave Born-approximation, as this
method is a large improvement in comparison to the average ion model, and allows
for automated calculations of nearly all states of tungsten and other high-Z elements.
Additionally, some other calculation methods for electron impact cross section are introduced in this section. It may be noted that apart from the described method other
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methods exist, like convergent close coupling or time dependent Schrödinger equation
calculations, that produce data of highest quality but are even less applicable to high-Z
elements on a large scale due to their excessive computing requirements.

2.2.1

Average Ion Model

The average ion model [25] does not calculate any cross sections, however, it is able to
predict the total radiated power of an impurity. The model introduced in [25] makes
use of scaling laws and formulas which are applied for an averaged ion. The distribution
of electrons into the shells and their energies are constructed according to general
quantum mechanical findings. However, no quantum mechanical calculations on the
actual ion are performed. Therefore, the data could easily be obtained for arbitrary
elements, but spectral information is missing. Especially, processes which involve
resonances are expected to exhibit low quality, but on average the discrepancies can
cancel and bulk parameters like the cooling factor may exhibit deviations of factor 2 –3
only. The cooling factor of [25] was updated in 1995 [26, 27] for electron temperatures
below 5 keV. The data set, which is used in this work is a combination of both data
sets using the new data below 5 keV and the data of [25] above.

2.2.2

Plane Wave Born-Approximation

The ADAS project [15, 16] has recently incorporated the Cowan code [14] to evaluate
cross sections of electron collisions with atoms and ions. The emphasis is put on highly
charged species, as the calculation of near neutral ions needs adjustments, which are
difficult to perform in an automated manner. The automation is necessary to cope
with the large number of ion states, which sometimes contain thousands of important
electronic states. For each ion, first the electronic structure is evaluated using the
multiconfigurational Hartree-Fock code with relativistic corrections, i.e. the the Cowan
code. The structure information is further used in the calculations for cross sections of
electron collisions. In detail, the scattered electrons are modeled as plane-waves that
are scattered by the bound electrons. An incoming electron with a wavefunction eik·r
transfers momentum and energy by a inelastic scattering process onto the atom or
0
ion and is leaving the scattering region being described by a wavefunction eik ·r . The
negative transferred momentum is obtained from K= k0 -k and the transferred energy
equals ∆E = 2me ( k2 -k02 ). The detailed evaluation of the cross sections is described
in [14] and references therein. It may be noted that spin transitions during electron
collisions are not possible in this model as the scattered electron is always separately
treated and an exchange with bound electrons is not possible. However, for high-Z
elements, where the quantum number spin is not preserved anyhow this insufficiency
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may be noticeable only for special cases. Best accuracy is attributed to the plane-wave
Born method for high electron energies compared to ∆E, where resonant processes
and large scattering angles are less important.

2.2.3

Distorted Wave Approximation

In this thesis comparisons with calculations of the HULLAC [28–31] and RATIP [32,
33] code packages are presented. Along with codes that calculate the atomic structure
in fully relativistic manner HULLAC and RATIP contain distorted wave codes that
evaluate the cross sections for electron excitation. The distorted wave approximation
allows for the scattered electron being perturbed by the potential and to interact with
the bound states such that spin transitions are possible. The results for cross sections
are more accurate than those resulting from plane-wave Born approach due to the
more realistic model. The scattered electron is described by an expansion of numerous
partial waves, which is one reason why this approach is more intense in computing time.
HULLAC is developed for obtaining numerous excitation rates of many spectral lines
belonging to an ionization state. However, the calculations are more time consuming
and hence less flexible compared the plane-wave Born approach. Additionally, as the
HULLAC code is not freely available the flexibility is further restricted.

2.2.4

R-Matrix Calculation

Even higher quality is possible for low energies, when the resonances of the N+1
electron system, i.e. the N-electron target plus the scattered electron are considered
properly. This is not possible with all of the above codes, but the R-matrix [34] with
pseudo states approach (RMPS) can handle this. In this scheme the configuration
space is partitioned into two regions by a sphere of radius r=a. a is chosen such that
all bound states and pseudo states, i.e. continuum states that are treated similar to
bound states, of the target are contained in the sphere. Outside the sphere the behavior
of the scattered electron can easily be treated. Inside the sphere a N+1 electron
system is considered and the energies of this system allow to find all resonances in the
scattering process. These are of importance for electrons with energies comparable to
the excitation or ionization energy. In a plasma the resonances are not always of large
importance, when the population of excited states are investigated, because a large
contribution of the excitation processes is caused by scattering processes with small
scattering angles, which are described reasonable well also by the plane-wave Born
approach. The RMPS method is very intense in computing time and therefore, it is
feasible for certain ion states of high-Z elements only.
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Calculation of Data within this Work

The main focus of this thesis lies on the data which are calculated by the Cowan code.
These contain structure information of ions and electron impact rates. Other codes in
ADAS utilize this information on various quality levels. The detailed interpretation
of the Cowan code data is obtained by the ADAS code ’208’, which results in PECs
for spectral lines. A bulk interpretation (ADAS codes ’407/408’) of the Cowan code
data enables the derivation of ionization and recombination rates, data on continuum
radiation and data on total radiation of an ion state. The procedures are described
in this chapter, more details are available in the ADAS documentation [15, 16] and in
[35]. In this work the superior ’Case B’ implementation of the codes ’407/408’ is used.

2.3.1

Ionization Potentials

The ionization potentials are needed for the parameterization of ionization and recombination data. A set of ionization potentials from [36] is used by default. Nevertheless,
a better accuracy of data could be achieved by employing the fully relativistic code
GRASP [24]. A comparison of the two data sets along with the data from the HULLAC code is featured in figure 2.1. Due to the GRASP code restricting the maximum
number of electrons in orbitals with l≥2 the GRASP calculations could be performed
only down to Cd-like W26+ . The deviations between HULLAC, GRASP and [36] are
negligible for the baseline quality calculations of high-Z elements, however, for the
high precision investigations performed at the EBIT (cf. section 5.1, 6.2.1 and 6.3.1)
the differences between the HULLAC/GRASP data and data of [36] do matter as they
approach 10 % for the Ni-like W46+ and the states above.

2.3.2

Structure, Collision Strengths and Line Intensities

The main focus of this work lies on the characterization and validation of the ADAS
data, which are obtained via the Cowan code. The code is used to obtain the energy
levels and transition probabilities for electric dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic
dipole transitions, because these transitions are responsible for the main contributions
of the radiative losses in a plasma. In certain cases the wavelengths of single transitions
have been evaluated independently by the fully relativistic code GRASP [24]. The
collision strengths (s. [15, 16]) are further evaluated with the Cowan code by realization
of the plane-wave Born approximation. By performing a Maxwell-average the effective
collision strengths are obtained (s. [15, 16]). A collisional-radiative model is then used
to obtain the population of the states for a mesh of electron temperatures and densities.
This results in a photon emissivity coefficient for each spectral line as a function of ne
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Figure 2.1:

Ionization potentials of all tungsten ions from [36], values for In-like W 25+ to Co-like
W
from HULLAC and values for Cd-like W26+ to H-like W73+ from GRASP. Symbols indicate
the difference between the values from [36] and GRASP/HULLAC.
47+

and Te .
A peculiarity of high-Z elements is the vast number of spectral lines that some of
the ionization states emit. To handle the lines efficiently the feature photon emissivity
coefficient (FPEC) was introduced within the ADAS environment, which allows to sum
the PECs of many lines in a small wavelength region. A whole wavelength range can
be covered by these small bins emulating the finite resolution of a spectrometer system.
In Figure 2.2 the FPEC for Ni-like W46+ in the soft X-ray range is presented for the
electron density 6 ·1019 m−3 . When investigating the detailed spectra of tungsten this
simplification is not necessary, however, it is a powerful tool to reduce the data detail
for real time analysis.
It turns out (cf. chapter 8) that the total line radiation is dominating the total
radiative losses caused by tungsten in a fusion plasma. In contrast to the average ion
model the detailed information of quantum states, cross sections for excitation and the
distribution versus wavelength is known for the emissions. This higher quality data
can be tested in well diagnosed fusion plasmas by comparing the absolute power of
spectral emissions to spectrometer measurements. Additionally, the measurement of
the soft X-ray cameras (s. section 3.1.2) can be interpreted as it is known which part
of the total radiated power is shielded by the Be filters (cf. figure 3.2).
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the emissivity distribution.

Figure 2.2:

2.3.3

Ionization Rate Coefficients

The ionization rate coefficients are obtained by different methods. The ADAS codes
’407/408’ implement two semi-empirical methods. ’Case A’ implements the semiempirical parameter form of [37], which neglects excitation-autoionization. Its quality
is better than the unmodified ADPAK data [25], which rely on the average ion model,
because a more detailed ion structure, i.e. the results of the Cowan code, is entering the parameter form. However, as excitation-autoionization is of importance the
’Case B’ implementation of ADAS is considered for comparisons to experimental data.
Here the semi-empirical expression of [38] is implemented considering direct ionization
and excitation-autoionization. The parameter form uses the results of ion structure
calculations from the Cowan code. The data offers baseline quality, as the model is
semi-empirical considering few details of the ion structure only. The details of the
implementation can be reviewed in [15, 16, 35]. In the following chapters these data
are referred to as ’408’ data. In the case of tungsten, a third set of ionization data
originate from [39], where corrections, which emulate excitation-autoionization, were
applied to the ADPAK data. Recently, an additional set of data became available
[40] for tungsten, which determines the ionization coefficient by calculations of cross
sections in a configuration average manner using a distorted wave method (CADW).
The method is described in [41] for krypton. The quality of this calculation is clearly
superior to the baseline data.
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Recombination Rate Coefficients

Quantum mechanical calculations on recombination are not possible without knowledge of the important recombination channels. These are difficult to predict and a
large range of principal quantum numbers and angular momenta may be of importance. Especially for high-Z elements this means that semi-empirical formulae are
necessary to evaluate the recombination rates. This is done independently for radiative and dielectronic recombination, as for the latter the branching ratios between
autoionization and radiative stabilization need to be considered. Due to the effect of
finite electron density an upper limit on the principal quantum number exists, which
needs to be considered for the recombination processes. The radiative recombinations
are calculated by generalizing data of hydrogen, while rates for dielectronic recombination are obtained by the general formula of Burgess [42] (’Case A’) or by using the
Burgess-Bethe general program (BBGP) (cf. [43]) employing the dipole resonances
of the receiving ion (’Case B’). The details of the formulas used can be reviewed in
[15, 16, 35]. The ion structure information entering into these formulas are obtained
via the Cowan code.

2.3.5

Continuum Radiation

Three contributions are considered, i.e. radiative and dielectronic recombination and
Bremsstrahlung. For each radiative recombination event it is assumed that the ionization energy of the recombined ion is emitted. For dielectronic recombination the
dipole transition energies of the receiving ion that were used for estimating the resonances in section 2.3.4 and the ionization energy of the recombined ion is emitted.
For Bremsstrahlung the hydrogenic free-free formula with unity gaunt factor is used.
Again, the details of the formulas used can be reviewed in [15, 16, 35].

2.3.6

Parameterisation of Total Line Radiation

Unlike the detailed collisional-radiative modeling which is performed to obtain emissivities of single spectral lines, it is possible to estimate the total radiation by a zerodensity estimation. In this approximation, any excitation from the ground state will
result in emission of photons accounting for the excitation energy. The results of the
Cowan code calculations are used to obtain the rates for excitation into the considered
states. Multiplied with the excitation energy this equals directly the radiated power
for this simple model.

Chapter 3
Diagnostics and Experiments at
ASDEX Upgrade
At ASDEX Upgrade several spectrometers and radiation diagnostics are available. In
the following, the term ’diagnostic’ is used also for spectrometers. The wavelength
region from 0.1 –100 nm is of special interest for this work, as in this wavelength region the most intense emissions of the hot main plasma originate. Each diagnostic is
monitoring a certain wavelength interval as indicated in figure 3.1. In this chapter,
the diagnostics which are used for the analyses are introduced.

Bolometer
Soft X-ray Camera
Pulse Height Analysis
Bragg Crystals
Grazing Incidence
Johann

0.1

Spred

1

10

100

wavelength [nm]

Figure 3.1:

Overview of wavelength regions that can be monitored by spectrometers and radiation
detectors. The black bars denote the detection range for diagnostics without energy resolution, while
the color-shaded bars represent the wavelength range of diagnostics with energy resolution.
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3.1
3.1.1
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Diagnostics for Integrated Radiation
Bolometer

The bolometer is detecting the radiated power along about 100 lines of sight (LOS).
The detector itself consists of a thin metal foil that is heated up by the absorbed
radiation. The temperature rise measured by the change in resistance is divided by
the thermal capacity to derive the total radiated power. The response of this detector is
flat over a large wavelength range. The large number of LOSs is necessary for obtaining
spatially resolved information by tomography. However, the detection principle limits
the time resolution to ms due to the finite heat capacity of the metal film.

3.1.2

Soft X-ray Cameras

Soft X-ray cameras (SXR-diagnostic, s. [44]) are semiconductor detectors that
equipped by Be-filters with a certain thickness df . At each photon energy the trans−df

mittance of the Beryllium (Be) is ∝ e κBe (hν) , where κBe (hν) is characteristic for Be
and varies for different photon energy hν. Similarly the absorption of photons in the
−dd

active layer of the silicon detector increases with its thickness dd being ∝ 1 − e κSi (hν) .
In figure 3.2 resulting detection efficiencies for combinations of Be-filters and Si detectors are presented. The measured signal is proportional to the energy of the detected
photons. However, an absolute calibration is not easily obtained, because for this the
distribution of power in front of the Be-filter needs to be known. Spatially resolved
information is obtained by SXR-diagnostic due to the about 60 LOSs. It is well suited
to investigate dynamical processes on a timescale of µs.

3.2

Spectrometers

In the present work the details of the energy distribution of emitted photons are
investigated. In this section the available spectrometers are introduced and grouped
according to their observed wavelength range.

3.2.1

Vacuum Ultra Violet (VUV)

The VUV range owes its name from the fact that the radiation is easily absorbed by
the atmosphere, which is avoided by evacuating the spectrometer and connecting it
directly to the plasma vacuum. Furthermore, the detectors used at ASDEX Upgrade
rely on open microchannel-plates (MCPs), which require low pressure of less than
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1·10−6 mbar for protection.
SPRED
The so called SPRED spectrometer (survey, poor resolution, extended domain) [45]
was used as a monitor for the wavelength region 10 –105 nm with a relatively low
resolution of ∆λ ≈ 0.3 nm. The detection is accomplished by an open microchannelplate MCP, which converts the photons into electrons which are multiplied in the
microchannels. A phosphor screen converts the electrons into fluorescence photons
which are detected by a programmable CCD camera of the company PROSCAN [46].
Time resolutions of about 10 ms are typical. An absolute calibration has been performed earlier [47] via the branching ratio of spectral lines, which are emitted in the
visible spectral range and in the VUV.
Grazing Incidence
A major experimental tool for this work is the 2.2 m grazing incidence spectrometer
manufactured by McPherson [48]. A detailed description of it is available in [49]. Measurements were obtained in the VUV-region from 2 –50 nm. The detection principle
works similar to the SPRED spectrometer, while instead of a CCD camera a diode array is used. The wavelength calibration was refined several times so that from 4 –14 nm
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an uncertainty of only 0.005 nm could be achieved. This was obtained by frequent in
situ calibrations using the H-like and He-like spectral lines of boron, carbon and oxygen that are visible at the beginning of nearly every plasma discharge. An absolute
calibration in this wavelength range was performed which is described in section 3.5.2.
As featured in figure 3.3, the grazing incidence spectrometer has a variable LOS that

ASDEX Upgrade

1.4

standard LOS
used in present work

0.7

variable

Grazing Incidence Spectrometer
(2 nm - 50 nm)
ht
line of sig

z [m] 0
optical fibres

-0.7
-1.4
0.8

1.7

R [m]

2 diode arrays

-6
p < 10 mbar

2.6

grating

2 MCPs

Rowlandcircle

Figure 3.3:

Setup of the grazing incidence spectrometer at ASDEX Upgrade. The upper and
lower limit of the variable line of sight is indicated. The default setting, which is used in this work, is
indicated with the blue line. In the grazing incidence spectrometer, 2 MCPs are located at different
positions of the same optical axis. The fluorescence light of the phosphor layer attached to the MCPs
is transported to the diode arrays via optical fibres.

can be changed in between plasma discharges.

3.2.2

Soft X-ray spectral range

The photons in this wavelength range (0.1 –2 nm) allow to use thin filters and window
foils that absorb only a small fraction of the photons. This fact gives the possibility
to separate the vacuum of the plasma discharge from the detector or from the whole
spectrometer, which is desired for devices in which tritium is part of the plasma. The
spectrometers at ASDEX Upgrade use crystals as dispersive elements in reflective
geometry. Reflexion occurs only if the incident angle ϑ measured towards the crystal
surface equals the reflecting angle and if the wavelength of the incident radiation fulfills
the Bragg-equation (3.1) for a k called the ’order’ of reflexion. d denotes the lattice
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spacing of the crystal. ϑ is called ’Bragg angle’.
kλ = 2dsinϑ

(3.1)

For the spectrometers in this spectral range a central LOS was chosen, as the most
intense emissions in this spectral range emerge from the hot plasma center.
Bragg Scanning Crystal Spectrometer
2 Bragg-crystal spectrometer (cf. figure 3.4) sharing a single spectrometer housing are
available at ASDEX Upgrade. They are using a flat crystal which is rotated during a
plasma discharge for monitoring a wavelength interval. Before the incident light can be

Detector

X-rays

Reflecting crystal

ϑ

ϑ

Crystal wheel

lc
Multi grid collimator

Variable slit

Crystals

wc

Figure 3.4:

Scheme of the Bragg-crystal spectrometer. The multi grid collimator is providing
collimated light, that is analyzed with a flat crystal. The angle ϑ is scanned several times during
a plasma discharge between certain limits, while the detector is moving such that the incident and
reflecting angle of the light are equal. The variable slit is used to attenuate the incident light. The
reflecting crystal can be exchanged in between plasma discharges by rotating the crystal wheel which
provides six crystals with different lattice spacings d.

analyzed by the Bragg-crystal spectrometer the light needs to be collimated to obtain
wavelength resolution. This achieved by a multi grid collimator [50] installed in the
spectrometer’s LOS. A slit with a height of 50 mm and a variable width of 0 – 40 mm
is installed directly behind the collimator allowing for an adjustable attenuation. The
direction of the incident light is fixed by the LOS of the spectrometer. The rotation
of the crystal is constantly changing the incident angle ϑ, while the detector has to be
moved simultaneously by the doubled angular velocity such that the reflected angle
which needs to equal the incident angle is aligned with the detector. Its sensitive area
is 30 × 40 mm2 and is optimized to detect all the reflected photons also in the case of
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System A, αdiv = ±0.55 mrad

Nr.

Crystal

System B, αdiv = ±1.11 mrad

2d (nm)

measurement
range (nm)

Crystal

2d (nm)

measurement
range (nm)

1

Topaz (303)

0.2712

0.047 - 0.270

Topaz (303)

0.2712

0.047 - 0.270

2

Silicon (111)

0.6271

0.109 - 0.625

Silicon (111)

0.6271

0.109 - 0.625

3

ADP (101)

1.0640

0.185 - 1.061

ADP (101)

1.0640

0.185 - 1.061

4

KAP (100)

2.6579

0.460 - 2.647

KAP (100)

26.579

4.60 - 26.47

5

Lead stearate

10.04

1.70 - 10.00

Lead stearate

10.04

1.70 - 10.00

6

Multilayer

9.65

1.68 - 9.61

LiF (220)

0.2848

0.047 - 0.280

Table 3.1:

Available crystals for both Bragg crystal spectrometers at ASDEX Upgrade. The
wavelength range for all crystals is given for Bragg angles ϑ between 9 o and 80o . αdiv denotes the
vertical divergence angle of the incident photons, which is achieved by a separate collimator for each
system.

small excursions of the detector from the optimal position. An important property of
the crystal is the lattice spacing d which determines the wavelength interval that can
be analyzed. To maximize the flexibility of the spectrometers 6 crystals (cf. table 3.1)
are provided with different d that can be interchanged in between plasma discharges
by rotating the crystal wheel (cf. figure 3.4). The dimensions of the crystals are 100
× 50 mm2.

The detector is a multi strip gaseous chamber (MSGC) [51] which allows single
photon counting at count rates of up to 1 – 2 MHz. Photons from the spectrometer
volume enter the detector through a ≈2 µm thick Mylar foil covered by a 80 nm thick
aluminum layer that shields the detector from low energy stray light and acts as a
cathode. The foil also seals the detector volume with atmospheric pressure from the
vacuum of the spectrometer. To ensure a constant detector performance the detector
gas (83.25 % Ar, 9.25 % methane and 7.5 % butane) is kept continously flowing through
the counter. The detection volume is ≈ 9 mm thick allowing for detection of photons up
to 15 keV photon energy. To correct for background signals due to neutron irradiation
a second MSGC shielded from the incident photons is available in each detector. A
calibration of this background correction is performed with closed spectrometer slit
during plasma discharges with high neutron rates.
This setup gives spectral resolutions of ∆λ/λ = 100 – 2000 depending on the used
crystal. The wavelength calibration can be performed in situ for almost every discharge, as well-known H-like or He-like emission lines of intrinsic impurities are visible.
Although photons are counted, an absolute calibration is necessary, as the reflection
efficiency of the crystals, the transmittance of the aluminum coated mylar foil and
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the counter efficiency need to be determined for the actual system. A calibration was
performed already earlier [52] which was refined in the course of this work (cf. section
3.5.1). More details on the spectrometers are available in [52].

Johann-Spectrometer
The principle of the Johann-spectrometer [53] uses a bent crystal where the curvature
radius R is defining the Rowland circle with radius R/2 (cf. figure 3.5). This setup
allows to collect light from a homogeneous light source like the tokamak discharges at
ASDEX Upgrade and record high resolution spectra. However, this is limited by the
fact, that the arrangement does not offer a perfect focus due to the same curvature
of the crystal lattice, which fixes the Rowland circle, and the crystal surface, which
determines the focus. For small crystals, i.e. small apertures of the optical system,
the approximation that A≈A0 and C≈C0 is good enough, however, the systematical
shift at the detector to lower wavelengths gets apparent at a certain crystal size. This
is suppressed by the Johansson-setup (cf. [54]), where the bent crystal is ground until
its curvature is identical to that of the Rowland circle, while the crystal’s lattice is
still curved with radius R.
With the Johann-setup the maximum achievable resolution is given by
λ
R
= 32( )2 tan2 ϑ
∆λ
s

(3.2)

with the crystal length s and Bragg angle ϑ.
For the Johann-spectrometer at ASDEX Upgrade R = 1.5 m. The resolution λ/∆λ
varies between 1000-4000 depending on the geometry (cf. equation 3.2), the properties
of crystal and detector.
For this work the spectrometer was used as a monitor for the spectral line of Ni-like
tungsten at 0.793 nm. An EDDT crystal was used with 2d = 0.8808 nm. The resolution
λ/∆λ is about 1000 and is not limited by the effects that enter in equation 3.2, but by
imperfections of the layer structure of the crystal. The detector is using a closed MCP:
The soft x-ray photons cause fluorescence of a phosphor layer which is in the vacuum.
The visible photons are transmitted through a vacuum window and then detected by
an intensified programmable CCD camera manufactured by the company PROSCAN
[46]. The intensifier uses a closed MCP for multiplying single photo-electrons that
emerge from the coating at the front of the MCP. The multiplied electrons are then
made visible by another phosphor layer directly in front of the CCD chip.
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Figure 3.5:

Scheme of a Johann-spectrometer and its Rowland circle. Also featured are the
deviations of the focus that arise due to the fact that the curvature of the Rowland circle is not equal
to the curvature of the crystal surface.

3.2.3

Pulse Height Analysis

The heart of the diagnostic called ’pulse height analysis’ is a semiconductor detector
that is shielded from low-energy photons by a beryllium foil of adjustable thickness.
A variable blind attenuates the X-ray intensity from the plasma discharge. Each
individual photon creates a number of electron-hole pairs in the detector, which is
proportional to the photon’s energy. The number of electron-hole pairs determines
the size of the current pulse, which is read out from the detector. As the size of the
pulses is recorded a spectrum is obtained from about 1 keV to 15 keV photon energy
with moderate resolution of about 300 eV. The line of sight is identical to that of the
Bragg-crystal spectrometer . A detailed description is available in [55].

3.3

Impurity Injection

Impurities are usually unwanted in a fusion plasma, but a contamination of the plasmas is unavoidable. For this reason, the emissions, the transport and the effects of
impurities need to be studied in today’s experiments. To do this, impurities are injected on purpose via various systems namely pellet injection, laser ablation, probe
erosion and gas puffing. For this work, gas puffing and laser ablation are used.
For gaseous impurities, i.e. xenon in this work, it is easiest to just puff the gas into
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the plasma chamber. The gas is ionized at the edge of the plasma by collisions with hot
electrons. Some of the impurity ions then enter the main plasma due to the transport
effects in the plasma. The various transport effects can be modeled by diffusion and
drifts. Even though the injection is fairly simple it is complicated to obtain a constant
impurity level in the plasma, as the impurity may recycle differently than the majority
of the plasma ions. For xenon a nearly constant concentration could be achieved by a
specially designed puffing trajectory that is decreasing in time.
Solid impurities may be injected at ASDEX Upgrade by laser-ablation (cf. [56–58]
for further reference on laser-ablation in general) via the laser blow-off system. It
consists of a 0.6 J Nd-YAG laser with pulse length 8 ns and wavelength 1064 nm. The
infrared light exhibits a lower ablation efficiency than light in the visible or UV, but
a smaller fraction of the ablated particles is charged [58]. Charged ions penetrate into
the plasma with low efficiency, as the strong magnetic field that confines the plasma
prevents that. The used laser features a maximum repetition rate of 20 Hz. The laser
pulse is defocused before it is transmitted through a vacuum window and then focused
on the targets which are placed at a distance of about 50 cm from the plasma edge. By
moving the focusing lens, which is situated just outside the vacuum, it is possible to
adjust the focus in the plane of the target, while the laser is simultaneously fired with a
certain repetition rate. This procedure permits that throughout a discharge impurities
can be constantly injected. In the case of 20 Hz laser-ablation rate the impurities are
fueling the plasma center quasi-continuously as the typical particle transport time
there is of the order of 100 ms.
Four targets are clamped onto the target holder at the same time. The targets are
mostly made from thin metal films that are evaporated onto thin glass plates of size
50 × 50 mm2 . During ablation, the laser is transmitted through the glass and then
absorbed by the impurities, which are situated on the plasma-facing side of the glass.
Impurities for which the evaporation process does not produce ablatable targets need
to be specially processed. For instance, the gold films that are produced via evaporation are reflecting the laser power very efficiently, such that ablation is not possible.
However, when gold is precipitated from a solution it forms small unevenly structures
that appear black. After grinding, the resulting black powder is glued onto the glass
target and can easily be ablated. The magnitude of the impurity injection needs to be
carefully adjusted. On the one hand a higher impurity concentration produces more
signal, but on the other hand a too large impurity concentration disturbs the plasma
leading to a change in plasma parameters.
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Intrinsic Impurities

Since 1993, the W-experiment is pursued at ASDEX Upgrade (s. appendix B.1). In
the course of this activity the graphite first wall of the tokamak is stepwise exchanged
for tungsten coated surfaces. An extensive overview of the W-programme at ASDEX
Upgrade can be found in [13]. 1993 –1996 the W-divertor experiment was performed,
which lead to operation with a full tungsten divertor in the campaign 1995/1996 [59–
62]. After successful demonstration of the low impact of tungsten divertor sources on
the tungsten concentration of the main plasma, the divertor was replaced by a carbon
divertor. In 1999, the tungsten programme for the main chamber was initiated, which
aims for eliminating all carbon by coating the plasma facing components with tungsten.
The graphite tiles of the heatshield have been replaced stepwise by tungsten coated
tiles [63]. In the recent campaign, i.e. 2004/2005, about 70 % of the total plasma facing
surfaces are coated with tungsten [12]. In the next two years a completion up to 100 %
is planned. The tungsten concentration has been growing steadily corresponding to
the increasing area of tungsten surfaces, but is usually below the range of few 10−5 .
The spectrum of tungsten could be studied in numerous discharges.
Even though the area of carbon surfaces was decreased, the carbon concentration
is nearly unchanged of the order of 1 %. This is in agreement with investigations on
carbon sources [64–66] which demonstrate that only a small part of carbon that is
found in the plasma originates directly from a carbon surface. A large part of the
carbon atoms/ions seem to recycle at the walls regardless what material the wall is
made of [64, 66].
Boron is used for conditioning the wall of ASDEX Upgrade. At the plasma startup,
the strong resonance spectral lines of H-like and He-like boron can be observed with the
grazing incidence spectrometer, which made frequent in-situ wavelength calibrations
possible. The spectral lines are emitted at electron temperatures below 500 eV.
Spurious amounts of fluorine, neon, silicon, sulfur, chlorine and argon can be detected
frequently via the H-like and He-like resonance lines in the soft X-ray range. The
occurrence of these spectral lines allows to perform a wavelength calibration of the
Bragg scanning crystal spectrometer.

3.5
3.5.1

Intensity Calibration
Bragg Scanning Crystal Spectrometer

The MSGC counter is detecting single photons. Therefore, it is possible to calculate
the radiance of spectral lines by considering the reflectivity of the crystal, the geometry
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of the setup, the transmission of the detector window and the absorption within the
detector gas. Figure 3.6 gives the sensitivity curve of the system A for the the three
considered crystals and a slit width of 20 mm. The calibration factors, which are
resulting from the following investigations are already applied. Deviations from the
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Figure 3.6:

Total sensitivity of the system A using 20 mm slit width for the crystals Si(111), ADP
and KAP. The geometry of collimator and spectrometer, the reflectivity of the KAP crystal at the
Bragg angle, the transmission of the detector window and the absorption within the detector gas are
taken into account. Additionally, a calibration factor was applied, which is constant for each crystal
and results from the recent calibration.

ideal setup might influence the accuracy of such an calculation. For instance, the
crystal reflectivity is given or calculated for ideal crystals and defects in the real crystal
will generally lead to a deterioration of the reflectivity at the Bragg angle. However,
an accuracy better than a factor of 3 is expected for the KAP and ADP crystals, as
here cross calibrations with other diagnostics have been performed earlier to verify the
predictions [52]. In the course of the present work two independent procedures where
applied to update the calibration. These are elucidated in the following.
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Calibration with Well Characterized X-ray Source
The main focus was put on the wavelength region 0.3 – 0.9 nm where the most prominent X-ray emissions of tungsten are observed. An X-ray tube with an homogeneous
emission characteristics [55] was equipped stepwise with yttrium (Y), tin (Sn) and
aluminum (Al) anodes, which were characterized with a pulse height analysis using a
silicon-lithium drift detector in the laboratory. These spectra are dominated by lines
of Y (Lα ), Sn (Lα ) and Al (Kα ) at ≈ 0.64 nm, ≈ 0.36 nm and ≈ 0.83 nm, respectively.
The well-known geometry and efficiencies of the laboratory setup allow for an absolute
measurement of the emitted radiance analog to the investigations in [55].
The X-ray tube was then introduced into the LOS of the Bragg crystal spectrometer.
Due to the low intensity of this source compared to typical plasma emissions the signal
to noise ratio is critical for the accuracy of the calibration. Focus was put on the calibration of System B, which due to the larger collimator opening achieves more than a
factor of 2 larger signals at the same source intensity. Relative calibration factors have
been calculated that relate the calibration factors of new and old calibration. The relative calibration factors which were obtained by this direct method are shown in figure
3.7 as diamonds. The featured uncertainties are mainly caused by the spectrometer
measurements due to the low signal to noise ratio and uncertainties of the X-ray source
alignment and sum up to 40%, which is obtained by the uncertainties of the integration
of the spectral line envelope and by variations of the spectrometer slit to check the
X-ray source alignment. For the Al anode a systematic decrease of signal was observed
during the spectrometer measurements. After venting the X-ray tube, the anode was
covered by a thin layer which had formed during calibration possibly being the cause
for the signal deterioration. An analysis of this measurement led to a systematical
increase of the uncertainties towards lower ratios of calibration factors down to the
0.3-fold value of the measurement. This increase of uncertainty is estimated by an
extrapolation of several consecutive measurements towards a virgin Al anode. For the
ADP crystal, the actual results are nearly in agreement to the calibration presented
in [52]. For the KAP crystal, the deviation of factor 7 is surprisingly large, however,
the only available data point relies on the hampered measurements with the Al anode.
The deviations for the Si crystal are even larger, while the experimental experience
also suggests the validity of this data point. The theoretical predictions seem to be
flawed. This is the case for both available data sets for the crystal reflectivity, i.e. the
one from the computer code GID [67] used in [52] and the other from [68]). Further
evidence for the shown discrepancies, which probably arises from a non-ideal crystal,
is presented in the following. In a second step, comparisons between measurements
during plasma operation are used to obtain information about the calibration factors.
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Figure 3.7:

Relative calibration factors which relate the present calibration to that presented
in [52]. Diamonds originated from the calibration with a characterized X-ray source, while crosses
originate from comparisons to other diagnostics implementing model predictions. Horizontal lines
indicate the finally used calibration factors which result as weighted mean of the data points.

Cross-Calibration with Other Diagnostics
System A and System B were compared in hundreds of discharges and the calibrations
of both channels agree with each other for the ADP, KAP and the SI(111) crystal.
Therefore, a relative factor between the ADP and the Si(111) crystal can be obtained
from a discharge which exhibits spectral line at overlapping wavelengths. This is the
case for discharges with argon injection. The H-like and He-like argon lines between
0.3 nm and 0.4 nm were recorded in the discharges #19197-19201 using ADP and Si
(111) crystals on system A and B, respectively. A monitor of the He-like argon lines
is available, since the Johann spectrometer is detecting routinely the second order
reflection of the He-like argon lines. The relative comparison of both crystals gave two
additional data points (crosses) in figure 3.7 for the Si (111) crystal. These underline
the large factor in between the new calibration and the theoretical predictions, which
was already diagnosed by the measurements with the X-ray tube.
The absolute emissivity of the spectral lines relates to the concentration of argon,
which can be measured by the increase of total radiation caused by argon injection.
The total radiation measurement is taken from the deconvolution of the bolometer
signals (s. figure 3.8(a)) and the increase due to argon is diagnosed within 10 –20 %
uncertainty. For comparison, the transport model STRAHL (s. chapter 4) was used
to obtain a relation between total radiation (s. figure 3.8(b)) and the emissivities
of H-like (0.374 nm) and He-like (around 0.397 nm) lines (s. figure 3.8(c)) which are
integrated along the spectrometers LOS. STRAHL calculates the fractional abundance
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of each impurity ionization state along the plasma radius and takes transport into
account. The assumed transport coefficients are nearly without effect (less than 10 %)
on the relation between radiation and argon density. The atomic data were taken
from ADAS [16]. The predictions then were compared to the measured signal (s.
figure 3.8(d)). The analysis of #17833 allowed for obtaining one calibration point for
the ADP crystal around 0.385 nm to which an uncertainty of 30 % was attributed. The
uncertainties of the theoretical data were assumed to be of the order of 10 %, as recent
high accuracy data in ADAS were available from [35], and are included in the 30 % error
bars presented in figure 3.7. Discharge #17833 was also used to recalibrate the SXR
camera A (s. section 3.1.2), which had been calibrated in 1995 [69] and lost sensitivity
due to neutron irradiation [70]. In discharges #17833 the SXR signal is dominated
by the line radiation of H-like and He-like argon as is known from the atomic data
interpreted with the sensitivity of the SXR cameras. To relate the spectrometer signal
to the signal of the SXR camera the transmission of the Be filter incorporated in the
SXR diagnostic has to be taken into account. The signal of the SXR system was
found to be too low by a factor of 2.6, while the detector diodes have been renewed
before the discharge #14049. This deterioration is plausible, as earlier investigations
at ASDEX Upgrade [71] point towards similar deterioration after about 2000-3000
plasma discharges. Using the degradation factor of 2.6, a further cross calibration
was performed in discharge #18060. Here the radiation in the soft X-ray range is
dominated by the H-like and He-like lines of silicon as the tokamak walls had been
conditioned by coating with silicon at that time. The recalibrated soft X-ray camera
was now used and compared to the signal of the spectrometer, which resulted in an
additional calibration data point at ≈ 0.63 nm (s. section 3.7) for the ADP crystal.
The tungsten line at 0.794 nm is routinely measured during the scans of both spectrometer channels A and B using the KAP and ADP crystals, respectively. The Johann
spectrometer monitors the tungsten line. The calibration data point at 0.794 nm for
the KAP crystal (s. figure 3.7 ) was obtained by comparing the signal of the Bragg
spectrometer for ADP and KAP crystals to the signal of the Johann spectrometer the
calibration data point at 0.794 nm (s. figure 3.7 ) The uncertainty reflects the scatter
in the ratios between the the Bragg signals and the Johann signals.

To add another calibration point for the KAP crystal the H-like Ne line at 1.2 nm
was analyzed for discharges #19313 and #19404 and related to the Ne concentrations
derived from charge exchange measurements. This analysis introduces larger uncertainties than the above presented analysis on the H-like and He-like emissions of argon,
since the H-like Ne exist at the edge region of the plasma which is also the location of
a strong inward drift for plasma ions (s. [72]). Depending on the magnitude and radial
profile of the drift velocity, which are difficult to diagnose, the Ne concentration in the
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bulk plasma might be influenced by up to a factor of 5 (compared to a situation with
no inward drift) while the radiance of the H-like spectral lines is nearly unchanged (s.
[72, 73]). For the modeling a reasonable guess of this drift velocity was used, which is
based on the investigations [72] and a factor of 2 was assumed as uncertainty of the
modeling. The atomic data were taken from the ADAS database [16]. The resulting
data point at 12 nm is shown in figure 3.7.
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In general, the results of the cross-calibrations agree with the findings which originate
from the calibration with the X-ray tube. The relative calibration factors are chosen
to be a single factor for each crystal and are indicated in figure 3.7 as horizontal lines
referring to the weighted mean of the data points for each crystal.
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(a) Measured radiated power density averaged over radius 0 ≤ ρ pol ≤ 0.65 obtained
by deconvolution of bolometer signals. The black line refers to a 2D-tomographic deconvolution,
while the gray line was obtained by an alternative algorithm which assumes constant power density
on a flux surface. Argon injection starts at 2.8 s. (b) Simulated total radiation caused by argon
for an adjusted STRAHL simulation run (s. chapter 4); (c) Predicted emissivities for the H-like
(at 0.374 nm) and He-like (around 0.397 nm) lines (both s. figure 3.8(d) ) for the identical STRAHL
simulation run using atomic data from ADAS; (d) Measured spectra of the Bragg spectrometer for
the analyzed discharge.
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Grazing Incidence

Similar to the latter calibration method which used the H-like Ne line, the H-like
and He-like lines of boron and the He-like lines of carbon were compared to the central charge exchange measurements to obtain a calibration for the grazing incidence
spectrometer. For discharge #19172 the modeling of carbon and boron was performed
which employed the transport coefficients taken from [72] and atomic data from ADAS.
The resulting calibration points are featured in figure 3.9 as diamonds and the presented uncertainties relate to the difficulty to model the relation of transport at the
edge region to the central part of the plasma. A further calibration data point was obtained for a certain discharge type with so called impurity accumulation (s. description
in chapter 5), where a small region with a narrow range of electron temperatures is
emitting most of the radiation. A large fraction of this radiation is caused by tungsten
as the transport effect that is responsible for the impurity accumulation increases with
Z. About 90 % of the radiation caused by tungsten is emitted in the spectral feature
at 5 nm called ’tungsten quasicontinuum’. It was assumed that 75 % of the radiation
in the accumulation region, which is diagnosed well by the bolometer, is found in the
quasicontinuum, which is monitored by the grazing incidence spectrometer. This dominance of tungsten for the central impurity radiation is based on the measurements
on iron and copper densities, which are responsible for about 10% of the impurity
radiation, and the general observation that light elements are only weakly influenced
by impurity accumulation. The analysis for discharge #19436 leads to the data point
for the calibration that is featured in figure 3.9 which agrees with the above calibration
results. The corresponding error bars are estimated, including the uncertainties for
the atomic data and the contributions of other spurious impurities in the accumulation
region, which are not quantified. At 23.7 nm a comparison to the SPRED spectrometer is indicated in figure 3.9 with a square. The wavelength was chosen because the
SPRED spectrometer was calibrated using the branching ratio between the Paschen-α
line at 468.57 nm and the Lymann-γ line at 24.3 nm of He+ .
Along with the calibration points a relative sensitivity curve (solid line) for a channel electron multiplier (taken from [74]) is shown in figure 3.9. As an uncoated MCP
consists of many of these channel electron multiplier the relative behaviour of the calibration curve versus wavelength applies here. The reflectance of the grating varies
only slightly for different wavelengths because the angle of incidence equals only 2 ◦ (s.
[75]). The reflectance into the first order is unknown for the considered grating, and
it is assumed to be constant for the wavelength range of interest. This assumption is
of low importance for the further investigations, because the absolute calibration is of
importance only at 5 nm, where the calibration data points are available. The calibration curve of the detector is used to interpolate the calibration. In [74] it is stated

calibration factor [W m-2 / (counts ms-1 )]
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Figure 3.9:

Absolute calibration factors for the grazing incidence spectrometer. Diamonds denote
the calibration results from the STRAHL modeling of H-like and He-like lines emitted by boron and
carbon. The cross denotes the calibration point that results from comparing the emission of the
tungsten quasicontinuum to the bolometer signal. The square shows the comparison of the grazing
incidence to the SPRED calibration for the HeII line at 23.7 nm. The solid line is the relative
dependence of the calibration factor of a channel electron multiplier with carbon contamination [74]
normalized to the calibration results. The dashed line is the tentative relative dependence for a
contamination-free detector, which was used to interpret the spectra.

that the increase of the calibration factor at 0.4 nm is caused by the contamination of
the channel electron multiplier by carbon (pump oil) and will be less pronounced for
carbon-free surfaces. As the grazing incidence spectrometer at ASDEX Upgrade is well
protected against the leakage of pump oil the calibration curve was corrected for the
Kα absorption edge (at 4 nm) of carbon and the dashed line denotes the used calibration curve. The values that result from the different calibration methods agree within
the uncertainties. However, as only indirect methods were used, larger uncertainties
than for the Bragg calibration remain.

Chapter 4
Modeling of Spectra
4.1

General Parameters Influencing Spectroscopic
Measurement in a Fusion Plasma

The spectroscopic interpretation of measurements taken from a tokamak plasma is not
straight-forward due to the properties of the plasma and the viewing geometry. Basic
discharge properties that are important for the measurements are the spatial temperature and density profiles of the plasma, the plasma shape and position that may be
altered within certain limits and the impurity density profile which may be different
for each impurity of the plasma. There are other parameters, that could be considered
additionally, depending on the detail in which the spectra are analyzed. For high-Z
elements, an interpretation on the most basic level is necessary first, i.e. to understand
which spectral lines are emitted by which ion states and what is the line strength of
the spectral line. Closely connected is also the question for the fraction of the impurity that resides in a certain ion state as a function of electron temperature. The
atomic data on ionization and recombination (cf. section 2.3) give information about
the fractional abundance of each ion state versus electron temperature in equilibrium
for a plasma without transport. Transport effects may be introduced numerically as is
featured in the next section. To obtain a modeled spectrum that is equivalent to the
measured one it is necessary to trace the LOS of the diagnostic through the plasma
such that the radiation from different plasma regions is weighted in the correct way.
This is a numerical integration along the LOS. The integrand is not known in experiment, therefore, it is not sufficient to only test the model by comparing the integral
along a LOS of model and experiment, but also the integrand itself is of interest. Information on it can be obtained by varying the experimental conditions, like changing
the electron temperature, density or impurity profiles. Finally the total integral of
the model can be compared to the measurement. The details of the modeling are
45
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described in the following.

4.2

Modeling the Ion Balance

As described in section 2.3 the atomic calculations provide ionization and recombination rate coefficients S and α, respectively. In equilibrium the ionization rate
Ṅz,z+1 = ne nz Sz equals the recombination rate Ṅz+1,z = ne nz+1 αz+1 . This gives for
the two charge states z and z+1:
nz+1
Sz
=
nz
αz+1

(4.1)

In the corona population equilibrium (cf. section 2.1.4), S and α are a function of Te
only and the above formula can only be used for a low electron density approximation.
However, it is possible to put corrections, which are calculated by collisional-radiative
models, due to electron densities into the rate coefficients, which makes both S and
α a 2-dimensional function of Te and ne . The fractional abundance for all ion states
can be evaluated by a set of equations like 4.1 for each z and the additional condition
that sum of all charge state densities ΣZz=0 nz is the density of the impurity nimpurity
with the nuclear charge Z. Figure 4.1 features the fractional abundances, i.e. densities
normalized to nW , of the charge states of tungsten versus Te for ne = 1 · 1020 m−3 .
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Transportless ionization balance for tungsten at an electron density of 1 · 10 20 m−3 .
This balance is identical to the one labeled ’modified CADW+408’ in figure 5.9(d), but here a larger
electron temperature interval is featured. Colors denote the angular momentum of the ’outer most’
electron(s) of the ground state configuration: orange – f, blue – d, red – p, green – s;

Figure 4.1:
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In a tokamak plasma the equilibrium is altered by transport. Different transport
phenomena can be modeled by particle diffusion and drift, both may vary along the
plasma radius. In this work transport effects are considered via the transport code
STRAHL [76, 77]. It numerically solves the radial transport equation 4.2 for a circular model plasma. The model plasma corresponds to the plasma from experiment,
as the magnetic structure and profiles of electron densities and temperatures of the
experimental plasma are mapped onto the circular plasma, such that equal plasma
volumes for model and experiment are contained within corresponding flux tubes, i.e.
the surfaces with constant magnetic flux. Equation 4.2 is solved at every numerical
grid point on the radius of the plasma, where −∇Γz is the transport term and Qz the
source term of the ion density nz .
∂nz
= −∇Γz + Qz
∂t

(4.2)

The source term connects the ion state z to the neighboring ion states z-1 and z+1
via ionization and recombination, as can be seen in equation 4.3. In principle, the
consideration of charge exchange is also possible but is not considered any further
here.
Qz =

− (ne Sz + ne αz ) ·nz
+

ne Sz−1

+

ne αz+1

(4.3)

·nz−1

·nz+1



1 ∂
∂nz
−∇Γz =
r D⊥ ·
− v · nz
r ∂r
∂r

(4.4)

Equation 4.4 details the transport term in equation 4.2 including flux surface (s. appendix A) averaged diffusion coefficient D and drift velocity v. These coefficients
are subject to experimental investigations. Analyses are performed on plasmas in
which impurities are injected and the radial evolution of the impurity densities allows
to backtrack the transport coefficients. Typically, anomalous transport, i.e. turbulence, dominates the coefficients. D and v have been measured in ASDEX Upgrade
[72, 73, 78–80]. Typical results are featured in figure 4.2 for different plasma regimes.
As all of the investigations are performed in H-mode plasmas, which is a mode of
plasma operation giving rise of high confinement and which is accessible only with a
divertor (s. appendix A), focus is put on the transport coefficients in that regime.
In figure 4.3 the parameters for the edge of the plasma are featured for the H-mode
regime. At the plasma edge the so called edge localized mode (ELM) frequently occurs
and expels particle and energy (’ELM on’), while in between such events (’ELM off’)
a transport barrier persists and an inward drift is observed. On average the ELMs
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reduce the large inward drift and increase the diffusion coefficient locally. When modeling the transport of impurities, this edge region between 0.9≤ ρpol ≤1.0 is critical
for relating the edge to the central impurity densities. For the modeling of the bulk
plasma this is of low importance. Still, when comparing the emissions of cold regions
at ρpol ≥0.9 with the central emissions uncertainties may arise due to this delicate
interplay of diffusion and drift in the edge region. However, it is found for the impurities Ne, B and C that the use of the presented transport parameters agree within
a factor of 2-3 with the conditions found in experiment. This finding suggests that
the summed effect of diffusion and drift at the plasma edge varies within moderate
boundaries. For most investigations of this thesis, the impurity concentrations of the
bulk plasma are of interest and the effects at edge plasma are of secondary importance.
In the anomalous transport regime the charge of the impurity is of low importance,
which makes the use of typical transport parameters for tungsten reasonable.
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Figure 4.2:

Transport parameters (temporally average over the so called sawteeth, which is a
plasma instability, which occurs frequently and redistributes particles and energy in the central region
of the plasma) of the central plasma for the L-mode, CDH-mode and H-mode regime measured at
ASDEX Upgrade. The data are taken from [78, 79]. In the present work the coefficients for the
H-mode regime apply.

In [39] it has been demonstrated that for the interpretation of equilibrium line intensities (s. above’s transport coefficients in figure 4.2) transport can be neglected in
the core of the plasma. To underline this fact the ionization balance after reaching
the equilibrium state at a constant source rate of tungsten corresponding to discharge
#16778 (s. figure 4.4(a)) is shown in figure 4.4(b) with typical transport switched
on (black lines) and off (colored lines). At the edge of the plasma, i.e. outside the
magnetic coordinate ρpol = 0.9 a difference between the colored and black lines exists,
which is influencing the integrals of a LOS running through the center of the plasma
by much more than 20 %. For ρpol ≤0.9 only small deviations show up which for a
LOS integrated measurement are hard to notice at all.
A special case applies, when the central anomalous transport in ASDEX Upgrade
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Figure 4.3:

Transport parameters at the plasma edge of a H-mode discharge measured at ASDEX
Upgrade. The data are taken from [72, 73, 80]

is in the range or below ≈ 0.1m2 /s which is approximately an upper border for the
diffusion coefficient obtained from neoclassical theory. At this point, the neoclassical
theory predicts a radial inward drift for impurities, if a gradient of the background
ions exist. The drift is observed and leads to a gradient of the impurity concentrations.
This effect is mitigated by diffusion, but as the ratio of drift over diffusion coefficient
is approximately proportional to the charge of the impurity, the central peaking of impurity concentration is more enhanced for higher charged impurities like tungsten. So
called impurity accumulation is observed, which is a well characterized phenomenon
[81, 82]. This distinctive feature is unwanted for plasma operation, but yields a powerful potential for analysis. It is exploited for the investigations in chapter 5. For more
details on the interplay of turbulent and neoclassical transport, confer [83].

4.3

Performing the Integration along a Line of
Sight

For a spectrometer, the spectrum is modeled by numerically performing the integration
in equation 4.5 of the plasma emissions along the LOS.
I=

Z

ε(r)dl
LOS

,

where

ε(r) =

Z
X

FPECz (r)fz (r)c(r)ne (r)

(4.5)

z=0

and r is the plasma radius, while FPECz (r) is the feature photon emissivity coefficient (cf. section 2.3.2) of the ionization state z, fz (r) its fractional abundance, c(r)
the impurity concentration and ne (r) the electron density at a plasma radius r. It
is straight-forward to evaluate the integral by using the theoretical information for
FPECz (r), fz (r) and measurements for c(r), ne (r) and Te (r), which enter into the
evaluation of FPECz (r) and fz (r). However, when comparing the modeled spectrum
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Figure 4.4:

(a) Electron temperature and density profiles from discharge #16778 at 3 s. The
profiles have been used to obtain the ionization balance featured in part (b) of the figure. (b)
Fractional abundance for several ionization states between Cd-like W26+ and Cr-like W50+ . Black
lines correspond to the ionization balance in a transportless plasma, while the colored lines denote
the fractional abundances in a plasma with typical transport coefficients. Colors denote the angular
momentum of the ’outer most’ electron(s) of the ground state configuration: orange – f, blue – d,
red – p, green – s;

to the measurements the influence of all these parameters needs to be considered. As
will be explained in the following chapters, impurity accumulation, which is a special
feature of impurity transport, can be used to simplify the integral to a quasi-local
measurement.

Chapter 5
Ionization Balance of Tungsten
The main focus of this chapter is the ionization balance of tungsten in a fusion plasma.
In the course of these investigations, the behavior of spectral lines versus electron
temperatures is examined. The assignment of spectral lines to an ion state is a necessity
for the following analysis. Therefore, an overview on the identification methods of
spectral lines is given in section 5.1, while results of the identification are presented
in chapter 6. Investigations on the ion balance are then presented in section 5.2. In
section 5.3 the results for other high-Z elements on which focus is put in the present
work are summarized.

5.1

Methods for Identification of Spectral Lines

Spectral lines of tungsten can be identified by comparing measured spectra to the
theoretical predictions. For this, it is necessary to predict the wavelengths and the
line intensity accurately, because often many spectral lines of different tungsten ion
states are observed in the same spectral region. Thus, it is important and non-trivial
to identify the ion state which is emitting a spectral line or feature. In principle, lines
of highly charged tungsten can be investigated in the spectra of beam foil experiments
and laser produced plasmas. However, the corresponding spectra are known to be
very line-rich, owing to the fact that in these plasmas recombination is an important
process for the population of upper levels. This increases the difficulty to interpret and
identify single spectral lines. The best experimental tool to accomplish the assignment
of spectral lines to ionization states is an electron-beam ion trap (EBIT) [17]. This
device ionizes and excites the ions of a certain element with a nearly monoenergetic
(∆E=50 eV) electron beam. Therefore, the maximum ionization state in the device
is known by comparison to the ionization potentials, which can be calculated to high
accuracy. Results of this method are shown in sections 6.2.1 and 6.3.1. In figure 2.1,
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ionizations potentials of tungsten are shown from [36], from HULLAC [28–31] and
GRASP [24]. The differences are important for high accuracy experiments like the
EBIT investigations and therefore only the high quality data of HULLAC and GRASP
are considered for them. As the recombination processes are of low importance the
ion state distribution is peaked at the maximum possible ion charge or at the lower
charged neighbors. Another experimental tool that provides highly charged tungsten
for detailed investigations is a tokamak. Here ionization and recombination are close
to equilibrium for most of the plasma and the spectra are typically dominated by
electron impact excitation, while recombination processes only play a considerable role
for special spectral lines. For the analysis of the spectra from ASDEX Upgrade the
electron temperatures are available along the plasma radius, which narrows the range
of candidate ion states. Still, a wide range of ion states exist in abundances relevant
to spectroscopic measurements. Spectrometers monitor the plasma along a line of
sight (LOS), which results in a superposition of emissions from different locations in a
spectrum. A limited radial resolution is possible by the analysis of correlations between
the spectrum and a change of electron temperatures in the plasma. Still, if no further
information than such a spectrum is available detailed predictions need to be involved.
The theoretical data rely on the ion structure calculation, but also on calculations of
cross sections for electron impact and a collisional-radiative model. All these steps
include considerable uncertainties for high-Z elements such that the assignment of
spectral lines holds uncertainties which are difficult to quantify. In the course of this
work a special discharge type was used to largely overcome these difficulties for the
VUV wavelength region. These discharges exhibit impurity accumulation in a very
narrow radial region (diameter of about 20 cm) of the core plasma. The impurity
accumulation is monitored by comparing the measurements of the bolometer on two
LOS, as featured in figure 5.1. The accumulation starts at about 6.2 s after start of the
plasma discharge. At t=6.8 s, the central bolometer channel measures about a factor of
5 larger radiation intensity than the channel that is monitoring the plasma slightly offcentral. As the transport along magnetic field lines is dominant the plasma parameters
and impurity concentrations can be considered constant on a flux surface. Therefore,
the region responsible for the increase in the radiation signal is well defined. Even
though the accumulation region exist only on a small fraction of the total LOS of the
central bolometer channel this region dominates the radiation signal. Measurements
of the electron temperature along the plasma radius exhibit that in the monitored
part of the accumulation region the electron temperature profile is nearly flat and a
electron temperature can be attributed to the central region with an uncertainty of
∆Te = 200 eV . The evolution of this central temperature, which is also presented in
figure 5.1, is influenced by a complex interplay of radiative losses, heating processes
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Figure 5.1:

(a) Magnetic Equilibrium and experimental setup for the measurement of the VUV
spectra at ASDEX Upgrade showing the spectrometer’s and bolometer’s lines of sight; (b) Time
traces for line integrals of radiation intensity Prad and temperature at ρpol = 0.2. ∆Pacc indicates
the radiation emitted in the accumulation region. The vertical lines mark the time points of the
spectra shown in figure 6.2.

and energy transport. This setup allows for spectroscopic measurements that are
dominated by a region with a well-known narrow electron temperature interval. A
temporal variation of the electron temperature is naturally provided. The intensity
dependence of spectral lines can be correlated to the change of plasma parameters in
the accumulation region and it is mainly influenced by the abundance of the emitting
ion as is discussed in the following. The emissivity of a spectral line in a homogeneous
plasma with Te depends on the density of the upper state of the considered transition
and the corresponding Einstein coefficient. The results of a collisional-radiative model,
which considers the populating processes of this upper level, can be expressed by a
photon emissivity coefficient (PEC), such that the emissivity i,j of a transition from
level i to j is given by equation 5.1 (cf. section 2.1.4),
i,j = P ECi,j (Te , ne ) ne nW fz

(5.1)

where nW is the total tungsten density and fz equals the fractional abundance of the
emitting tungsten ion. The Te dependence of the PEC is negligible compared to that
of the fractional abundance of the emitting charge state. Therefore, the emissivity
of a line varies mostly with the fractional abundance of the ion state. This fact is
highlighted for Cu-like W45+ in figure 5.2. Typically, the emissivities of spectral lines
show strong variations only for electron temperatures in the range of the excitation
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normalized PECs / fractional abundance

threshold ∆E, which is much smaller for the investigated VUV lines than the ionization potential. The soft X-ray spectral line at 0.57 nm with ∆E = 2.2 keV is plotted
as an example of larger variations in the emissivity. Still, in the electron temperature
range, where Cu-like W45+ exhibits considerable abundances the variations are only
about 20 %. The fractional abundance indicated in figure 5.2 may be weakly shifted
or broadened by the transport in a tokamak discharge. However, the central part of
the plasma is characterized by weak transport, especially when impurity accumulation occurs, causing unimportant deviations from the featured curve (cf. figure 4.4).
Therefore, the variation in the line intensities measured for different plasma temperatures Te resembles the density evolution of the emitting ion charge. Consequently, the
intensity of spectral lines emitted by an ion state show nearly the same Te -dependence
if the change in temperature is slow compared with the typical time constants of the
collisional-radiative processes which populate the levels of the ion.
1.0
6.23 nm
∆E = 0.2 keV

0.1

0.01
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∆E = 0.1 keV

fractional
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abundance
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Figure 5.2:

Normalized PECs (ADAS) of spectral lines emitted by Cu-like W45+ and the normalized fractional abundance [39] of Cu-like W45+ versus electron temperature Te for a homogeneous
plasma. ∆E denotes the energy required for excitation from the ground state.

5.2

Ionization Balance and Comparison to Predictions

With the knowledge of the emitting ionization state of spectral lines and features it
is possible to analyze the ionization balance in detail. While in section 5.1 just the
evolution characteristics of the line intensities is of interest, it is also possible to renormalize the line intensity by the total radiation that originates from the accumulation
region. This removes the impact of a varying total tungsten concentration on the
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individual spectral lines. As a result, this normalized line intensity is proportional to
the fractional abundance of the ion state, as explained in section 5.1.

5.2.1

Relative Fractional Abundances versus Te

For several discharge phases with impurity accumulation, spectral line intensities Il ,
which were measured by the grazing incidence and Johann spectrometer, were divided
by the total radiation ∆Pacc (e.g. figure 5.1) originating from the accumulation region,
which is derived from a comparison of two LOS of the bolometer. Following equation
5.2, these ratios Fl are proportional to the fractional abundance, if the cooling factor
Lz (s. chapter 8) and the P ECl of the spectral line are varying weakly with electron
temperature. The weak dependence of the P ECl was explained in section 5.1, while
the assumption of weak variations in the cooling factor Lz at electron temperatures
between 1 keV and 5 keV is supported by the findings in chapter 8.
Fl =

Il
P ECl ne nW fz
P ECl fz
∝
∝
∆Pacc
L z ne nW
Lz

(5.2)

The ratios Fl from all considered discharge phases were multiplied by a single normalization factor for each spectral line, such that the maximum of the ratio approaches
1. The relative behavior of the fractional abundance fz for the ion states Se-like W40+
to Ni-like W+46 versus electron temperature have been obtained by this procedure.
In figure 5.3 and 5.4 the experimental data are compared to theoretical predictions
which were also normalized to 1. The predicted fractional abundances are derived
for a transportless plasma using different sets of ionization and recombination rate
coefficients that result from the calculations introduced in chapter 2.3. As impurity
accumulation takes place the assumption of no transport in the plasma causes negligible deviations (s. section 4.2). The green curve in figures 5.3 and 5.4 corresponds
to an empirically adjusted set of coefficients which are explained in section 5.2.2.
Comparing first the black curves with the measured data points, the predicted curves
’CADW+408’ offers the best agreement to the fractional abundances of Se-like W 40+
to Ni-like W46+ tungsten. As this curve corresponds to the combination of ionization coefficients from CADW calculations with the recombination coefficients from the
level-resolved baseline calculations from ADAS, the best available data are entering
here. The deviations of the other calculations are large and are not understood in
detail. Although the data ’CADW+408’ describe well the relative abundances of the
ion states Se-like W40+ to Ni-like W46+ , deviations get apparent for the ion states
Ag-like W27+ to Y-like W35+ . As the individual emissions of each ion state in the quasicontinuum is difficult to track the integrated intensity of the quasicontinuum and the
intensity of the short wavelength edge of the quasicontinuum are tracked for different
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The relative abundances of Ni-like W46+ to Ga-like W43+ derived from theoretical
data (lines) and from measurement (symbols). Measurements originate from impurity accumulation
phases. The data are color coded indicating the analyzed spectral lines. The uncertainty in electron
temperature is ± 200 eV. The legend is featuring the underlying ionization and recombination data by
abbreviations on the left and on the right of the ’+’, respectively. ’CADW’ = configuration average
distorted wave data (s. section 2.3.3), ’408’ = ADAS baseline data using level-resolved calculations
from the Cowan code, ’ADPAK’ = data from the average ion model [25], which were modified in [39]
according to experimental findings. The green line is the result of a modification of the ’CADW +
408’ data, which will be explained in section 5.2.2
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The relative abundances of Ge-like W42+ to Se-like W40+ derived from theoretical
data (lines) and from measurement (symbols). Measurements originate from impurity accumulation
phases. The data are color coded indicating the analyzed spectral lines. The uncertainty in electron
temperature is ± 200 eV. The legend is featuring the underlying ionization and recombination data by
abbreviations on the left and on the right of the ’+’, respectively. ’CADW’ = configuration average
distorted wave data (s. section 2.3.3), ’408’ = ADAS baseline data using level-resolved calculations
from the Cowan code, ’ADPAK’ = data from the average ion model [25], which were modified in [39]
according to experimental findings. The green line is the result of a modification of the ’CADW +
408’ data, which will be explained in section 5.2.2
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electron temperatures. Both are presented in figure 5.5 and compared to the theoretical predictions, which are obtained from summing up the fractional abundances of
Ag-like W27+ to Y-like W35+ . In this sum each ion state is weighted by the predicted
27+
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Figure 5.5:

The relative abundances of the weighted sum (see text) over Ag-like W 27+ to Ylike W35+ and W27+ to Ru-like W30+ derived from theoretical data (lines) and from measurement
(symbols). Measurements originate from impurity accumulation phases. The uncertainty in electron
temperature is ± 200 eV. The legend is featuring the underlying ionization and recombination data by
abbreviations on the left and on the right of the ’+’, respectively. ’CADW’ = configuration average
distorted wave data (s. section 2.3.3), ’408’ = ADAS baseline data using level-resolved calculations
from the Cowan code, ’ADPAK’ = data from the average ion model [25], which were modified in [39]
according to experimental findings. The green line is the result of a modification of the ’CADW +
408’ data, which will be explained in section 5.2.2

emissivity contributing to the quasicontinuum (s. section 6.2), which has some impact
(factor of ≈3 between Rh-like W29+ and Y-like W35+ ) on the shape of the curves. For
comparison to the emissivity at the short wavelength edge of the quasicontinuum the
predicted fractional abundances of W27+ to Ru-like W30+ were summed up.
The fractional abundances do not exhibit information on the ionization or recombination coefficients separately and therefore, no experimental information on the separate
rates have been obtained. Nevertheless, some of the used ionization and recombination rate coefficients are briefly presented in the following. In figure 5.6 a comparison
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between the ’408’ and CADW ionization rate coefficients is presented. Both sets of
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Figure 5.6:

(a) Ionization rate coefficients S calculated by the ’407/408’ ADAS codes labeled with
’408’ for ionization of Ag-like W27+ to Co-like W47+ . Colors correspond to the scheme used throughout this thesis: Color code corresponds to the angular momentum of the ’outermost’ electron in the
ground state configuration of the ionized ion: orange – f, blue – d, red – p, green – s. For increasing
charge state the ionization rate is decreasing monotonically; (b) CADW ionization rate coefficients
from [41] for ionization of Ag-like W27+ to Co-like W47+ . For increasing charge state the ionization
rate is decreasing monotonically within each ’shell’;

data exhibit a regular development of the rate coefficients for increasing charge states.
The ’408’ data are decreasing monotonically for all ionization states between Ag-like
W27+ and Co-like W47+ , while for the CADW data the rates jump to higher values
for the 4p and 4s shells, but exhibit the monotonic behavior within each shell. The
CADW ionization rates are growing faster for increasing electron temperatures, but
reach about the same maximum as the rates from ’408’. When considering the recombination coefficients calculated by ’408’ a less structured picture occurs (s. figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7:

Recombination rate coefficients α calculated by the ADAS codes labeled with ’408’
(s. section 2.3.4). Color code corresponds to the angular momentum of the ’outermost’ electron in
the ground state configuration of the recombined ion: orange – f, blue – d, red – p, green – s.

5.2.2

Relative weight of fractional abundances

In the above section the relative behavior of the fractional abundances of ion states
have been investigated independently of each other. When comparing the line intensities of different ion states these contain information about the ratio of their fractional
abundances integrated along the spectrometer’s LOS. To obtain this information the
line strengths of the considered lines need to be known. For the discharges #16778
and discharge #19115 a comparison between modeled and measured spectra is performed with the aim to investigate the relative ion abundances. In the spectral ranges
0.4 –0.8 nm (soft X-ray), 4 –7 nm (VUV) and 12 –14 nm (VUV) the spectral lines which
are emitted by a single ion state are summed up and compared to the sum of corresponding lines in the model. The sums, but not single spectral lines, are compared to
decrease the uncertainties that arise in the prediction of single line strengths. The obtained ratios are then normalized by the ratio for Zn-like W44+ , which is an arbitrary
choice. In figure 5.8, the comparisons of spectral lines in discharge #16778 and discharge #19115 to modeling results are featured for the ionization and recombination
data ’CADW+408’ (figure 5.8(a)) and adjusted modified ’CADW+408’ data (figure
5.8(b)). The modification was done in agreement with the experimental findings and
the adjustment was performed on the recombination data only, because the available
CADW ionization data are considered to be of higher accuracy, while in principle the
lowering of ionization rate coefficients would have a similar effect as the increasing of
recombination rate coefficients and vice versa. Additionally, it may be noted that the
application of one factor to a recombination rate for all electron temperatures may

ratio of predicted/measured line intensities
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Figure 5.8:

(a) Ratios of predicted over measured line intensities for different wavelength ranges
versus ionization state using the ’CADW+408’ ion balance (s. figure 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.9). All lines
of an ionization state are summed in the model and in the spectrum to mitigate the uncertainties that
would occur for a single spectral line.(b) Similar data to part (a) of the figure, but using modified
’CADW+408’ data. The modifications are described in the text.

not be a realistic correction as also the shape of a recombination rate holds uncertainties, which might translate more efficiently to a different fractional abundance of an
ionization state.
Three experimental boundary conditions were met by the adjustments and all three
are in disagreement with the unmodified ’CADW+408’ data: The first evidence which
is in contradiction to the original ’CADW+408’ data is featured in figure 5.5. Here
the emission of the quasicontinuum and therefore the abundance of states up to Y-like
W35+ is seen at larger electron temperatures than predicted. Secondly, no experimental
evidence of the charge states Sr-like W36+ and Rb-like W37+ is seen in experiment,
but the model predicts large isolated spectral lines in the spectrum around 5.5 nm due
to the relatively large fractional abundances of the ’CADW+408’ ionization balance
(cf. figure 5.9). Both is suggesting that these latter ionization states are suppressed
in experiment by a shift of the lower lying ionization states towards higher electron
temperatures. This was achieved by increasing the recombination coefficients of Sr-like
W36+ by a factor of 7. The recombination coefficients of the lower charged neighbors
were also increased to give a continuous behavior for the ion states Ag-like W 27+ to
Y-like W35+ (s. table 5.1). These adjustments result in the green curves in figure 5.5,
which resemble the experimental data. The third deviation of the theoretical data
from experimental findings is featured in figure 5.8. The fractional abundances of Krlike W38+ to Ge-like W42+ are predicted too large, as can be judged from the two VUV
and the soft X-ray spectra. In the spectra the lines of these ion states are overestimated
by a factor 2 –10. Therefore, the rate of recombination into Ge-like W42+ was adjusted
by lowering it to the 0.3-fold value, which offered better agreement between model
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Figure 5.9: (a) Transportless fractional abundances of tungsten ionization states using ADPAK
ionization and recombination data from [25], which were modified according to [39]. Numbers denote
the charge state. Colors denote the angular momentum of the ’outer most’ electron(s) of the ground
state configuration: orange – f, blue – d, red – p, green – s;(b) Transportless fractional abundances of
tungsten ionization states using ’ADAS 408’ ionization and recombination data.; (c) Transportless
fractional abundances of tungsten ionization states using CADW ionization and ’ADAS 408’ recombination data.; (d) Transportless fractional abundances of tungsten ionization states using CADW
ionization and modified ’ADAS 408’ recombination data. Modifications are described in the text.
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Recombined Ion
47+

Co-like W
Ni-like W46+
Cu-like W45+
Zn-like W44+
Ga-like W43+
Ge-like W42+
As-like W41+
Se-like W40+
Br-like W39+
Kr-like W38+
Rb-like W37+
Sr-like W36+
Y-like W35+
Zr-like W34+
Nb-like W33+
Mo-like W32+
Tc-like W31+
Ru-like W30+
Rh-like W29+
Pd-like W28+
Ag-like W27+

Fcorr
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.3
0.9
0.3
0.6
1.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
7.0
5.0
4.0
3.4
3.1
1.5
0.6
1.5
1.0

Table 5.1:

Correction factor Fcorr of the recombination rate coefficients that are introduced for
improved agreement with the experimental findings.

and experimental data. Such change of coefficients is delicate for the ionization states
Se-like W40+ to Ni-like W46+ as the relative shape of the abundance curves is also given
by experimental evidence (s. figures 5.3 and 5.4). By the adjusting factors featured
in table 5.1 these boundary conditions are met (s. green curve in figures 5.3 and 5.4)
and the relative line strengths of the considered ionization states are modeled within
an uncertainty of factor 2-3 (s. figure 5.8(b)). It may be noted, that the adjustment
of the recombination data described above, which had impact on the ionization states
below Kr-like W38+ , also leads to better agreement in figure 5.8 for the ionization
states emitting the quasicontinuum, i.e. Ag-like W27+ to Y-like W35+ .

5.3

Investigations on Other High-Z Elements

In this thesis, xenon (Z=54), hafnium (Z=72), tantalum (Z=73), rhenium (Z=75),
gold (Z=79), lead (Z=82) and bismuth (Z=83) were also investigated at electron temperatures up to 4 keV. As the impurities were injected in dedicated discharges, fewer
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experimental data than for tungsten is available and the investigations could be performed to a lesser detail. For these elements no CADW ionization data were available.
While xenon might be relevant as diagnostic gas in future devices the other elements
are investigated here to benchmark the comparison of spectra and code calculations
also for the neighboring elements of tungsten. The ionization balance of xenon has
been available in ADAS, but was reevaluated in the course of this work. The data,
which were obtained now results from the ’case B’ implementation of the ’407/408’
ADAS codes and are compared in the following. In figure 5.10 the two ionization
balances are presented. It may be noted that not only the evaluation of ionization
and recombination data is based on the two different cases A and B, but also the ion
structure data, which enter into the code, are more elaborate for the present work.
The ionization balance for xenon is compared in the following for two discharges. The
first discharge #17138 exhibits impurity accumulation with an electron temperature
in the accumulation region of ≈ 1.3 ± 0.2keV. The discharge #17344 exhibits an approximately flat xenon concentration profile at the radial region 0 < ρpol < 0.9 as can
be derived from the bolometer measurements. In figure 5.11 the spectra dominated by
the impurity accumulation is presented along with the xenon spectra obtained via the
two available ionization and recombination data sets. Good agreement is not found
for any modeled spectrum. For the ’Case A’ spectrum too strong emphasis is put
on the ionization states above V-like Xe31+ , which is corresponding to the ionization
states inside the accumulation region for the modeled ionization balance. Nevertheless, the ionization states below Ni-like Xe26+ are still pronounced in the spectrum as
the impurity accumulation is moderately strong with a peaking factor of about 6. In
comparison to Ni-like Xe26+ these lower ionization states are too strong. The situation for the ’Case B’ data is better, as the ionization states of Ni-like Xe26+ to V-like
Xe31+ are well visible in the spectrum, while the relative decrease in intensities, when
considering increasing charge states, is more pronounced than in the measured spectrum. The ionization states below Ni-like Xe26+ are like for the ’Case A’ data modeled
too strong by far. The overestimation of these ionization states corresponds to the
fractional abundances of the ionization states below Ni-like Xe26+ , which exceed that
of Ni-like Xe26+ by far. Apart from these ionization states the ’Case B’ offers a better
description of the ionization balance at 1.3 keV. The analysis of discharge #17344,
where a approximately flat xenon concentration profile exists, underlines these results,
as again the xenon ionization states below Ni-like Xe26+ appear too strong in the
spectra. The more evenly distributed fractional abundances of the ionization states
Xe26+ to K-like Xe35+ of the ’Case B’ data (cf. figure 5.10) also gives better agreement with the measurement in #17344, while the ’Case A’ data overestimate the
ionization states above V-like Xe31+ and underestimate the ionization states Ni-like
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Figure 5.10:

(a) Fractional abundances of xenon charge states for a transportless plasma. Ionization and recombination data are produced by the ADAS codes ’407/408’ using ’Case B’. Color code
corresponds to the angular momentum of the ’outermost’ electron in the ground state configuration:
orange – f, blue – d, red – p, green – s; (b) Same as (a) but using the previous ’Case A’ and less detailed
ion structure information and electron impact cross sections..

Xe26+ , Co-like Xe27+ , Mn-like Xe29+ , Cr-like Xe30+ and Ti-like Xe32+ in comparison
to the other emissions. In principle, the observed discrepancies could also originate
from errors in the calculated PECs, but the systematic correlation of discrepancies for
ionization states with their fractional abundances hints towards a strong influence of
the ionization balance. In section 7.2 an additional comparison to the ’Case B’ data is
presented for discharge #19998, which exhibits also a flat xenon concentration profile.
In line with the results of section 5.2.1 which documented that the ionization balance
’408+408’ exhibits considerable deviations to the measurements for tungsten, also for
xenon discrepancies were found. Therefore, the ’408+408’ data are only useful as a
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Figure 5.11: (a) Modeled xenon spectra using the ionization and recombination data ’408+408,
Case B’ of the present work. Emissions which are remarkably weak in comparison to the rest of
the spectrum are labeled by green ionization states and emissions which are too strong relatively
to the rest of the spectrum are labeled red. (b) Modeled xenon spectra using the ionization and
recombination data ’408+408, Case A’, which existed in the ADAS database. (c) Measured spectra
from the discharge #17138, which exhibits impurity accumulation with an electron temperature of
1.3 ± 0.3 keV in the accumulation region. The identification of the spectral features is elucidated in
section 7.2.

guideline and interpretations need to consider these uncertainties.
For the other high-Z elements investigated in the course of this work a different
strategy is used, as the deviations of the ’408+408’ data in section 5.2.1 exhibit larger
shifts in Te for W than the typical energy difference expected for a small change of
the nuclear charge. The ionization potentials are presented in figure 5.12. Therefore,
the modified ’CADW+408’ ionization and recombination coefficients have been also
used for the other high-Z elements, while their values were used for the isoelectronic
ionization states and a energy correction according to the differences of the ionization
potentials was applied. In general, a simple energy scaling is not correct, due to
the non-linear behavior of electronic states in isoelectronic sequences. However, as is
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Ionization potentials for the investigated elements are being taken from [36], which
features only baseline quality. As only relative differences are considered, deviations similar to those
found in section 2.3.1 for tungsten, are of low importance. While the xenon ionization potentials are
considerably different, the potentials of the other elements are within a narrow interval for a certain
isoelectronic state.

shown in the following chapter the dominant features of the impurity spectra do not
change drastically except of being shifted in wavelength. This fact justifies the scaling
approach.

Chapter 6
Spectral Features of Tungsten
In this chapter, the spectral features of tungsten are presented according to the wavelength ranges in which they appear and spectral lines are identified if possible. Locating the features in wavelength is a basic requirement to do further analysis of the
tungsten emissions. The features are compared to code calculations for benchmarking the calculated atomic data and to qualify them for further use. Adding up the
radiances of all spectral features allows for obtaining the power radiated by tungsten,
which is of central interest for fusion research and is investigated in chapter 8. As
the contribution of continuum radiation and weak undetected spectral lines is difficult
to estimate, the code calculations are a suitable tool to obtain these experimentally
unaccounted contributions. In section 8.1.3, the diagnostic of single ionization states
by analyzing corresponding spectral features or lines is described. To allow for these
analyses the features and lines in the spectrum need to be known. The focus is put
on tungsten, as it is of largest relevance and the analyses could be performed in great
detail due to tungsten being an intrinsic impurity in ASDEX Upgrade.

6.1

Visible Spectral Range

The tungsten spectrum in the visible range exhibits many, relatively weak spectral
lines. Few spectral lines in the visible spectral range are of interest for the diagnostic
of fusion plasmas, as the near-neutral ionization states are abundant in the edge region
of the fusion plasma only. Due to the strongly ionizing surrounding and the steep
gradients in electron temperature and density, the emitted photons are proportional
to the influx of impurity ions. An explanation of this fact, which is exploited by the so
called S/XB-method to measure the influx of impurities, is given in [84]. A detailed
investigation [85] of the tungsten spectrum at ne = 7·1017 m−3 and Te =10 eV exhibited
the tungsten line at 400.8 nm (7 S3 – 7 Po4 ) to be the strongest spectral line in the range
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350 – 540 nm and best suited to obtain influx measurements in a fusion plasma. Earlier
investigations of [86–88] are in agreement with these findings. The S/XB-value, i.e.
the ionized tungsten atoms per emitted photon at 400.8 nm was measured as a function
of electron temperature (s. figure 6.1) by [85] at the Plasma Simulator (PSI) in Berlin
and was confirmed under reactor conditions by measurements on injected W(CO)6 at
ASDEX Upgrade [89].

S/XB

100

10
W(CO) 6injection, [89]
laboratory experiment PSI (Berlin), [85]

1

0

10

Te (eV)

20

Figure 6.1:

Measured S/XB values of the neutral tungsten line at 400.8 nm, including measurements from PSI in Berlin [85](red crosses) and ASDEX Upgrade [89] (black dot and error bars).

6.2

VUV spectral range

6.2.1

Spectral range 4 – 7 nm

For tungsten, the spectral range 4–7 nm has attracted much attention since here a
bright emission band is situated. The emission band is formed by a large number of
spectral lines and originates mainly from Ag-like W27+ to Y-like W35+ tungsten ions.
This feature was already observed at the ORMAK [90] and PLT [91] tokamaks in the
1970s. A more recent study of the tungsten impurity spectrum at the ASDEX Upgrade
tokamak [39] reported that for electron temperatures above 2 keV, many spectral lines
appear in the spectrum which superimpose the quasicontinuum emission band. The
lines represent transitions in the higher charged tungsten ions (up to Cu-like W45+ )
and were identified in [39] by means of predicted wavelengths using the HULLAC
package [28–31]. Measurements of the radiation from tungsten ions were performed
at the Berlin [92] and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [93] EBITs. In
[92] spectra were recorded for more than 20 different ions ranging from J-like W21+ to
Cu-like W45+ , while in [93] the narrower range from Rb-like W37+ to Cu-like W45+ was
covered. The experimental wavelengths were compared with the results from HULLAC
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calculations, and a general conclusion is that the measured lines appear at somewhat
longer wavelengths than predicted (0.05-0.1 nm, depending on the transition).
In the present work, the emission characteristic of the quasicontinuum band for different electron temperature is documented and compared to the EBIT spectra of [92].
For identifying isolated spectral lines, focus is put on using experimental data, while
only the number of dominant spectral lines in the considered wavelength range is taken
from theory. The precise predictions on wavelengths and line intensities are used in
a subsequent step. The theoretical spectra were produced by the ADAS suite [16]
employing the Cowan code [14] which uses the plane-wave Born (PWB) approximation. The calculations are further processed by a collisional-radiative model and are
interpreted with an ionization balance taken from [39] in the tokamak case. GRASP
[24] calculations were performed to obtain corrections for the wavelengths, however
the more elaborate calculations on electron impact cross sections were not targeted by
GRASP calculations. Figure 6.2 shows several EBIT spectra for varying electron beam
energy, while three tokamak spectra for different electron temperature Te,acc in the accumulation region are featured. The quasicontinuum at 5 nm is of large importance
concerning the total power radiated by tungsten at electron temperatures between 1
and 2 keV. EBIT investigations [92] showed, that for the excitation with a monoenergetic electron beam the observed structure is much narrower than that emitted in
a tokamak discharge, but still consists of several unresolved spectral lines forming a
band. Furthermore, these investigations demonstrated that the important transitions
are of the type 4p6 4dn -4p6 4dn−1 4f and 4p6 4dn -4p5 4dn+1 , while configuration interaction plays a crucial role [92]. It was observed that this band shifts in wavelength as
a function of ion state, which links the broader spectral feature measured in a tokamak to the larger diversity of ion states which are present simultaneously. This is
documented here in detail by comparing EBIT spectra with ASDEX Upgrade measurements in figure 6.2.
The vertical lines in figure 6.2 are introduced to guide the eye marking the peak
maximum of individual lines. Many features in the tokamak spectra between 4.9 nm
and 5.4 nm appear to be isolated spectral lines, however, EBIT findings [92] and the
larger line width suggest that they consist of a few lines emitted from the same ion
state. For the first time in a tokamak, it could be documented that the quasicontinuum
at lower wavelengths (4.9 nm) is emitted at lower electron temperatures, just above
1 keV, while the part at the longer wavelengths (5.4 nm) is emitted at electron temperatures of up to 2.1 keV (s. gray arrow in figure 6.2). The corresponding emissions in
the EBIT spectra are also highlighted with a grey arrow in figure 6.2 and are visible at
4.9 nm up to 5.4 nm for beam energies of 0.87 keV up to 1.79 keV, respectively. In [92]
the emitting ion states have been identified to be Ag-like W27+ to Y-like W35+ . There,
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EBIT spectra for several electron beam energies compared with tokamak spectra from
ASDEX Upgrade discharge #19436 with impurity accumulation. Vertical lines are drawn to guide
the eye. For better display, the tokamak spectra for Te,acc =2.1 keV (t = 6.53 s) and Te,acc =1.7 keV
(t = 6.60 s) are scaled relatively to the spectrum for Te,acc =1.2 keV (t = 7.00 s) by factors 3.9 and 1.6,
respectively. EBIT spectra are not scaled relative to each other to give an impression of the relative
strength of emissions which are superimposed in the tokamak spectra.
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the atomic calculations show, that high electron densities (above ≈ 1 · 1020 m−3 ) lead
to a distribution of intensity on many spectral lines for each ion state, which makes
the spectral feature appear broader. This effect may occur for the tokamak plasmas
investigated which have densities of ≈ 8 · 1019 m−3 . However, this effect is obscured
by the simultaneous emissions of neighboring ions which is the primary reason for the
broad appearance of the quasicontinuum. Several ion states between the Ag-like W27+
to Y-like W35+ coexist even for the case of impurity accumulation as is indicated by
the ionization balance discussed in chapter 5. Their emission form a broad, distinct
feature in the spectrum.
When looking at the tokamak spectra for Te,acc = 1.2 keV and 1.7 keV, a local maximum of the emission is visible at about 6.0 nm. A corresponding emission for relevant
electron energies is not found in the EBIT spectra. This possibly could also be an
effect of the different electron density, as is discussed above.
For electron temperatures above ≈2 keV single spectral lines superimpose the quasicontinuum. These lines show up in the EBIT spectra for electron energies above
≈2 keV. Each spectral line in the EBIT spectra was fitted with a Gaussian line profile (FWHM ≈ 0.025 nm). The fitted amplitudes for several lines around 6.1 nm are
plotted versus beam energy in figure 6.3(a). A spectrum from an ASDEX Upgrade
discharge for the corresponding spectral range is shown in figure 6.3(b). By plotting
the line intensity versus beam energy, identification of the emitting charge state is
possible. As the energy of the ionizing electron beam is known a comparison with the
ionization potentials gives the maximum ion charge attainable with a certain beam
energy. The ionization potentials which are marked in figure 6.3(a) by vertical lines
were calculated by GRASP.
A unique identification based on purely experimental findings is not possible for all
lines. For instance, line-like feature ’4’ in figure 6.3(b) consists of a pair emitted by
Ga-like W43+ and Ge-like W42+ . Figure 6.3(a) suggests that line blending takes place
since the intensity increases already at beam energies high enough only for Ge-like
W42+ . Conversely, when increasing the beam energy further, the line intensity decays
similar to the intensities of spectral line ’3’, which is emitted by Ga-like W43+ . A
confirmation of this observation is given by the fact that ADAS calculations predict
two Ga-like W43+ and one Ge-like W42+ spectral lines at this wavelength range. In fact,
the pair of lines can be resolved when looking in second order of the spectral lines at
≈ 12.24 nm and ≈ 12.26 nm (s. figure 6.8(b)). The accounting of lines in a wavelength
range by comparison to the theoretical data does not rely on high accuracy of predicted
wavelengths and intensities. However, this procedure is not successful for charge states
with several weak lines close to the detection limit, i.e. Y-like W35+ – Kr-like W38+ .
Ten spectral lines in the range 4 –7 nm could be identified and are summarized in table
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6.1. The identification agrees with the earlier findings in [39, 92, 93] and is also affirmed
by the behavior of the spectral lines, when emitted by a plasma which is cooling down.
The last column in table 6.1 is indicating the method used to identify the line. ’E’
indicates that the energy dependence of the line intensities in EBIT spectra was used,
while transitions labeled with ’T’ result from the analysis of the temporal behavior
(s. section 5.1 and 6.2.2), i.e. dependence on electron temperature, of spectral lines
emitted by tokamak plasmas.
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Figure 6.3:

(a) Fitted line intensities from EBIT spectra versus electron beam energy. Numbers
in front of the wavelengths correspond to the line labeling in part (b) of the figure. The vertical,
dashed lines indicate the ionization potentials of Se-like W40+ to Ni-like W46+ ,; (b) Spectrum from
ASDEX Upgrade.

Two observations around 4.7 nm are reported in the following which, however, do
not yield identifications of individual lines. Firstly, the tokamak (s. figure 6.4) and
EBIT spectra feature a structure at the short wavelength wing of the Ge-like W42+
line formed by lines from lower lying ion states down to about Rb-like W+37 . The
lines are ordered such that lower charged ion states emit lines at shorter wavelengths
as can be seen by comparing the spectra for decreasing Te,acc (s. figure 6.4). The
lowermost spectrum in figure 6.4 exhibits that already at an electron temperature of
Te,acc ≈ 2.1 keV the lowest emitting charge state for this feature is reached, while for
the EBIT spectra this is the case for beam energies of ≈ 2.0 keV. Secondly, for even
lower electron energies, the emissions in the tokamak can not be correlated to the EBIT
spectra as will be described in the following. In the case of the tokamak spectra at
Te,acc =1.8 keV, many small lines form a structured background from 4.55 nm to 4.8 nm,
on which the above described spectral feature is superimposed. Adjacent to the short
wavelength edge of this feature, weak lines form a quasicontinuous background down
to 4.4 nm. In the EBIT spectra, lines at 4.53 nm are visible for electron energies in
the range 0.97–1.79 keV (s. figure 6.2), which are too weak to explain the tokamak
emissions. In the tokamak no lines are observed for electron temperatures below
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1.8 keV. Additionally, not only the energy range of the lines does not correlate, but
also there is a larger number of lines visible in the tokamak than in the EBIT spectra.
This difference may occur due to the difference in electron density between the EBIT
(≈1·1018 m−3 ) and the tokamak plasma (≈ 8·1019 m−3 ). The theoretical investigation
in [92] suggests the occurrence of many more lines in the tokamak case due to the
higher density, however, an identification is not possible here due to the vast number
of lines and the theoretical uncertainties. In figure 6.4 some spectral lines are marked
with vertical lines to guide the eye.
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Figure 6.4:

Spectra from ASDEX Upgrade showing the feature at 4.7 nm. The spectra taken at
different times correspond to different electron temperatures in the accumulation region (T e,acc ) and
are shifted vertically for clarity.

A closer view on the modeled spectra is presented in the following, as the code calculations of ADAS are in the focus of the present work. In figure 6.5 the modeled
spectra at the spectral range 4 – 6.5 nm are presented for different electron temperatures. While figure 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) correspond to discharge phases with impurity
accumulation the spectrum in figure 6.5(c) is taken from discharge #19115, which
exhibits a flat tungsten concentration profile. The modeled spectra agree moderately
well to the corresponding measured spectra. The differences arise in wavelength and
intensity, but the main features (i.e. the dominant, isolated spectral lines, their distribution in the spectrum and their relation to the quasicontinuum) of the measured
spectra can be identified in the model. In figure 6.5(c), the quasicontinuum seems to
be overestimated with respect to the spectral lines as was already documented in figure 5.8. Also the quasicontinuum seems to exhibit a slightly different shape, as if the
ionization states above Tc-like W31+ are under-represented in the ionization balance or
the emissivity of the spectral lines is calculated too weak. The ionization balance was
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Figure 6.5:

(a) Measured and modeled spectra for an impurity accumulation phase, in which the
accumulation region exhibited a temperature of ≈ 3 keV . The radiation profile is peaked in the center
by a factor of about 25, therefore, the quasicontinuum (QC) is strongly suppressed in comparison
to the other emissions in the spectrum. The spectral lines start to emerge in the spectrum for
temperatures above 2 keV. The modeled spectra were obtained using ADAS data. (b) as (a) but for
electron temperatures below 1.5 keV (c) Measured and modeled spectra for discharge #19115 with
an approximately flat tungsten concentration and a central electron temperature of ≈ 3.6 keV .

already optimized in chapter 5 and therefore, the presented discrepancy can not be
resolved by further adjustment of the equilibrium. In chapter 8, also the total radiated
power of this wavelength range is compared to the predicted power and agreement is
found within the uncertainties. It may be noted, that the level of disagreement is
comparable to that, which is found between the spectra and the HULLAC predictions
in [92]. For these, also deviations in wavelengths and intensity are found, which are
of similar size as the discrepancies which can be identified in figure 6.5. In [92] it was
reported, that HULLAC data managed to reproduce the quasicontinuous emissions
of the ionization states Rh-like W29+ to Y-like W35+ , but a systematic deviation towards lower wavelengths is observed in the HULLAC predictions (s. figure 6.6). In
the presently obtained ADAS data, also the quasicontinuous structures are visible and
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similar deviations, but slightly smaller, as for the HULLAC data are observed (s. figure 6.6). It may be noted, that in [92] the emissions around 5.13 nm are attributed to
Rh-like W29+ leaving the emissions of tungsten between 4.9 and about 5.05 nm to ion
states below Rh-like W29+ . This does not correspond to the calculation of the ADAS
code, which predicts small contributions to the quasicontinuum of Ag-like W27+ and
negligible contributions of lower lying ionization states, while only one spectral line of
Pd-like W28+ is predicted at 4.845 nm. In [94–96] strong lines of Ag-like W27+ , Pd-like
W28+ and Rh-like W29+ were identified at 4.9403 nm, 4.8948 nm and 4.9785 nm, respectively. This suggests, that the evaluated data points from [92] which are presented
in figure 6.6 are at too long wavelengths for Rh-like W29+ to about Tc-like W31+ . In
[92] it is pointed out that using an empirical rule the correlation between emissions
and ionization state became possible, even though line blending is also occurring in
the EBIT spectra. Additionally, the ionization potentials of Rh-like W29+ and charge
states above differ by relatively small energies from that of the lower lying ionization
states, which makes a discrimination of emission more difficult. These uncertainties
may lead to the observed discrepancies.
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Figure 6.6:

Wavelengths of the quasicontinuous emissions around 5 nm from individual ionization
states of tungsten. The presented wavelengths are the mean of the emissions weighted by their
intensity. Diamonds and triangles indicate the measured and calculated data from [92] originating
from the Berlin EBIT and HULLAC, respectively. Squares originate from the ADAS data of the
present work.
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Spectral range 12 – 14 nm

The spectral range between 7–12 nm is omitted here as only a few, weak tungsten lines
can be detected in this range. In [39] lines have been identified in the spectral range
12 –14 nm, however, the identifications of the present work exhibit clear differences.
In this range we identify the charge states by analyzing the evolution of the spectral
lines in a tokamak discharge as indicated in section 5.1.
In discharge #18938 impurity accumulation is observed beginning at about 2.0 s after
plasma startup. While the accumulation volume stays constant in size, its temperature
starts to drop and undergoes the evolution featured in figure 6.7 (b) . The temperature
dependence results from a complex interplay of heating and cooling processes, but for
the following analysis these details are not important since the temperature is known
from measurements. The impurity accumulation remains unaffected during the change
in temperature, as can be judged from the time traces of bolometer channels which behave similarly as in discharge #19436 (s. figure 5.1). Outside the accumulation region
the impurity concentrations are negligibly low and the emissions from that region are
not visible in the spectra. Similar to the bolometer signal which is dominated by the
radiation from the accumulation region, the spectra also show emissions which preferentially originate from there. These circumstances allow the assignment of an electron
temperature to the emissions with an uncertainty of about ∆Te = ±200 eV. At this
point the analysis can be done as indicated in the section 5.1. For the phase with impurity accumulation, the temporal behavior of unknown lines is compared with that of
spectral lines which have been identified unambiguously in section 6.2.1. Figure 6.7 (a)
shows the time traces of the fitted amplitudes in discharge #18938 corresponding to
the reference lines at 6.232 nm (Cu-like W45+ ), 6.093 nm (Zn-like W44+ ), 6.063 nm (Galike W43+ ), 4.718 nm (Ge-like W42+ ), and 6.268 nm (Se-like W40+ ). Unfortunately, the
fit for the spectral line at 4.718 nm is influenced by the neighboring As-like W41+ spectral line. Therefore, the time trace shown is a mixture of both time traces for Ge-like
W42+ and As-like W41+ . The time traces have been normalized to the value of the first
maximum. For As-like W41+ , there is no reference line from the above identification in
the range 4 –7 nm. In figure 6.7(b) the temperature variation inside the accumulation
region is plotted, which is responsible for the time evolution of ion abundances and corresponding spectral line intensities. In figure 6.7 (c) the time dependence for a sample
of 5 spectral lines around 13 nm is traced. A distinct feature in the time traces for different ion states is the rise in the intensity from t = 2.2 s to t = 2.6 s. It is shifted in time
for different charge states. For the ion states with charges higher than W40+ the line
intensities decrease after t = 2.4 s and show two minima (t = 2.65 s and t = 2.73 s). For
the ion states below W41+ , the line intensities do not decrease as a further drop in temperature would be necessary for that. With this method six spectral lines at 12.720 nm
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Figure 6.7:

(a) Time traces for amplitudes of reference spectral lines in the range 4 –7 nm
which have been assigned in section 6.2.1 for discharge #18938; (b) Electron temperature inside the
accumulation region at ρpol =0.15; (c) Time traces for intensities for a sample of 5 lines around 13 nm
for which following assignment was obtained: line 1 (12.720 nm): Cu-like W45+ , line 2 (13.287 nm):
Zn-like W44+ , line 3 (12.639 nm): Ga-like W43+ , line 4 (12.945 nm): Ge-like W42+ , line 5 (13.121 nm):
As/Se-like W41+/40+ .

(Cu-like W45+ ), 13.287 nm (Zn-like W44+ ), 12.824 nm (Ga-like W43+ ), 12.639 nm (Galike W43+ ), 13.534 nm (Ga-like W43+ ) and 12.945 nm (Ge-like W42+ ) could be identified. For 6 additional lines, i.e. 12.912 nm (Ge/As-like W42+/41+ ), 13.475 nm (Ga/Gelike W43+/42+ ), 13.121 nm (As/Se-like W41+/40+ ), 13.896 nm (As/Se-like W41+/40+ ),
12.864 nm (Se/Br-like W40+/39+ ) and 13.487 nm (Se/Br-like W40+/39+ ), the emitting
charge state could be restricted to two charge states as their time traces run in between
the reference time traces. To assign these spectral lines to a single charge state the
modeled spectrum from figure 6.8(a) was used. Figure 6.8(b) shows the spectrum with
the above assigned lines. The present assignment of lines differs from that performed
in [39] (cf. figure 6.8(c)) where only the wavelength and intensity predictions were
used to identify the emitting charge state.
The new line identification (cf. figure 6.8(b) and table 6.1) is supported by two facts.
Firstly, the wavelength calibration has been improved and differs by about 0.05 nm
from the previous values. This discrepancy lies well inside the error bars (0.1 nm) of
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Figure 6.8:

(a) Synthetic spectrum from ADAS (Cowan/PWB) with wavelengths adjusted according to the calculations using the GRASP code. The ion balance corresponds to corona equilibrium
derived from adjusted ([39]) ADPAK data; (b) Tokamak spectrum with the line identification of the
present work. Numbers in brackets correspond to labels in figure 6.7(c); (c) Tokamak spectrum and
identification taken from [39]

the calibration used in [39]. Secondly, the errors in the calculated wavelengths from [39]
are larger in the 12 –14 nm spectral region compared with those in the 4–7 nm range.
For Cu-like W45+ and Zn-like W44+ the uncertainties of the HULLAC calculations are
in the range of 0.1 nm, while for Ga-like W43+ to Se-like W40+ the errors are around
0.2 nm.
When discussing the uncertainties in the theoretical predictions it should be mentioned that the ADAS calculations typically deviate in this wavelength range by
0.25 nm and show the largest deviations of 0.5 nm for one Ga-like W43+ line. To
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improve the calculated wavelengths of the spectral lines the energy levels have been
evaluated independently by the relativistic structure code GRASP [24], since GRASP
features the solution of the Dirac equation in contrast to the Hartree-Slater algorithm
of the Cowan code which treats relativistic effects perturbatively. This procedure
enabled improved identification of the transitions within an ion state. Typical wavelength uncertainties of the GRASP calculations are between 0.1 nm and 0.2 nm. The
emissivities shown in figure 6.8 originate from ADAS.

Ion
W45+
(Cu–like)
W44+
(Zn–like)
W43+
(Ga–like)

W42+
(Ge–like)

W41+
(As–like)

W40+
(Se–like)
W39+
(Br–like)

transition
4s 2 S1/2 – 4p 2 P3/2
4s 2 S1/2 – 4p 2 P1/2
4s2 1 S0 – 4s4p 1 P1
4s2 1 S0 – 4s4p 3 P1
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s2 4d 2 D3/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s4p2 2 P1/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s4p2 2 D3/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s4p2 4 P1/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s2 4p 2 P3/2
4s2 4p 2 P3/2 – 4s4p2 2 D5/2
4s2 4p2 3 P0 – 4s4p3 3 D1
4s2 4p2 3 P0 – 4s2 4p2 1 D2
4s2 4p2 3 P0 – 4s2 4p4d 3 D1
4s2 4p2 J=1 – 4s4p3 J=2
A= 1.1 · 1010 s−1
4s2 4p2 J=2 – 4s4p3 J=2
A= 9.0 · 109 s−1
2
3
4s 4p J=3/2 – 4s4p4 J=5/2
A= 2.8 · 1011 s−1
2
3
4s 4p J=3/2 – 4s2 4p3 J=5/2
A= 2.5 · 105 s−1
4s2 4p3 J=3/2 – 4s2 4p3 J=3/2
A= 6.0 · 104 s−1
4s2 4p4 3 P2 – 4s4p5 3 P2
4s2 4p4 3 P2 – 4s2 4p4 1 D2
4s2 4p4 3 P2 – 4s2 4p4 3 P1
2
4s 4p5 J=3/2 – 4s2 4p4 4d J=5/2
A= 6.0 · 1011 s−1

λcalc (nm)
6.217
12.609
6.073
13.230
4.760
6.020
6.119
12.899
12.587
13.682
6.115
12.940
4.685
13.029

λtok
6.232
12.720
6.093
13.287
4.791
6.063
6.135
12.824
12.639
13.534
6.123
12.945
4.718
12.912

λEBIT , [92]
6.232
12.701
6.087
13.275
4.769
6.061
6.129

λEBIT , [93]
6.23355(19)

13.690

13.475

6.482

6.481

13.106

13.121

T

13.968

13.896

T

6.243
12.786
13.455
6.403

6.268
12.864
13.487
6.457

6.09310(17)
4.79029(24)
6.06157(42)
6.13341(21)

6.130

6.13039(60)

4.697

4.71905(28)

meth.
E/T
T
E/T
T
E/T
E/T
E/T
T
T
T
E/T
T
E/T
T
T

6.482

6.48883(47)

6.260

6.26885(38)

6.474

6.46606(155)

E/T

E/T
T
T
E/T

Table 6.1: Identified transitions with the levels taken from atomic data calculations of ADAS;
theoretical wavelengths have been taken from GRASP. Corresponding lines in the codes have been
identified via their total angular momenta and Einstein coefficients, while the LS-coupled terms are
attributed corresponding to a major contribution to the actual state. If no unique identification is
possible only the J values and the corresponding transition probability is given. The experimental
uncertainty in wavelength for the tokamak and the EBIT spectra [92] is ± 0.005 nm. EBIT wavelengths in the wavelength range around 13 nm originate from an wavelength survey at few electron
beam energies. Method ’E’ uses the beam energy dependence of the line intensity taken from EBIT
spectra. Method ’T’ uses the temporal evolution in an ASDEX Upgrade discharge.
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Spectral range 2 – 3.5 nm

This spectral range is of low importance, when considering the total radiated power,
as only relatively weak emissions are found at ASDEX Upgrade. Quasicontinuous
emissions were observed here from the charge states between Sn-like W24+ to Tc-like
W32+ , while spectral lines of charge states above Ni-like tungsten are observed for
electron temperatures well above 4 keV. The wavelength calibration is obtained in situ
via the H-like spectral lines of carbon at 3.373 nm and 2.847 nm and the He-like oxygen lines at 2.160 nm and 2.210 nm resulting in an uncertainty of 0.005 nm for the
wavelength calibration. In figure 6.9 three spectra are presented for impurity accumulation phases with electron temperatures from 1.1 –0.65 keV. These emissions have
already been reported and analyzed in [97, 98], while their behavior versus electron
temperature is documented in the present work. In figure 6.9 also the theoretical
predictions of ADAS (intensity and wavelength) for each ionization state is presented,
which originate from transitions between the configurations 4d10 4fn and 4d9 4f n 5p1
/ 4fn−1 5g1 for ionization states below Ag-like W27+ (inclusive) and between 4dn and
4dn−1 5p1 for the ionization states above. For the ionization states Rh-like W29+ to
Tc-like W31+ also contributions from 4dn to 4dn−1 5s1 are predicted between 2.9 and
3.5 nm. The wavelength dependence of the predictions exhibits that the emissions of
higher charged ionization states are occurring at smaller wavelengths. The identification according to the same wavelengths is not rigid, but the obvious structures at
2.63 nm, 2.72 nm, 2.82 nm, 2.95 nm, 3.1 nm and 3.24 nm can be attributed due to the
predictions and their behavior for decreasing electron temperature to the ionization
state groups W32+/31+/30+, W31+/30+/28+, W30+/29+/28+/27+, W28+/26+ , W28+/26+/25+
and W26+/24+ , respectively (s. figure 6.9, lower part). For Te =0.65 keV, the intensity
of Pd-like W28+ to Mo-like W32+ emissions are much too weak compared to those at
Te =1.1 keV, when the ionization balance in figure 5.9 is used as a guideline. This
hints towards discrepancies of the ionization balance for ionization states below Pdlike W28+ . The fractional abundance of the ionization states around In-like W25+ are
considerably strong for 0.65 keV, but it is not clear, if they have reached their maximum or whether their fractional abundance would still increase for a further decrease
in electron temperature. Even though some evidence is found for discrepancies in
the ionization balance an adjustment of the recombination rates was not attempted,
because many degrees of freedom exist. For these ionization states, the shape of the
fractional abundance curve versus electron temperature is not available, which would
allow for nearly arbitrary manipulation, which does not yield further information. For
the investigation in the next subsection, the clear evidence of the large abundances of
the ionization states below Pd-like W28+ at electron temperatures between 0.65 and
1.1 keV will be of importance.
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Figure 6.9: Spectral feature emitted from a region of the plasma with electron temperatures between 1.1 and 0.65 keV. The emissions originate mainly from Sn-like W24+ to Mo-like W32+ tungsten
according to the dependence on electron temperature and the predicted emissions (ADAS was used
for intensity and wavelength), which are presented in the lower part of the figure.
At electron temperatures above 4 keV emissions of ionization states above Ni-like
W46+ get apparent in the range 2 –3.5 nm. In figure 6.10, a spectrum for Te =5 keV
with weak impurity accumulation (peaking factor of impurities about 5 –10) is presented. However, a clear identification of lines is not possible as line blending occurs
and the presented signal to noise ratio can only be reached, when the spectra are
averaged from 2.7 –3.4 s. Therefore, the dependence of the intensity of the spectral
lines on electron temperature, which is dropping after 3.4 s, is not known. In the lower
part of figure 6.10, predictions of the ADAS calculations for the transition between
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Figure 6.10: Spectral feature emitted from a region of the plasma with electron temperatures
of 5 keV. The emissions originate mainly from Co-like W47+ to Cr-like W50+ tungsten according to
the ionization balance of figure 5.9 and the predicted emissions (ADAS was used for intensity and
wavelength), some of which are presented in the lower part of the figure.
3p6 3dn and 3p5 3d(n+1) are presented. The wavelengths of the predicted spectral lines
exhibit a shift of about 0.06 nm towards larger wavelengths, while GRASP calculations
result in the wavelengths which are too short by only about 0.01 nm for the ionization
states of Co-like W47+ to Mn-like W49+ . The corrections obtained from the GRASP
calculations were not applied for figure 6.10, because for the other ion states featured
the available GRASP version could not calculate the transitions of interest due to the
larger complexity caused by the increasing number of missing electrons in the 3d-shell.
A part of the feature around 2.755 nm can be attributed to the predicted Co-like W47+
and Fe-like W48+ , which is in agreement to the findings in [99], where these spectral
lines were measured at 2.7668 nm and 2.7520 nm. It may be noted, that the feature
at 2.63 nm is not understood by the predictions and the detailed correspondence of
observed spectral lines and predicted emissions is obscured by line blending and the
uncertainties of the predictions.

6.2.4

Spectral range 14 – 30 nm

This spectral range is used in fusion plasmas to diagnose impurities in the mid-Z to
low-Z range. It has been reported from JET [18], TEXTOR [100] that in this spectral
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range tungsten laser ablations led to a broad feature between 10 and 30 nm, which
overlays the spectrum. At TEXTOR, the rise of the emissions after the laser ablation
happened within the first two milliseconds [100]. Within that time the injected tungsten ions could have reached locations in the plasma with Te ≤ 500 eV, as simulations
with STRAHL suggest [100]. The analysis using STRAHL at ASDEX Upgrade points
to a similar result. Figure 6.11 features the analysis on a tungsten laser ablation into
a plasma with central electron temperature of 2.1 keV. The first spectrum (cf. figure
6.11(a)) after the laser blow-off (LBO) exhibits already the maximum of the emissions
integrated from 16 – 22 nm. As saturation occurs for part of the spectrum the first two
spectra were extrapolated in the range, where saturation occurs. For discharges with
higher electron temperatures, the emissions do not saturate even for the first spectrum
after the laser ablation, because the emitting ionization states are shifted further to
the edge and the emitting plasma shell is thinner. For better analysis of the evolution
of the radiance of the feature, discharge #18727 was nevertheless chosen. The analysis
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Figure 6.11:

(a) Spectra before and after a laser ablation of tungsten featuring a broad structure
around 18 nm. The first two spectra have been extrapolated using spectra of laser ablations involving
less tungsten, due to a partial saturation of the measurements. (b)Measured evolution of the emissivities after a laser ablation. The presented traces (black using additionally symbols) correspond to the
signal integrated in the interval 16 – 22 nm (structure at 18 nm) and the interval 5.0 –5.3 nm (central
part of the quasicontinuum). The blue traces denote the integral of the charge state densities along
the LOS for the stated charge states for the modeled plasma. Modeled behavior was obtained by
STRAHL.

does not give a definite answer on the emitting ionization state of the structure around
18 nm, as it is not clear if the normalization of the measured time trace within the
first 10 ms is correct, or whether emissions are not seen due to the CCD being readout
at that time. However, Ag-like W+27 is an upper border for the emitting ionization
states. Two observations allow to obtain more detailed information. The first is, that
the feature exhibits a large radiance for discharge #18727, while for hotter discharges
the radiance for similar LBO is smaller by about factor of 5. The second is, that
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in discharge #18727 the decay of the radiance is observed, which runs in parallel to
the central tungsten concentration obtained from the radiance of the quasicontinuum.
The latter is only detectable, if recombination into the emitting ionization states takes
place at a large enough volume before the ions are neutralized at the wall or at in the
edge region with steep gradients in electron densities and temperatures. For discharges
hotter than #18727 the radiance of the feature is only considerable until a few milliseconds after the LBO, and the radiance of the feature then drops drastically exhibiting
no signs of recombination into the ionization states of interest. Both observations lead
to the conclusion that for #18727 the emitting ion states are inside the radius of steep
edge gradients, while for hotter discharges these ion states are in the steep gradient
region of the plasma at ρpol ≈ 0.97. For the analysis of the LBO in #18727 this implies
that Xe-like W20+ is the lowest ionization state which could contribute significantly
to the observed structure, while the above analysis revealed Ag-like tungsten as an
upper border of emitting ion states. It may be noted that the emissions, which appear
dominant in the spectrum are for discharges without LBO hardly visible, because for
a continuous tungsten source from the first wall which would give similar tungsten
densities at the plasma edge as during the laser blow-off, the tungsten densities at
the core of the plasma would exceed critical levels. This is found for certain impurity
accumulation discharges, where remarkably low central temperatures in the range and
below 1 keV are observed. There, similar structures as during the laser ablation are
visible in the SPRED spectrum. Figure 6.12(a) depicts the electron temperature of
the impurity accumulation region in discharge #20050. Part (b) gives the integral of
the measured intensity in the SPRED spectrum between 15 and 19 nm, while part
(c) presents two spectra at 4.004 s and 4.329 s in the discharge. The structure around
17 nm, which is observed at 4.329 s originates from ionization states between Ag-like
W27+ and Sn-like W24+ , which is revealed by the comparison to the emissions featured
in figure 6.9, and is therefore also part of the structure, which is observed during a W
laser blow-off (LBO). Possibly, the smoother appearance of the feature during a LBO
is caused by the additional emissions of the ionization states Sn-like W24+ – Xe-like
W20+ . The structure presented in figure 6.12(c) is accompanied by emissions between
28 and 30 nm, while the emissions around 35 nm are the second order reflections of the
structure at 17.5 nm. The emissions could not be reproduced by the code calculations.
This is due to the increasing number of electrons in the 4f-shell for ionization states
below W27+ making the calculations very time consuming and limiting in the number
and complexity of configurations used in the multiconfigurational expansion. For the
ionization states Ag-like W27+ to Sn-like W24+ , the transitions 4f(n−1) 5p1 to 4f(n−1) 5s1 ,
with n being the number of f-electrons of the ground state, exhibit many transitions
in the wavelength range 13 –25 nm, however, only for Ag-like W27+ and Cd-like W26+
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the collisional radiative modeling results in line strengths, that could be attributed to
the observed emissions. An estimation of the experimental emissivities of the total
structure ranging from 12 nm to 25 nm for the LBO in discharge #18727 reveals that
this structure considerably contributes to the total radiated power of tungsten below
electron temperatures of 1 keV (s. chapter 8). It may be noted, that for ionization
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Figure 6.12:

(a) Electron temperature derived from electron cyclotron emissions in the center of
discharge #20050 during impurity accumulation.(b) Emissions in the SPRED spectrum integrated
from 15 –19 nm. The emissions partly saturate at about 2.2 s and 4.25 s and fully saturate at about
5.6 s. A clear correlation with electron temperature is observed.(c) Spectra measured at 4.004 s and
4.329 s illustrating the typical appearance of the emissions of ion states below Pd-like W 28+ . The
structure at 29 nm is also emitted by these tungsten ions, while the double peak around 35 nm is the
second order emissions of the structure at 17.5 nm.

states below Ba-like W18+ emissions with considerable emissivities are predicted from
transitions of the sort 4f(n1 ) 5s2 5pn2 to 4f(n1 −1) 5s2 5pn2 5d1 or 4f(n1 ) 5s2 5pn2 −1 5d1 and of
the sort 4f(n1 −1) 5sn2 5p1 to 4f(n1 −1) 5sn2 5d1 , where n1 and n2 are the number of electrons
in the actual orbital for the ground state. These ionization states do not play a significant role in the spectra from ASDEX Upgrade, as their abundance is located in a too
small volume at the edge of the plasma (Te ≤ 300 eV). These ionization states may
contribute some emissivity to the spectra observed at TEXTOR, where the suitable
electron temperatures exist in a larger plasma volume.
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Soft X-ray spectral range
Spectral range 0.4 – 0.8 nm

Spectral lines in this range have been investigated before, the lines being emitted from
laser produced plasmas ([101–105]) and from fusion plasmas at ASDEX Upgrade [13,
106, 107]. The measured spectra are compared to theoretical predictions to identify
the spectral lines, a method, which is successful in this spectral region as the predicted
wavelengths and emissivities agree sufficiently well with the measurement. Recently, a
effort was launched at the Berlin EBIT to survey the emissions in the soft X-ray range
for identifying the charge states of spectral lines experimentally. First results of these
investigations (s. [13]) agree with the earlier findings. In the present work, the focus
is put on the comparison of measured to predicted spectra, as the soft X-ray emissions
play an important role for the radiative losses at electron temperatures between 2
and 5 keV, i.e. for Se-like W40+ to about Mn-like W49+ . In figure 6.13, the measured
spectrum of tungsten (a) and the predictions of the ADAS calculations (b) along
with the predictions of the HULLAC code (c) are presented. The coarse distribution
of emissivity in the spectrum agrees considerably well between the spectra, which is
an important prerequisite, when signals from soft X-ray cameras (SXR-cameras) are
interpreted. As described in section 3.1.2 the SXR-cameras integrate the power of
photons, which are energetic enough to be transmitted by a beryllium filter and at
the same time have low enough energy to be absorbed by the detector. As the ADAS
data give the distribution of radiation reasonably well it is possible to weight the
predicted emissions with the detector efficiencies (s. figure 3.2) of the SXR-cameras,
which then can be used as a quantitative diagnostic for tungsten. This may not be
straight forward, because other impurities and Bremsstrahlung are also contributing
to the signal of the SXR-cameras, however, it is possible to combine the information
of many LOS and several SXR-cameras using different thicknesses of beryllium filters
such that the contributions of the different impurity species can be disentangled. A
prerequisite for this is the knowledge of the radiative characteristics of the relevant
impurities.
The emissivity of the predicted spectral lines have been used to optimize the ionization balance in chapter 5. Considering single spectral lines, the discrepancies are
varying and are of the order of about factor 2 for both atomic code predictions. These
discrepancies seem to be of similar size for both codes, even though the plane-wave
Born-approximation is using a less accurate physical model. The tungsten concentration is a free parameter in the model spectra and was adjusted for both spectra
independently, such that the total emissivity of the spectral lines agrees with the measured value. The obtained concentration varies only slightly and is for the ADAS data
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Figure 6.13:

(a) Spectrum for discharge #16778 measured by the Bragg scanning crystal spectrometer. The tungsten concentration is approximately flat and the central Te ≈ 3 keV (b) Modeled
spectrum using the modified ’CADW+408’ ionization balance and FPECs of the present work obtained by the Cowan code.(c) Modeled spectrum using the modified ’CADW+408’ ionization balance
and PECs, which were obtained by HULLAC in [30] and used in [13, 106, 107] to model the tungsten
spectrum.

2.0 ± 0.2 · 10−4 and the HULLAC data 1.9 ± 0.2 · 10−4 . The uncertainties are estimated
and originate from the determination of the line integrals in the measured spectrum.
The largest discrepancy of a single spectral line between the ADAS spectrum and the
measured spectrum is the electric quadrupole transition at 0.793 nm, which is marked
in figure 6.13(a) by the small vertical arrow. ADAS predicts the spectral line too weak
by about a factor of 10 while the HULLAC data are predicting the line too weak by a
factor of 2. From [108, 109] it is known, that about 30 % of the line intensity originates
from inner shell ionization of Cu-like W45+ , which results in an excited Ni-like W46+
in the upper state (configuration 3d9 4s1 ) of the considered transition. This state has
third lowest energy in Ni-like tungsten and virtually only decays into the ground state
with an A-value of ≈ 6 · 109 s−1 . As innershell ionization is not accounted for by the
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ADAS code, part of the discrepancy between the predictions is understood, however, a
difference of about factor of 4 remains, which is unresolved. The excitation rates from
the ground state have been compared using the predictions of HULLAC [30, 108, 109],
RATIP [110] and the ADAS code. This is pointing towards similar results of all codes.
Therefore, the discrepancy must originate from an other populating process, possibly
from a decaying state with higher energy than the state of interest.
Considering the rough structure of the spectrum, the largest contribution is made by
∆n=1 transitions, since the central structure situated just below 0.6 nm is made up
from transitions of the sort 3dn to 3d(n−1) 4f1 . A much weaker structure is measured
around 0.43 nm originating from ∆n=2 transitions, while also small contributions from
∆n=1 transitions of the sort 3p6 3dn to 3p5 3dn 4f1 are predicted in this structure. For
detailed identifications, confer to [13, 106, 107].

Chapter 7
Spectral Features of Other High-Z
Elements
This chapter is devoted to the investigations on other high-Z elements, which have
been performed to benchmark the atomic data for tokamak conditions. Other sources
for the spectra of highly ionized high-Z elements are less accurately diagnosed and/or
exhibit a very different plasma surrounding, where recombination dominates like for
laser-produced plasmas. This leads to line-rich spectra which are different to the
electron collision dominated spectra of a tokamak. More details on this discussion are
given in section 5.1. In the case of xenon, the results are of interest for a future fusion
device, in which xenon might be used for diagnostic or cooling purposes.

7.1

Investigations on Isoelectronic Sequences

The investigations on tungsten were accompanied by analyses on other high-Z elements
to investigate the atomic data in more detail. In this section, measurements of the
spectral features of the elements hafnium (72 Hf), tantalum (73 Ta), rhenium (75 Re), gold
(79 Au), lead (82 Pb) and bismuth (83 Bi) are presented and compared to corresponding
modeled spectra.

7.1.1

VUV Wavelength Range

The main feature of all high-Z elements in the VUV range is the quasicontinuum,
which has a very similar structure for all investigated elements. Investigations on W,
Au and Pb have been performed earlier at the TEXT tokamak [98] and are confirmed
by the present work, which includes several more elements. This is featured in figure 7.1, where, in the left column, measured spectra (black) after laser ablations are
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presented along with modeled spectra (blue) of the respective impurity. In the right
column the temporal evolutions of the laser blow-off (LBO) injections are depicted.
For Au and Bi, the injection was accompanied by impurity accumulation, which is
increasing the concentration and the decay time of the impurity density drastically,
such that the concentrations in the accumulation region are well above 1 · 10−4 and
a decay time cannot be determined. For the laser blow-offs without impurity accumulation, central concentrations of a few 10−5 and decay times of the order of 100 ms
are observed. On the right column of figure 7.1, the horizontal lines are indicating
the time points of LBOs and of the spectra in the left column. The broken vertical
lines indicate spectral lines of H-like C5+ (3.373 nm), He-like C4+ (4.027 nm), H-like
B4+ (4.859 nm) and He-like B3+ (6.031 nm and 6.109 nm), which have been used for
in situ wavelength calibration. As the ion abundances in the model are just shifted in
electron temperature with respect to the ion abundances of tungsten (cf. section 5.3),
only small differences arise in the weighting of Ag-like to Y-like ions for the different
elements, because the integration along the LOS of the spectrometer is obscuring the
radial position of the emitting ions. In the model calculations, the main feature, i.e.
the large maximum, of the quasicontinuum is pronounced, while the smaller local maximum of the emissions , which is situated in the measured spectra about 1 nm at longer
wavelengths is not reproduced in the model. Additionally, the modeled emissions for
the main feature expand over a narrower wavelength range and are shifted to lower
wavelengths by 0.1 –0.2 nm in comparison to the measured spectra. For the modeled
spectra, the impurity concentration was adjusted such, that the predicted total radiance corresponds to that in the main peak of the quasicontinuum of the measurement.
As both, the modeled spectra and the measured emissions for all elements, are very
similar to the corresponding spectra of tungsten the findings for tungsten seem to
be applicable for all other investigated elements. It may be noted in figure 7.1, that
small differences in the shape of the quasicontinuum are noticeable, which probably
arise from differences in the actual dynamic of the plasma following the laser ablation. For example, the main feature of the tungsten quasicontinuum seems to form
a smooth maximum at about 5.1 nm, while the quasicontinuum of Re exhibits a less
peaked appearance with single spectral lines being visible at the wavelength range
4.65 –5.05 nm. This, however, is not specific to Re, as the quasicontinuum of tungsten
often exhibits such an appearance during other discharges like #18937 and #19115 (cf.
figure 6.5). An exception of the described experimental behavior is observed for Bi,
where the main feature of the quasicontinuum is remarkably broad and an additional
local maximum occurs around 4.4 nm at 3.65 s, which is unaccounted for. Impurity accumulation at about 2.1 keV could pronounce the emissions of ionization states below
Ag-like Bi36+ , enhancing the emissions of ion states, which have not been investigated
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Left column: Model results and measurements of the quasicontinuum emitted by the
elements 72 Hf, 73 Ta, 74 W, 75 Re, 79 Au, 82 Pb and 83 Bi. Right column: Evolution after the impurity
injections, where blue color depicts lowest spectral radiance and red the highest in the spectrum.
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for bismuth in detail. Consequently, no explanation for the described envelope of the
Bi quasicontinuum can be presented. In figure 7.2, the intensity weighted mean of the
main maximum of the quasicontinuum is presented, along with the wavelengths of the
corresponding emissions of Ru-like ions of each element. The Ru-like ions (for tungsten: W30+) are thought to exhibit emissions at a central part of the quasicontinua.
The predicted wavelengths are following the measured values for increasing nuclear
charge, summarizing the detailed picture of figure 7.1. For comparison, two curves are
7

energy levels proportional ionization potentials
energy levels proportional 1/z 2
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5
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Figure 7.2:
The wavelength dependence of the main feature of the quasicontinua emitted by
the investigated elements 72 Hf, 73 Ta, 74 W, 75 Re, 79 Au, 82 Pb and 83 Bi. The thin curve denotes the
behavior of the wavelength shift, if level energies of the ion would be proportional to the ionization
energy taken from [36], while the bold curve results from the assumption that the level energies are
proportional to 1/z2 . Both curves were normalized to the measurement for tungsten.
added. The bold curve corresponds to the hydrogenic approximation, that the transition energies are ∝ 1/z 2 , where z equals the charge of the emitting ion and the thin
curve assumes that the transition energies are proportional to the ionization potentials
(taken from [36]) of the emitting ion. As the transitions are ∆n = 0 transitions to the
ground state, deviations between the detailed model/measured data and both curves
are easily understood by the strong contribution of the electron-electron interaction
within the shell.
For the investigated elements except for Pb and Bi, isolated spectral lines (cf. section
6.2.1 and 6.2.2 for the corresponding tungsten lines) were observed in the wavelength
range of the quasicontinuum and between 10 –15 nm, if the electron temperatures
exceeded ≈ 2 keV. For elements with higher nuclear charge this threshold shifts towards
higher electron temperatures, such that for Pb and Bi no sufficiently large abundance
of the ionization states was available for temperatures at about 3 keV. For discharges
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with central electron temperatures above 3 keV, the ablations of Pb and Bi were less
effective, because the transport coefficients in the plasma discharge are enhanced by
the increased heating power, which resulted in too low Pb and Bi concentrations such
that no analysis could be performed. Additionally, due to the small radial range where
the corresponding ion states of Pb and Bi exist the LOS integration was lower even
at similar concentrations as for the other impurities. For the elements Hf, Ta, Re
and Au, the detailed knowledge of the tungsten spectrum and comparisons to GRASP
calculations, helped to identify the spectral lines, which are summarized in table 7.1
along with the wavelengths taken from experiment, GRASP calculations and values
from literature.
Moving the focus now to the feature, which has been observed at larger wavelengths,
i.e. for tungsten around 18 nm, the emissions are visible for all injected impurities,
and shifted to lower wavelengths for higher nuclear charge (s. figure 7.3). For the Pb
and Bi spectra, it is not clear if the total structure is visible in the spectra, as the
lower wavelength part of the emissions might appear at too low wavelengths and can
not be monitored by the SPRED spectrometer. In figure 7.4 the wavelengths of the
rectangular structure, which is part of the full feature and indicated by small arrows
is chosen to perform a comparison between the emissions of the different elements.
The arrows indicating the structure have been placed at the positions in figure 7.4,
after the comparisons of several LBOs and considering the time evolution of the LBO.
This structure is chosen, because for Hf, Ta, W, Re and Au this is a distinct feature.
Unfortunately, the structure is hardly recognizable for Pb and Bi, but as anyhow the
full features for Pb and Bi are relatively narrow, the attribution of wavelengths involves
about the same absolute uncertainties as for the other elements. The wavelengths are
presented for the investigated elements in figure 7.4. Similar as in figure 7.2 the two
solid curves give the approximations for the cases, that the transition energies scale like
1/z2 (bold) using the Cd-like ion charge or that the energies scale like the ionization
energies of the Cd-like ions. The Cd-like ions were used, because the investigations on
tungsten (s. section 6.2.4) indicated, that Cd-like W26+ is considerably contributing to
the structure. The measured decrease of the wavelengths for increasing nuclear charge
is reproduced qualitatively by the scalings. The structure of the emissions in figure
7.3 are more dispersed for elements with lower atomic number. Part of this effect
may be understood by hydrogenic effects. The dashed curves in figure 7.4 are used to
extrapolate the long and short wavelength edge of the tungsten feature to the other
elements using the ionization potentials of Ag-like ions (short wavelengths) and the
Xe-like ions (long wavelengths). These choices are based on the findings for tungsten
(s. section 6.2.4). Qualitatively, the observation that the emission feature is narrower
for elements with higher nuclear charge, can be understood by this simple scalings
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Ion
43+

Hf
(Cu–like)
Hf42+
(Zn–like)
Hf41+
(Ga–like)

transition
2

2

λcalc (nm) λtok (nm)
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λlit (nm)

4s S1/2 – 4p P3/2
4s 2 S1/2 – 4p 2 P1/2
4s2 1 S0 – 4s4p 1 P1
4s2 1 S0 – 4s4p 3 P1
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s2 4d 2 D3/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s4p2 2 P1/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s4p2 2 D3/2
4s2 4p2 3 P0 – 4s2 4p4d 3 D1

6.858
13.277
6.683
13.959
5.174
6.620
6.745
5.092

6.860
13.375
6.696
14.002
5.212
6.653
6.732
5.132

Ta44+
(Cu–like)
Ta43+
(Zn–like)
Ta42+
(Ga–like)
Ta41+
(Ge–like)

4s 2 S1/2 – 4p 2 P3/2
4s 2 S1/2 – 4p 2 P1/2
4s2 1 S0 – 4s4p 1 P1
4s2 1 S0 – 4s4p 3 P1
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s4p2 2 D3/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s4p2 4 P1/2
4s2 4p2 3 P0 – 4s2 4p2 1 D2

6.529
12.937
6.371
13.587
6.424
13.537
13.928

6.530
13.044
6.388
13.645
6.430
13.593
13.928

6.5502 [112], 6.5427 [113]
13.020 [113]
6.395 [114], 6.3869 [111]

Re46+
(Cu–like)
Re45+
(Zn–like)
Re44+
(Ga–like)

4s 2 S1/2 – 4p 2 P3/2
4s 2 S1/2 – 4p 2 P1/2
4s2 1 S0 – 4s4p 1 P1
4s2 1 S0 – 4s4p 3 P1
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s2 4d 2 D3/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s4p2 2 P1/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s4p2 2 D3/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s4p2 4 P1/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s2 4p 2 P3/2
4s2 4p2 3 P0 – 4s2 4p4d 3 D1
4s2 4p2 3 P0 – 4s2 4p2 1 D2

5.921
12.295
5.790
12.887
4.567
5.742
5.830
12.551
11.716
4.496
12.034

5.937
12.406
5.811
12.952
4.593
5.785
5.846
12.486
11.743
4.524
12.035

5.9325 [99]

4s 2 S1/2 – 4p 2 P3/2
4s 2 S1/2 – 4p 2 P1/2
4s2 1 S0 – 4s4p 1 P1
4s2 1 S0 – 4s4p 3 P1
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s2 4d 2 D3/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s4p2 2 D3/2
4s2 4p 2 P1/2 – 4s4p2 4 P1/2
4s2 4p2 3 P0 – 4s2 4p4d 3 D1

4.877
11.146
4.788
11.642
3.882
4.812
11.300
3.816

4.895
11.169
4.794
11.687
4.593
4.825
11.192
3.827

Hf40+
(Ge–like)

Re43+
(Ge–like)
Au50+
(Cu–like)
Au49+
(Zn–like)
Au48+
(Ga–like)
Au47+
(Ge–like)

6.7015 [111]
14.0048 [111]

5.8038 [99], 5.8071 [111]

4.8928 [115]
11.2485 [115]
4.8063 [111], 4.8046 [115]

Table 7.1: Identified transitions with the levels taken from atomic data calculations of ADAS;
theoretical wavelengths have been taken from GRASP. Corresponding lines in the codes have been
identified via their total angular momenta and Einstein coefficients. The experimental uncertainty in
wavelength for the tokamak spectra is ± 0.005 nm the uncertainties of the wavelengths from [111, 114]
and [99, 112, 113, 115] are quoted to be ± 0.002 nm and ± 0.0015 nm, respectively. Several, additional
spectral lines, which are emitted by the injected impurity, are visible in the spectra, but could not
be identified.
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Figure 7.3:

Spectral signatures of 72 Hf, 73 Ta, 74 W, 75 Re, 79 Au, 82 Pb and 83 Bi following a LBO. An
arbitrary offset is added to the spectra of each element for better display. Dashed spectra correspond
to a timepoint directly before the LBO. The different absolute size of the emissions are caused by the
different amount of the injected impurity, which might vary for each element due to the efficiency of
the impurity injection by laser ablation.

as the two dashed curves converge for the higher charged ions in the isoelectronic
sequence.

7.1.2

Soft X-ray Wavelength Range

Isoelectronic investigations have been performed also in the soft X-ray range. As
the Bragg scanning crystal spectrometer needs about 1.5 s to perform a scan over
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Figure 7.4:

Wavelength dependence of the spectral feature emitted from 10 –25 nm by the investigated elements Hf, Ta, W, Re, Au, Pb and Bi. The thin, solid curve denotes the relative behavior of
the wavelength shift, if level energies of the ion would be proportional to the ionization energy taken
from [36], while the bold curve results from the assumption that the level energies are proportional to
1/z2 . The thin, dashed curves depict the extrapolated short and long wavelength edge of the feature
using the tungsten wavelengths and the scaling based on ionization potentials of Ag-like ions (short
wavelengths) and Te-like ions (long wavelengths).

the presented wavelength ranges, a steady state plasma operation is needed with a
constant impurity influx. The impurity concentration reaches an equilibrium within a
few hundreds of milliseconds, after laser ablations with a repetition frequency of 20 Hz
are performed. These ”quasicontinuous” conditions are monitored for the presented
spectra by the total radiated power and the VUV spectra. The constant impurity
density for a full spectrum is fulfilled within a factor of 2. As the soft X-ray spectra
are emitted by ionization states above the Kr-like state no spectra could be obtained
for Pb and Bi, due to the low fractional abundances of the ionization states of interest.
The signal could not be increased high enough by increasing the amount of impurities,
before the total radiated power of the impurity affected plasma operation.
The spectra of Hf, Ta, Re and Au are presented in the figures 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8,
respectively. The structures, which have been measured, have been observed earlier
from laser-produced plasmas [101, 103–105, 116, 117] and from exploded wire plasmas
(Au, W) [118]. An independent identification of spectral lines is obtained here and
the results are summarized in tables 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4. The most clear lines have been
identified, while in several cases (marked with ’*’) two or more lines from the same
charge state coincide at the same wavelength and the line which is predicted strongest
is denoted. In the case of Hf and Ta, the plasmas in which the measurements have
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been performed were very clean, such that no tungsten emissions which would blend
the spectra are visible. The emissions of all four investigated elements are similar to
the tungsten emissions but shifted in wavelength. The ∆n=2 emissions are hardly
visible for Hf, Ta and Au, as the impurity concentration during that phase was lower
by about factor 2 than for the rest of the spectrum. Still, the main feature of the
spectrum is well visible within each spectrum. In the case of Hf and Ta, the measured
spectra are compared to modeled spectra using the modified ’CADW+408’ ionization
balance (s. chapter 5), FPECs from ADAS and PECs from HULLAC [119]. The
HULLAC results exhibit only small differences to the ADAS modeling. Consistently
to the results for tungsten, also the electric quadrupole line at 0.8545 nm (Hf) and
0.822 nm (Ta) (s. small vertical arrow in figure 7.5(a) and 7.6(a)) is underestimated
by both codes.
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Figure 7.5:

(a) Spectrum of 72 Hf obtained in discharge #17757 and measured by the Bragg
scanning crystal spectrometer. (b) Modeled spectrum using the modified ’CADW+408’ ionization
balance and FPECs of the present work obtained by the Cowan code.(c) Modeled spectrum using the
modified ’CADW+408’ ionization balance and PECs, which were supplied by [119]. (d) Measured
electron temperature and density profiles, which have been used to model the spectrum of part (b) of
the figure. (e) Fractional abundances of Hf ions using the above explained (s. chapter 5) color code
to indicate the outermost subshell.

For Re and Au the impurity spectra are blended by tungsten emissions, which was
abundant as an intrinsic impurity in the plasma. For this reason, a pure tungsten
spectrum is featured in figures 7.7 and 7.8 along with the spectra obtained for the

7.2. SPECTRAL FEATURES OF XENON
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Same as figure 7.5 but for Ta-LBO.

injected impurities Re and Au. As no HULLAC data are at hand for these impurities
only the comparison to the ADAS data is featured in figures 7.7(c) and 7.8(c). The
picture, however remains the same, as the emissions are described relatively well by
the ADAS data. For Re, the discrepancy of the electric quadrupole line is again visible,
while for Au the spectra could not be obtained up to the wavelength of that line.
On the right of the figures 7.5– 7.8 the electron temperature and density profiles of the
plasma are depicted, along with the resulting fractional abundances of each impurity
ion state for a continuous impurity source at the edge. While the electron temperatures and densities are fits to measured data, the abundances result from a STRAHL
modeling using the ionization data for the elements, which has been obtained (s. chapter 5) by scaling the tungsten data (modified ’CADW+408’). The obtained ionization
and recombination rates are apparently not far from the experimental behavior.

7.2

Spectral Features of Xenon

54 Xe

The emissions of xenon are of interest, because it might be used in a reactor for cooling
the plasma, or as impurity on which plasma diagnostic is performed. The spectra of
highly ionized xenon were investigated in fusion experiments [120–123], from laserimploded targets [124, 125], by exciting gas jets [126] and in EBITs [127–130]. Many
details of the spectra have been observed earlier. In this work, the focus is put not
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Ion
46+

Hf
(Fe–like)
Hf45+
(Co–like)
Hf44+
(Ni–like)

Hf43+
(Cu–like)

Hf42+
(Zn–like)

Hf41+
(Ga–like)
Hf40+
(Ge–like)

transition
6

8

6

λcalc (nm)
7

1

3p 3d J=4– 3p 3p 4f J=5
A= 3.7 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)
3p6 3d9 J=5/2 – 3p6 3d8 4f1 J=7/2
A= 3.7 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 5f1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p5 3d10 4f1 1 D2
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p5 3d10 4d1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4f1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4f1 3 D1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p5 3d10 4s1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4p1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4p1 3 D1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4s1 3 D2
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4s1 1 D2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4f1 2 P3/2
3d10 4s1 J=1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4f1 J=3/2
A= 1.0 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)
3p6 3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3p5 3d10 4s2 2 P3/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4p1 2 P3/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4p1 2 P1/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4p1 4 D1/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s2 2 D3/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s2 2 D5/2
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4f1 1 P1
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4f1 3 D1
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4p1 1 P1
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4p1 3 D1
3d10 4s2 4p1 J=1/2 – 3d9 4s2 4p1 4f1 J=3/2
A= 3.5 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)
3d10 4s2 4p2 J=0 – 3d9 4s2 4p2 4f1 J=1
A= 3.1 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)

λtok (nm)

blending

0.587

0.5849 (ADAS)

*

0.5995

0.5979 (ADAS)

*

0.466
0.521
0.559
0.6135
0.6315
0.660
0.758
0.7735
0.8215
0.8545
0.618
0.6345

0.4650 (ADAS)
0.5213 (ADAS)
0.5591 (ADAS)
0.6129 (GRASP)
0.6326 (GRASP)
0.6608 (ADAS)
0.7605 (GRASP)
0.7753 (GRASP)
0.8239 (GRASP)
0.8566 (GRASP)
0.6156 (ADAS)
0.6352 (ADAS)

*
*

0.6655
0.764
0.771
0.7835
0.830
0.863
0.6215
0.637
0.779
0.792
0.624

0.6651 (ADAS)
0.7629 (ADAS)
0.7698 (ADAS)
0.7824 (ADAS)
0.8280 (ADAS)
0.8621 (ADAS)
0.6197 (GRASP)
0.6395 (GRASP)
0.7783 (GRASP)
0.7928 (GRASP)
0.6237 (ADAS)

0.6265

0.6277 (ADAS)

*
*

*

Table 7.2: Identified transitions of Hf with the levels taken from atomic data calculations of ADAS;
theoretical wavelengths have been taken from GRASP. Corresponding lines in the codes have been
identified via their total angular momenta and Einstein coefficients. The experimental uncertainty
in wavelength for the tokamak spectra is ± 0.001 nm. Several, additional spectral lines, which are
emitted by the injected impurity, are visible in the spectra, but could not be identified. In cases,
where two or more lines of the same charge state coincide in wavelength (marked with ’* = blending’)
the line which is predicted to be strongest is denoted.
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Ion
46+

Ta
(Co–like)
Ta45+
(Ni–like)

Ta44+
(Cu–like)

Ta43+
(Zn–like)

Ta42+
(Ga–like)
(Ga–like)

54 XE

transition
6

9

6
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λcalc (nm)
8

1

3p 3d J=5/2 – 3p 3d 4f J=7/2
A= 3.9 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p5 3d10 4d1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4f1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4f1 3 D1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p5 3d10 4s1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4p1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4p1 3 D1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4s1 3 D2
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4s1 1 D2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4f1 2 P3/2
3d10 4s1 J=1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4f1 J=3/2
A= 1.2 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)
6
3p 3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3p5 3d10 4s2 2 P3/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4p1 2 P3/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4p1 2 P1/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4p1 4 D1/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s2 2 D5/2
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4f1 1 P1
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4f1 3 D1
6
3p 3d10 4s1 4p1 1 P1 – 3p5 3d10 4s2 4p1 1 S0
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4p1 1 P1
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4p1 3 D1
10 2
3d 4s 4p1 J=1/2 – 3d9 4s2 4p1 4f1 J=3/2
A= 3.9 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)
3d10 4s2 4p1 J=1/2 – 3d9 4s2 4p1 4f1 J=3/2
A= 1.1 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)

λtok (nm)

blending

0.577

0.5760 (ADAS)

*

0.5375
0.589
0.608
0.636
0.729
0.7435
0.789
0.822
0.593
0.612

0.5396 (ADAS)
0.5902 (GRASP)
0.6094 (GRASP)
0.6381 (ADAS)
0.7312 (GRASP)
0.7460 (GRASP)
0.7922 (GRASP)
0.8245 (GRASP)
0.5927 (ADAS)
0.6121 (ADAS)

*
*

0.641
0.734
0.7405
0.7525
0.8295
0.5965
0.614
0.644
0.7475
0.761
0.602

0.6422 (ADAS)
0.7334 (ADAS)
0.7399 (ADAS)
0.7528 (ADAS)
0.8298 (ADAS)
0.5967 (GRASP)
0.6160 (GRASP)
0.6457 (ADAS)
0.7480 (GRASP)
0.7626 (GRASP)
0.6004 (ADAS)

*

0.618

6.196 (ADAS)

*

Table 7.3: Same as table 7.2, but for Ta

*
*
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Ion
48+

Re
(Co–like)
Re47+
(Ni–like)

Re46+
(Cu–like)

Re45+
(Zn–like)
Au52+
(Co–like)
Au51+
(Ni–like)

Au50+
(Cu–like)
Au49+
(Zn–like)
Au48+
(Ga–like)

transition
6

9

6

λcalc (nm)
8

1

3p 3d J=5/2 – 3p 3d 4f J=7/2
A= 4.4 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 5f1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 J=0 – 3p6 3d9 5f1 J=1
A= 1.2 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4f1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4p1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4p1 3 D1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4s1 3 D2
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4s1 1 D2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4f1 2 P3/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4p1 2 P3/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4p1 2 P1/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4p1 4 D1/2
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s2 2 D5/2
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4f1 1 P1
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4p1 1 P1
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4p1 3 D1
3p6 3d9 J=5/2 – 3p6 3d8 4f1 J=7/2
A= 5.6 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)
3p6 3d10 J=0 – 3p5 3d10 4d1 J=1
A= 1.4 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4f1 1 P1
3p6 3d10 1 S0 – 3p6 3d9 4f1 3 D1
3d10 4s1 2 S1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4f1 2 P3/2
3d10 4s1 J=1/2 – 3d9 4s1 4f1 J=3/2
A= 2.2 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4f1 1 P1
3d10 4s2 1 S0 – 3d9 4s2 4f1 3 D1
3d10 4s2 4p1 J=1/2 – 3d9 4s2 4p1 4f1 J=3/2
A= 5.7 · 1014 s−1 (ADAS)

λtok (nm)

blending

0.537

0.5357 (ADAS)

0.415
0.424

0.4141 (ADAS)
0.4238 (ADAS)

0.548
0.676
0.691
0.733
0.7635
0.551
0.681
0.687
0.6995
0.7715
0.554
0.694
0.7025

0.5484 (GRASP)
0.6774 (GRASP)
0.6924 (GRASP)
0.7342 (GRASP)
0.7660 (GRASP)
0.5505 (ADAS)
0.6788 (ADAS)
0.6849 (ADAS)
0.6983 (ADAS)
0.7704 (ADAS)
0.5543 (GRASP)
0.6926 (GRASP)
0.7073 (GRASP)

0.468

0.4667 (ADAS)

0.4445

0.4414 (ADAS)

0.481
0.4965
0.484
0.500

0.4771 (GRASP)
0.4941 (GRASP)
0.4786 (ADAS)
0.4959 (ADAS)

*
*

0.487
0.5055
0.490

0.4819 (GRASP)
0.4990 (GRASP)
0.4842 (ADAS)

*

Table 7.4: Same as table 7.2, but for Re and Au.

*

*
*
*

*
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Figure 7.7: (a) Spectrum for discharge #16778 measured by the Bragg scanning crystal spectrometer. The tungsten concentration is approximately flat and the central Te ≈ 3 keV (b) Spectrum
of 75 Re obtained in discharge #19187 and measured by the Bragg scanning crystal spectrometer.
Unfortunately, the Re spectrum is blended by tungsten emissions, which may be identified via comparison to part (a) of the figure. (c) Modeled spectrum using the modified ’CADW+408’ ionization
balance and FPECs of the present work obtained by the Cowan code. (d),(e) Same as figure 7.5 but
for Re-LBO.
on the identification of lines, but whether the atomic code manages to reproduce the
most intense features, which translates directly to the accuracy of the cooling factor
(s. section 8.2).
An intense feature is emitted in the VUV at about 11 nm (s. figure 7.9). It was
investigated in detail by [120, 121] and most recently by [130] using the Berlin EBIT
[17]. The latter reference was used to label the spectral lines in figure 7.9(a) and
to find the corresponding spectral lines for model and measurement. The modeled
spectrum exhibits large discrepancies, which may partly originate from the flawed
ionization balance. Especially the spectral lines of Ga-like Xe23+ , Zn-like Xe24+ and
Cu-like Xe25+ are modeled too strong in comparison to the rest of the spectrum. In
section 5.3 it has been already pointed out, that the fractional abundances of these
two ionization states are overestimated by the ADAS based ion balance. Only a
small influence is attributed to the fact that the left half of the spectrum (s. dashed
vertical line in figure 7.9) has been measured during a different discharge than the
right half. By a comparison of radiated power and plasma parameters it has been
ensured that the phases from which the measurements originate are nearly identical.
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(a) Same as figure 7.7 but for Au-LBO.

The unresolved structure below 11 nm is not matched in detail by the model. Several
spectral lines of Rb-like Xe17+ to Ge-like Xe22+ are predicted at these wavelengths,
however the contributions of Rb-like Xe17+ to Br-like Xe19+ are very weak in the model,
even though in experiment the spectral lines are dominant. Probably, also here the
ionization balance plays a crucial role, but no further evidence is available. A xenon
concentration of 3.3·10−5 was used to obtain the modeled spectrum. The concentration
was chosen to match the emissivity of the spectral lines in the measured spectrum.
Unfortunately, the spectral lines are superimposed on an uneven background, which
originates either from continuum radiation or from many, densely grouped spectral
lines, which are not reproduced by the model calculations. However, this imposes
larger uncertainties on the matching of the intensities than for other spectral features,
which have been investigated by similar means in the course of the present work.
The agreement is much better for the feature just above 1 nm (figure 7.10), which
has been already used to investigate the ionization balance in section 5.3. The discrepancies caused by the overestimation of the ionization states Zn-like Xe24+ and Cu-like
Xe25+ are not visible, because the modeled spectrum contains only the emissions of Nilike Xe26+ to Ar-like Xe36+ , which are in good agreement to the measurement. Here,
the xenon concentration was adjusted to 1.0 · 10−4 to match the summed radiance of
the measured spectrum. The VUV (figure 7.9) and the soft X-ray spectrum (figure
7.10) originate from the same discharge phase, but the concentration differs by a factor
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Figure 7.9:

(a) Measured spectra from two identical discharge phases. Spectral lines are labeled
according to the findings of [130]. A tentative background subtraction is indicated, however, the
origin of the uneven background is unknown and therefore uncertainties exist. (b) Modeled spectrum
using the emissions from Rb-like Xe17+ to Cu-like Xe25+ . The xenon concentration was adjusted to
3.3 · 10−5 to match the summed emissivity of lines that are observed in model and experiment.

three. A comparison to the total radiation (s. chapter 8) exhibits that the result from
the soft X-ray spectrum is close to the result of this more established analysis to evaluate xenon concentrations. Possibly, the analysis of the VUV spectrum is connected
to larger uncertainties due to the discussed discrepancies, but also the calibration of
the VUV spectrometer from 10 – 18 nm is extrapolated (s. section 3.5.2) and might
exhibit uncertainties of that magnitude. This part of the soft X-ray spectrum of xenon
was already investigated in [123, 126, 129].
A weak feature has been observed (s. figure 7.11) for central electron temperature above 3.5 keV. This spectral feature is emitted by ion states which are more
highly charged than Ar-like Xe36+ and are of the type 2p6 3s2 3pn – 2p5 3s2 3pn 3d1
(for Xe36+ – Xe41+ ) and 2p6 3sn – 2p5 3sn 3d1 / 2p5 3sn 3p1 (for Xe42+ – Xe43+ ) and 2pn
– 2pn−1 3d1 / 2pn−1 3p1 (for Xe44+ and higher charged ions). The modeled spectrum
does not fully correspond to the measurements, however, there is no doubt that the
observed feature is emitted by the ionization states presented in figure 7.11. The cor-
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Figure 7.10:

(a) Measured xenon spectra originating from the same discharge phase as the spectra
in figure 7.9. (b) Modeled spectrum using the emissions from Ni-like Xe26+ to Ar-like Xe36+ . The
xenon concentration was adjusted to 1.0 · 10−4 to match the summed emissivity of lines that are
observed in model and experiment.

respondence of modeled to measured spectra, which is indicated by the dashed vertical
lines is tentatively only, but the xenon concentration obtained from the matching of
intensities is 1.4·10−4 , while the value derived from the radiated power equals 1.2·10−4 .
Both values involve uncertainties of about 50 % and therefore, agree within the accuracy of the values. It may be pointed out that in [127–129] only ionization states
above Na-like Xe43+ have been investigated, while the strongest contributions in the
modeled spectrum of figure 7.11 originate from Cl-like Xe37+ to Na-like Xe43+ . This
is due to the low fractional abundance of the ionization states above Na-like Xe43+
in the plasma, but also when looking just at the PECs for all mentioned ion states
strong spectral lines are emitted by Cl-like Xe37+ to Na-like Xe43+ . This feature is
the only spectral signature, which was obtained in ASDEX Upgrade from these highly
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Figure 7.11:

(a) Measured xenon spectra originating from a plasma with central electron temperature of 3.8 keV. (b) Modeled spectrum using the emissions from Cl-like Xe37+ to F-like Xe45+ .
The xenon concentration was adjusted to 1.4 · 10−4 to match the summed emissivity of lines that are
observed in model and experiment.

charged ion states. Following the isoelectronic sequence to tungsten, similar emissions
are predicted at about 0.14 nm, which could be a possibility to diagnose up to Ne-like
W64+ in the central region of a fusion reactor (s. chapter 9).

Chapter 8
Investigations on the Cooling
Factor
While the spectral details have been investigated in chapter 6 the total radiated power
of tungsten and its neighbor elements is investigated in this chapter. For a fusion
plasma this a quantity of strong interest, as reabsorption of impurity radiation is
negligible and virtually all radiated power is lost from the plasma volume giving rise
to cooling of the plasma. Therefore, the coefficient, which describes the efficiency of
an element with nuclear charge Z to cause radiated power density PZ ([PZ ] = Wm−3 )
in a plasma , is called cooling factor. The cooling factor LZ multiplied by electron
density ne and the impurity density nZ gives the radiated power density as a function
of electron temperature and density (s. equation 8.1).
PZ = LZ (Te , ne )nZ ne

(8.1)

Even though LZ is slightly dependent on ne , for applications in fusion devices this
dependence can hardly be noticed at all. Therefore, effects due to variations in ne
are neglected in the following. LZ is evaluated in the present work by different means
and with different underlying ionization balances. A direct measurement of the cooling
factor is difficult for high-Z elements, because the radiated power needs to be measured
at the same time with electron density and impurity density. The latter quantity is
difficult to obtain with a higher accuracy than about factor of 3. One possibility is the
measurement of the change in effective charge Zef f (definition s. equation 8.2, where
nk is the density and zk the charge of the ion state k) of the plasma following a laser
ablation, for which the ∆PZ and ne are well measurable.
Pall ions
nk zk2
Zef f = k
(8.2)
ne
The cooling factor of high-Z elements is comparably high, such that stable plasma
operation is only possible up to a concentration of few 10−4 . The change in the
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effective charge ∆Zef f of the plasma for such a concentration is at the detection limit
for ∆Zef f of about 0.2. Another possibility to evaluate LZ is to precisely quantify
the injected amount of impurity and compare it to PZ . For laser ablation this holds
uncertainties larger than a factor of 5 as the efficiency for an ablated tungsten ion
to enter the main plasma is unknown and can be estimated only with the mentioned
uncertainty. A remedy would be pellet injection of manteled tungsten (or other highZ element) pellets such that a well defined number of impurity atoms is entering the
main plasma. Again the amount of high-Z material in such a pellet needs to be below
≈ 1 · 1017 particles, i.e. about 30µg, to prevent major disturbances of the plasma.
The production and injection of such pellets is technically challenging and was not
performed in the course of this work.

8.1
8.1.1

Investigations on Tungsten
Calculated Cooling Factor

The cooling factor for tungsten vs. electron temperature is evaluated for a density of
6 · 1019 m−3 , but it is practically unaltered for the full density regime which is accessible for tokamak operation. The cooling factors resulting from different evaluations,
which are described in the following, are featured in figure 8.1. The cooling factors
with the most credibility is represented by the red curve. Above 700 eV, i.e. for ion
states with charge above Cd-like W26+ the level resolved calculations could be performed in elaborate detail and the collisional-radiative model was used to evaluate
PECs for the spectral lines covering the whole spectrum. For each Te , the emission
of spectral lines is integrated to a cooling factor Lz,line for the each charge state z.
For the charge states below W26+ , the Cowan code calculations got too extensive as
the number of transitions in the level resolved scheme reached a critical level due to
an open f-shell. So, the investigations could not be conducted to a satisfying degree
and the use of a collisional-radiative model (s. green curve in figure 8.1) using incomplete information on the ion state could lead to large uncertainties. Therefore,
the power densities of line radiation for these ionization states have been evaluated
as indicated by the scheme in section 2.3.6 (s. red curve below 700 eV in figure 8.1).
Still, the possibly incomplete calculations on ion structure and electron impact cross
sections yield uncertainties, which are difficult to quantify and finally also lead to a
cooling factor with less credibility below 700 eV. The continuum radiation and the line
radiation following dielectronic recombination, which both is contained in the curves
described above, is represented by Lz,cont. and is obtained as indicated in section 2.3.5
for each ion charge z. These contributions are represented by the gray, bold curve in
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P
figure 8.1. LZ is obtained at each Te by LZ = Zi=0 fi (Li,line + Li,cont. ), where fi is
the fractional abundance of charge state i. As in chapter 5 the recombination rate has
been adjusted to fit the experimentally obtained fractional abundances, Lz,cont. needs
also to be adjusted for these ionization states. However, as the adjustments were
made ad hoc this altered continuum and dielectronic radiation (s. grey, thin curve in
figure 8.1) is only used for the red, thin curve in figure 8.1, while the other curves
use the original Lz,cont. (s. grey curve in figure 8.1). The contribution of continuum
radiation and radiation following dielectronic recombination to the cooling factor only
is important for ionization states above Kr-like W38+ . The evaluation only takes a
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Cooling factors of tungsten based on the modified ’CADW+408’ ionization balance
using different evaluation schemes. Below 700 eV the uncertainties are larger due to the fragmentary
calculation possibilities. Red (bold): above Cd-like W26+ , level resolved results with collisionalradiative model, below Cd-like W26+ corona model; Red (thin): the corrections on the recombination
data (s. chapter 5) have been also used to enhance Lz,cont , Green: all ion states from level resolved
results with collisional-radiative model, Black: like red curve, but for ion states above Cd-like W 26+
an additional correction factor was applied to approximate the weak contributions from higher principal quantum numbers; Blue (bold): Cooling factor derived from the average ion model (Combination
of cooling factors from [25, 26]); Blue (thin): Original cooling factor derived from the average ion
model (from [25]); Grey,solid (bold): Contribution of the continuum radiation and radiation following
P
dielectronic recombination, i.e. Z
i=0 fi Li,cont. ; Grey,solid (thin): Contribution of the continuum radiation and radiation following dielectronic recombination, using the adjustment factors of section 5.2.2
also for the radiation following recombination; Grey,dashed: fz · 1 · 10−31 W m3 for a few ionization
states.
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limited number of transitions into account and naturally only ∆n=0, 1 and sometimes ∆n=2 are considered to limit the size of the calculation. However, contributions
from higher quantum numbers increase the cooling factor represented by the red line.
These contributions are roughly estimated by the assumption, that the cross sections
of electron-impact excitation into upper quantum numbers n are ∝ 1/n3 . With this
assumption a correction factor is obtained for each ionization state, which scales the
calculated cooling factor to a virtually complete cooling factor (black curve in figure
8.1). This curve, however, is not considered superior to the red curve, because the
absence of configurations in the original atomic calculations underlying the red curve
influences the results of the calculation and this influence is thought to be of similar
size as the applied correction according to the scaling of cross sections. The black
curve therefore, could be interpreted as the typical uncertainty of the red curve due to
the unconsidered configurations. For comparison to earlier results, the cooling factor
from [26] is presented (blue, bold curve), which is an enhancement of the data from
[25] (blue, thin curve). It is remarkable, that the older data [25] seem to agree better
to the data of the present work, since the bulk of the cooling factors above 2.5 keV is
similar, while the structure exhibits differences. The shell structure in the red curve is
more pronounced than in both data sets of [25, 26], as the average ion model smoothes
out effects of single ionization states.
A direct test of the cooling factor could be performed during a temporary impurity
accumulation event during discharge #19280. As the most intense change in impurity
profile is occurring in the center of the discharge and a tungsten concentration of about
3 · 10−4 is reached. A change of 0.4 in the Zef f profile is observed, which is obtained by
the deconvolution of many lines of sight and can be attributed to the tungsten accumulation. The error bars for the cooling factor are mainly due to the uncertainties of
the Zef f deconvolution, while the uncertainty in electron temperature is given by the
spatial variation of electron temperature in the accumulation region. The error bar
towards smaller Lz is especially large, as a curvature restriction for the deconvolution
of the Zef f profile restricts ∆Zef f to 0.4, while without restrictions of curvature ∆Zef f
could be as large as 1. The data point lies closest to the curve of [25], however, all presented cooling factor are inside the uncertainties of the measurement. The measured
data point lies precisely at an electron temperature where the red, bold curve exhibits
a drastic drop (at Te =2 keV) of the cooling factor. There is no experimental evidence
for such a drop, even though several phases with impurity accumulation, in which the
central electron temperature swept over 2 keV, were analyzed and no systematic drop
in radiated power was observed. For these analyses, it has been assumed that the tungsten concentration inside the accumulation region is changing linearly with time, an
assumption which is not rigidly true, but at least some structure of the total radiation
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should have become visible at 2 keV, especially as turbulent transport is suppressed
largely for impurity accumulation. A possible effect which would mitigate the drop of
the cooling factor at 2 keV could be the underestimation of continuum radiation, as
the spectra covering the total spectral range suggest that there really is less intensity
in spectral lines at 2 keV. The corrections indicated by the red, thin curve point in
that direction, however, the presented corrections are too small. Below, an investigation is presented on the impact of the different ionization balances on the cooling
factor. As the ionization balance around 2 keV exhibits only small uncertainties, this
effect is considered unimportant for the discussed issue. Nevertheless, the comparison
is presented to demonstrate the effects of different ionization balances on the cooling
factor also for other electron temperature ranges.
The differences between the data from [26] and the presently obtained curves are
large, i.e. up to factor of 5, in the range 1 – 2 keV, but decrease to less than about
50 % for temperatures above 4 keV and nearly vanish for temperatures above 10 keV.
So, for future fusion devices, which aim for temperatures above 10 keV the different
predictions are in agreement with each other. This fact strengthens the confidence in
the predicted upper limit for the tungsten concentration allowing for reactor relevant
plasma operation (s. chapter 9). Independent of the discussed uncertainties, it must
be noted that the detailed investigations on the spectral features (s. chapter 6), which
revealed good correspondence of the most intense spectral features and the model, put
the new cooling factor in favour. The absolute intensity of spectral features will be
compared to the radiated power in section 8.1.2, to check if the relative contribution
of the spectral feature to the cooling factor is correctly calculated.
In chapter 5 different ionization balances were presented. In the following, the question is elucidated, how large the impact of the ionization balance is. Even though the
modified ’CADW+408’ data are best describing the measurements, as presented in
chapter 5, the use of the other ionization balances is considered to document the possible deviations for elements which do not have higher quality data available. In principle, the impact of the ionization balance on the cooling factor should only be visible
at large gradients, because if two neighboring ionization states do exhibit similar Lz s it
does not matter for the cooling factor which of the two ionization states is more abundant. In figure 8.2, the cooling factor is derived following the scheme of the red, bold
curve in figure 8.1, which used the ionization balance labeled modified ’CADW+408’
(thick solid in figure 8.2). The other curves differ only by the used ionization balance,
which are ’CADW+408’ (thin solid), ’408+408’ (long dashed) and modified ADPAK
data from [39] (short dashed). The bulk of the cooling factor is hardly changed, but
the structure, which is caused by certain groups of ionization states are shifted and
deformed. The local minimum at 2 keV is shifted to lower electron temperatures reach-
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Figure 8.2:

Cooling factors derived by following the scheme of the red line in figure 8.1 but
for different ion balances: modified ’CADW+408’ (thick solid, identical to red line in figure 8.1),
’CADW+408’ (thin solid), ’408+408’ (long dashed) and modified ADPAK data from [39] (short
dashed). The continuum radiation is given accordingly by the grey lines. The blue line corresponds
to the data from [26]. The measured data point is described in the text.

ing 1.2 keV for the unmodified ’CADW+408’. The broad maximum around 3.5 keV
is shifted towards higher electron temperatures for the ’408+408’ data, while for the
’ADPAK’ data the shift is towards lower electron temperatures. For electron temperatures, where a minimum of one curve coincides with a maximum of another curve
differences between the curves of up to a factor 3 occur, i.e. at 1.1 keV, 2, keV and
4.5 keV. It must be noted, that in the electron temperature range between 1 keV and
about 5 keV the ionization balance of the solid line exhibits the best agreement with
the detailed measurements (s. chapter 5). Therefore, the cooling factor, which exhibits the drop at 1.9 keV electron temperature (solid line), must be considered as the
best available cooling factor for that temperature range. Similarly as for the curves
in figure 8.2, larger discrepancies of all black curves exist below 2 keV (about factor
of 5) in comparison to the blue curve from [26]. The deviations strongly decrease for
temperatures above 10 keV.
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Contribution of Spectral Emissions to the Cooling Factor

The focus is put here on the contributions from 3 spectral features. The quasicontinuum at 5 nm with importance for the total radiation in the electron temperature
range 0.7– 1.6 keV, the feature at 0.6 nm with importance for the total radiation in
the range 2.0– 5.0 keV and the spectral feature at 18 nm which is significant for the
total radiation at electron temperatures below about 1 keV. For the first two features,
the code calculations result in predictions, which are suitable to describe the main
characteristic of the feature and which contribute considerably to the cooling factor.
The third feature is not predicted and therefore, it is missing in the calculated cooling
factors presented in section 8.1.1. For the LBO in discharge #18727, the comparison
of the calculated to measured spectrum at 5 nm (s. figure 7.1) leads to a tungsten concentration of 5.3 · 10−5 . An analysis of the total radiation caused by the LBO yields
the results 2.7 · 10−5 and 9.9 · 10−5 for using the cooling factor at 1.4 keV from [26] or
the one of the present work, respectively. The analysis of the spectrum corresponds
within a factor of 2 to the results using the radiated power. As the uncertainties of the
absolute calibration of the spectrometer and the deconvolution of the radiation power
density are of similar size, no significant discrepancy between the different evaluations
is apparent. The uncertainties are considerably smaller for the soft X-ray spectrometer. Here, a continuous tungsten contamination is examined using the spectrum of
discharge #16778 (s. figure 6.13). The tungsten concentration derived from comparison of spectrum and model is 2 · 10−4 . Interpreting the radiated power, the results
are 9 · 10−5 and 1.5 · 10−4 using the cooling factor at 3 keV from [26] or the one of
the present work, respectively. The discrepancy between the spectral interpretation
and the interpretation of the radiated power using data of the present work is only
25 %, a discrepancy, which lies within the uncertainties of the experimental data. At
an electron temperature of 3 keV, this emphasizes the completeness of the code calculations and underlines credibility of the cooling factor. As pointed out in section
8.1.1, the situation is less encouraging for the cooling factor below 700 eV. Not only the
calculation detail is unsatisfactory, but also emissions are documented in the spectrum
around 18 nm which are not reproduced by the code calculations (s. section 6.2.4).
A rough estimation uses the assumption based on the STRAHL simulation presented
in figure 6.11, that at the radial position where the emissions take place a tungsten
concentration of up to 3 · 10−4 is reached a few milliseconds after the LBO, where
the thickness of the emitting layer is about 40 cm on the LOS integrated path. This
estimation results in a contribution of the observed structure around 18 nm to the
cooling factor of 1 · 10−31 Wm3 , which is comparable to the calculated cooling factor
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(s. figure 8.1). As the cooling factor is neglecting these emissions around 18 nm the
cooling factor below 700 eV needs to be considered as preliminary. An improvement
of the calculations can be expected, when a configuration averaged code is reliably
integrated into the ADAS scheme. Such a code would treat the ionization states less
accurate than the level resolved scheme used for the actual work, but for the ionization
states below Cd-like W26+ no restriction due to calculation complexity would occur
and the calculation results would be more reliable.
The relative intensity in the different wavelength ranges is not only a benchmark of
the theoretical data, but is useful itself, when the absolute signal of the soft X-ray
diagnostic is interpreted as an impurity diagnostic. The sensitivity versus wavelength
of this diagnostic is depending on the Be-filter thickness and the thickness of the detecting diodes (s. figure 3.2). The Be-filter cuts off all emissions above a certain
wavelength, while the thickness of the detecting layer of the diodes gives rise to a
decreasing detection probability below a certain wavelength. With the atomic data
calculated in the course of this work, it is now possible to give not only an cooling
factor for the total radiation, but it is also possible to calculate the fraction of the
total radiation which is detected by such a wavelength sensitive diagnostic. In figure 8.3, the three filtered cooling factors are presented that correspond to the three
sensitivity curves presented in figure 3.2. For comparison, one measured data point
(W-LBO in discharge #14777) and an upper limit for a measured data point (W-LBO
in discharge #18727) are plotted. For the latter no signal on the soft X-ray camera
was visible and the upper limit was derived using its sensitivity. These measurements
originate from a camera with 100 µm Be-filter and a 300 µm thick active layer of the
detecting diodes. The measured data have been obtained by comparing the radiated
power measured by the bolometer to the measured soft X-ray signal and then multiplying the unfiltered cooling factor by the ratio of the signals. It was assumed that
the sensitivity of the diodes is not influenced by the preceding neutron irradiation for
discharge #14777, as the diodes have been exchanged before discharge #14049, and
that for discharge #18727 the sensitivity has declined by a factor of 3 (for #17833
a factor of 2.6 has been determined in section 3.5.1). The presented uncertainties
originate from the deconvolution of bolometer and soft X-ray signals. The deconvolution was necessary, because the comparison was performed in the plasma center at
the presented electron temperatures. The agreement is satisfying which underlines the
agreement of code calculations and measurements on the coarse distribution of emissions within the spectral ranges. The diagnostic of tungsten using soft X-ray cameras
is superior to using the radiated power, because typically the detectable emissivity for
this diagnostic is monotonically increasing towards the plasma center. This fact leads
to smaller uncertainties for the deconvolution of the radial distribution of emissivity
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Figure 8.3:

Cooling factors which are folded by different sensitivity curves of soft X-ray cameras
(s. figure 3.2). The sensitivities correspond to a beryllium thickness of 12 (thin, black, dashed), 75
(blue), and 100 µm (black) for detecting diodes with an active layer thickness of 300, 50 and 300 µm,
respectively. For comparison the unfiltered cooling factor (also ADAS) is presented (red). The grey,
dashed curves give fz · 1 · 10−31 W m3 for a few ionization states.

using the signals of many LOS. On the other hand, the sensitivity of the soft X-ray
diagnostic needs to be known precisely, including the deterioration in sensitivity due
to neutron irradiation. The bolometer does not suffer from such effects and it also
gives information from plasma regions with temperatures below 2 keV. Therefore, the
bolometer data are used instead of the soft X-ray intensities in the present work.

8.1.3

Tungsten-Diagnostic

The comparison of spectral emissions to the total radiation, which was performed in
section 8.1.2 to investigate the accuracy of atomic data, has been used already before the present work to quantify the tungsten concentrations in ASDEX Upgrade
[13, 39]. This was done without the use of spectral information from atomic data,
but by relating the the line intensity of the Ni-like W46+ line at 0.793 nm (Johann
spectrometer) and the intensity of the quasicontinuum to the total power radiated by
tungsten. This relation has been obtained in special calibration discharges with LBO,
where the change in line intensity was compared to the change of the bolometer signal
for radiated power. Via the cooling factor of [25, 26] the tungsten concentration could
be evaluated. The analysis also needs to consider the measured electron densities and
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the fractional abundance of Ni-like W46+ along the spectrometer LOS. The latter has
been evaluated using the ionization balance resulting from the modified ADPAK data
[39] at the measured electron temperatures along the plasma radius [13, 39]. The
emissions give information on the tungsten concentration only at the plasma radius,
where they are emitted, i.e. the Ni-like state from 2 keV to 5 keV and the quasicontinuum from 0.8 – 1.6 keV electron temperature. Therefore, if the central temperatures
of the plasma is close to or below ≈ 2 keV the abundance of Ni-like W46+ is so small
that signal close to the detection limit corresponds to huge central tungsten concentration. An error in the assumed fractional abundance translates directly into an error in
tungsten concentration, and for electron temperatures around 2 keV this means that
huge uncertainties on the measured tungsten concentration exist. When comparing
ionization balance for the ’ADPAK’ data to that of the modified ’CADW+408’ data
(s. figure 5.3) the tungsten concentrations evaluated at temperatures around 2 keV
would differ by a factor of 25. For this reason, the evaluation of tungsten concentration
using the Ni-like W46+ line has been restricted to plasmas above 2 keV and with the
new ionization recombination data a huge improvement for the tungsten concentration
at temperatures close to 2 keV is expected. To tackle the region of 2 keV with smaller
uncertainties, the evaluation of spectral lines in the VUV has been automated and all
spectral lines in the VUV, which have been presented in chapter 5 and 6 are routinely
analyzed. A reliable evaluation is possible down to central plasma temperatures of
1.8 keV. This is only a moderate extension of the analysis region due to the dense
grouping of the As-like W40+ to Ni-like W46+ ionization states (s. figure 5.6), but the
gap without tungsten diagnostic between 1.6 keV and 2 keV is considerably decreased.
The temperature dependent analysis of the quasicontinuum is less critically influenced
by the improved data.

8.2

Cooling Factors for Other High-Z Elements

Similar as for tungsten, the cooling factors for the other investigated elements have
been derived (s. figure 8.4). The ionization data originates from scaling the tungsten
data along isoelectronic sequences, except for xenon where the data were evaluated
by the ADAS codes (s. section 2.3 and 5.3). The values for Lz,line and Lz,cont have
been evaluated for all elements by the level resolved calculations (s. section 2.3). No
corrections, such as indicated for W were applied. The cooling factors for all elements
except Xe exhibit a very similar shape, which is shifted according to the shift of the
ionization and recombination data. For Bi no revision of the data from [25] is available
like for W [26]. The Bi curve of the present work compares to that from [25], similarly
as the W curves do (thin blue curve in figure 8.1 corresponds to the original curve
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Figure 8.4:

Cooling factors derived for all investigated elements. The radiation for each ion state
has been derived from the level resolved ADAS calculations, while the ionization data are described
in section 5.3. For comparison the earlier cooling factors of Xe (from earlier ADAS ’Case A’) and Bi
[25] are also presented.

from [25]). The Bi curve from [25] is up to a factor 5 larger than the curve of the
present work below 4 keV electron temperature, while the two curves converge above
20 keV. In [25] the data for Ta and Au are also given, but the differences between them
and the present work are qualitatively very similar to the presented differences for W
and Bi. Two measured data points are presented, one originating from W (s. section
8.1.1) and the other corresponds to a LBO of Ta, for which the Zef f was compared to
the total radiated power. For both data points the uncertainties of the measurement
are large and agree with the available predictions.
For Xe, the curve is considerably lower. The curve of the present work has a different
shape than the curve from the earlier ’Case A’ ADAS data. These differences are due
to the different ionization data, but also the data on radiation differ between the two
data sets. Nevertheless, the differences between the two curves are within a factor of
two at the presented electron temperature range.
The contribution of spectral emissions to the cooling factor is investigated in the
following. The measured spectral features in the VUV and soft X-ray were compared
to the code calculations which resulted in the impurity concentration. These results
are then compared to the interpretation of the radiated power using the ADAS cooling
factor and the cooling factor from the average ion model (AIM, [25]). In the VUV the
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spectral emissions are difficult to interpret and it is found that the results of such an
comparison of spectral emissions to the total radiation is strongly dependent on the
actual dynamics of a single LBO. One difficulty is, that when considering the LBO
presented in figure 7.1 impurity accumulation occurs for Au and Bi, which makes
the analysis strongly dependent on the accuracy of the ionization balance. A second
uncertainty which is often observed for analyses on LBO is the fact, that the radiated
power overshoots in the first 100 ms after a LBO, as the ionization balance and the
populations of the ions have not yet reached an equilibrium. For W the analysis
could be reliably performed (s. section 8.1.2), because the experience on many WLBO helped to average over these uncertainties and to get more data 150 ms after
the LBO where reliable conditions exist. The dynamical evolution of the impurity
concentrations after the LBO is less important for more central ionization states in
the plasma. These are investigated by comparison of the soft X-ray emissions to the
radiated power. In figure 8.5, the analyses are presented. For Hf and Ta, the evaluation
of the impurity concentrations from the spectral emissions are too high compared to
the total radiated power. As this is a test of whether the spectral ADAS data agree
from soft X-ray spectrum
total rad./ADAS
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72
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Figure 8.5:

Relative comparison of the concentrations resulting from the evaluation of the spectral
soft X-ray emissions (black), the interpretation of the radiated power with ADAS data (green) and
with data from the average ion model (AIM,[25]) (magenta)

with the ADAS cooling factor the main focus is put on the agreement of these data
points. For Hf and Ta, disagreement is found, while for W, Re and Au the data are
consistent. It cannot be excluded that the error bars may be chosen too small, as
several different origins of uncertainties were added using Gaussian error propagation,
which assumes statistical cancellation of errors. Already 10 % larger uncertainties
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would lead to an overlap of the error bars of the measurements for Hf and Ta. The
good agreement for W, Re and Au underlines the accuracy of the cooling factor for
the electron temperature above ≈ 2 keV. The values of the AIM lie consistently below
the concentrations derived from the spectra using ADAS data.

Chapter 9
Implications for Other/Future
Fusion Devices
The question for the implications on other or future fusion devices has two interpretations. On the one hand there is the question whether the present work implies a
different limit on the tolerable tungsten concentration in a fusion device. On the other
hand the question needs to be answered, how tungsten can be diagnosed in the plasmas
of future devices.
For answering the first question, it needs to be pointed out that the predictions on
the tolerable tungsten concentrations in a fusion reactor are based on a 0-dimensional
model, which only takes the central region of a reactor into account. For this region,
where fusion will take place in ’burning’ devices, the criteria for a self-sustained fusion
reaction (ignition) is not altered by the present work, as the newly obtained cooling
factor is equal to the cooling factor from [25] for the relevant electron temperatures.
For electron temperatures below ≈ 10 keV, the cooling factor of the present work is
smaller than that of [25]. No clear predictions are available, how radiated power at
this non-central plasma regions is affecting the performance of the fusion plasma and
it is already known today that radiation at this plasma region is needed to dissipate
the power flux towards the plasma walls.
Considering the second question, i.e the diagnostic of tungsten in future devices, it
is obvious that investigations at ASDEX Upgrade deal with plasma parameters (up to
about Te = 5.5 keV) which are relevant at the outer quarter of the plasma of a fusion
reactor only. For ITER (s. appendix B.3), central electron temperatures of 15 keV
(in advanced discharges up to ≈ 30 keV) are envisaged, which is also a reasonable
temperature range for a reactor. This means, that for the core region, where the
largest fraction of the fusion reactions takes place, and for the large plasma volume up
to ρpol =0.7 the diagnostic for tungsten is still unexplored. In figure 9.1, the predictions
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of the actual code calculations for ITER are presented along with the predictions for
plasmas in ASDEX Upgrade and JET (s. appendix B.2) plasmas. The spectra were
obtained by simulating a horizontal spectrometer LOS at the midplane. The ASDEX
modeled emissions for cW = 1⋅10
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Figure 9.1:

Left column: Comparison of predictions for tungsten spectra from ASDEX Upgrade,
JET and ITER. A spectrometer LOS which runs horizontally through the midplane was assumed.
The central plasma parameters are given in each spectrum. The W-concentration was assumed to
be 1 · 10−5 for all plasmas. All spectral lines have been convolved with an Gaussian line profile
(FWHM = 1 · 10−3 nm). Right column: Fractional abundances of the ion states of W along the
normalized plasma radius ρpol . The color code corresponds to the colored boxes above the spectral
lines in the left column which are emitted by the respective ion states. Note: The color code does
not correspond to the colors used for displaying ion balances in earlier chapters.

Upgrade spectra are presented for reference only. Following the color code in figure 9.1
(colored box above an emission corresponds to the color of emitting ion states in the
right column), the most intense emissions of central ion states, i.e. about N-like W67+
to Cl-like W57+ , in ITER are emitted between 0.08 nm and 0.15 nm and originate from
transitions between the configurations 2pn – 2pn−1 3d1 /2pn−1 3s1 or 2p6 3sn – 2p5 3sn 3d1
or 2p6 3s2 3pn – 2p5 3s2 3pn 3d1 (depending on the emitting ion state). Ne-like W64+ to
Cl-like W57+ exhibit emissions around 2 nm, while Na-like W63+ to Si-like W60+ emit
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spectral lines around 8 nm. The choice of the ’central’ ionization states is to some
extend tentative, as there exist uncertainties in the ion balance and the definition of
plasma center is somewhat arbitrary. The spectral region around 3 nm exhibits many
spectral lines of the Ar-like W56+ to Co-like W47+ , which represent tungsten in the
plasma from about mid-radius to the ρpol ≈ 0.9. Ni-like W46+ to about Ag-like W27+
can be used as an tungsten diagnostic for the outer quarter of the plasma. It may
be noted that the absolute intensities of most spectral features, except those emitted
by the ion states at the plasma edge where steep gradients exist, increase with the
density and the size of the plasma. Therefore, the signal will naturally be larger in
JET and ITER even for the same electron densities compared to ASDEX Upgrade
and the detection of tungsten will be consequently more sensitive in these devices. To
investigate the emissions of tungsten at higher electron temperatures, experimental
proposals for the JET campaign in 2005/2006 are launched, which plan to inject
tungsten via laser ablation into JET plasmas which exhibit up to 10 keV electron
temperature. For lower electron temperatures not many new lines are expected to
be visible in the spectra (s. spectrum for JET at 6 keV central electron temperature
in figure 9.1). In the campaign from 2009 on tungsten surfaces are planned in the
divertor of JET and more detailed investigations will be feasible. It may be possible
to investigate the most important spectral lines for diagnosing the ITER standard
plasma. Still, it has to be kept in mind that for the advanced ITER discharges which
exhibit up to 30 keV, even higher ion states (up to Li-like W71+ , or even He-like W72+ )
will occur in the plasma center at considerable fractional abundances. Independent of
tokamak investigations the spectral lines of these ionization states can investigated in
today’s EBIT devices, which easily can investigate ions with ionization potentials up
to 150 keV [131], while Li-like W71+ exhibits an ionization potential of only 19.7 keV.
Additionally, the atomic data for elements with less electrons are easier to evaluate in
more detail and the predictions will be more accurate. The detailed investigations on
the spectrum of tungsten will also improve the diagnostic of tungsten using soft X-ray
cameras which integrate the radiated power over a certain wavelength interval.

Chapter 10
Summary
In the present work investigations on the spectra of highly ionized tungsten have
been performed with the aim to better understand the spectra, to benchmark new
theoretical tools, to produce predictive atomic data using these tools, to improve the
diagnostic capabilities in present experiments and to project the diagnostic capabilities
for high-Z elements in future fusion devices like ITER or a fusion reactor. The work
on tungsten has been complemented by investigations on other high-Z elements to
further benchmark the predictions of the used atomic codes and in the case of xenon
to improve the diagnostic capabilities on xenon, which might be used as a diagnostic
impurity or for cooling purposes in ITER or a fusion reactor.
Preparations for these investigations have been performed by calibrating the spectrometer systems at ASDEX Upgrade, which cover the full spectral range from 0.1 nm
to 100 nm. In parallel, experiences with a newly implemented code package of the
ADAS project had been gathered. The code package was adjusted and optimized in
several parts to fit the requirements of the elaborate calculations. The Cowan code is
part of this code package and performs structure calculations for the investigated ions.
The ion structure gives rise to wavelengths of spectral lines and contains the wavefunctions, which are used in a second step for the more elaborate calculations on electron
impact cross sections. The ion structure and the excitation rates are then processed
by an ADAS internal collisional radiative model, which yields line emissivities as a
function of plasma parameters. For many spectral lines, the wavelengths have been
corrected by an independent evaluation of the ion structure using the fully relativistic
code GRASP, but without influencing the line intensities, as the wavefunctions, which
enter the electron impact calculations, have not been adjusted. Finally, a large set of
data of all ionization states of tungsten is made available by the present work, which
is evaluated for the ionization states from about Xe-like W20+ up to about Cr-like
W50+ by confronting the results to experimental data. Not only spectral lines have
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been calculated by the atomic code, but also ionization and recombination rates were
evaluated according to scaling formulas that use details of the atomic structure. The
agreement of the latter data to experimental results was found to be unsatisfying, but
the use of ionization rates which have been made available by other ADAS coworkers
using configuration average distorted wave calculations resulted in an ionization balance for tungsten, which exhibited much better agreement for the ionization states of
Se-like W40+ up to Ni-like W46+ . Additional adjustments have been applied ad hoc
to the recombination rates of the ion states Pd-like W28+ to Zn-like W44+ to satisfy
the electron temperature resolved experimental data on the fractional abundance of
ionization states and to satisfy the relative weight of each ion state in the line of sight
integral. The effect of impurity accumulation, which was observed during several discharges enabled these investigations. Ionization data for the neighboring elements Hf,
Ta, Re, Au, Pb and Bi were obtained by scaling the ionization and recombination rates
of tungsten according to the energy difference of the ionization potentials for isoelectronic states. For xenon, new ionization and recombination data were obtained using
the scaling formulas implemented in ADAS, but these data also disagreed noticeably.
As the ionization and recombination rates have been made available it was possible
to model the measured spectra by simulating the view of the spectrometer through
the plasma regions with various plasma parameters. Good agreement with the measured spectra is found for electron temperatures above 1 keV and for ionization states
above Cd-like W26+ . Spectral features have been identified and investigated especially
between 0.4 nm and 40 nm. Most important is the feature at 5 nm, which is a major
contribution to the radiated power. This feature, called ’tungsten quasicontinuum’,
was elucidated by comparing the tokamak spectra to spectra from the Berlin EBIT.
The correspondence is documented not only for the Ag-like W27+ to Y-like W35+ ,
but also the spectral lines emitted by Br-like W39+ to Cu-like W45+ are observed in
both measurements. Even though the EBIT and tokamak measurements are largely in
agreement, it must be pointed out that some features exist which are clearly different.
In the tokamak a weak maximum of the emission envelope is visible at 6 nm, which
is not seen in the EBIT spectrum. Furthermore, several spectral lines from 4.4 nm –
4.8 nm are observed in the tokamak, which do not have a correspondence in the EBIT
spectra. One possible reason is the higher density in the tokamak which might lead
to the enhancement of spectral lines. For other strong spectral lines emitted from
4 – 7 nm, identifications have been confirmed by a new method using the dependence
of spectral line on the electron temperature of the plasma. A quasi-local measurement
of emissivities versus electron temperatures has been possible due to the phenomena of
impurity accumulation which helped to circumvent the problems connected to the line
of sight integrated measurements for non-accumulating, standard discharges. The line
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identification of spectral lines from 12 – 14 nm was possible by this technique leading
to twelve newly assigned spectral lines, while four have been observed for the first
time. The predictions of the ADAS code are not accurate in the VUV range. Predicted lines can only be attributed to the lines of the spectrum using experimental data
in addition. The width of the predicted quasicontinuum is not in agreement with the
measurement, while the reason for this is unclear. However, the predicted emissivity in
the spectral range seems to be close to the measured value as comparisons to the total
radiation exhibit agreement within a factor of about 2. In the spectral range from 2 –
3.5 nm weak spectral lines of Mo-like W32+ to Sn-like W24+ have been observed which
allow to prove the existence of these ionization states at the corresponding electron
temperature. Connected to this, it was possible to demonstrate experimentally that
emissions from 13 –25 nm are emitted by ionization states between Ag-like W27+ to
about Xe-like W20+ . On the one hand these emissions were dominant in the spectrum
during impurity accumulation with central electron temperatures below 1 keV, when
also corresponding emissions at the spectral range 2 – 3.5 nm have been visible. On
the other hand the analysis of the evolution of several laser blow-offs exhibited, that
the above mentioned ion states are the emitting states. These emissions could not
be compared to the theoretical predictions, because no consistent set of emissions is
calculated by the very elaborate calculations for these ion states. Here, a limitation of
the level-resolved code calculations becomes apparent, because for an open f-shell the
number of levels easily exceed 5000, which is not flexible enough to perform detailed
investigations. In the same spectral range from 2 – 3.5 nm at electron temperatures of
about 5 keV, emissions of Co-like W47+ to Cr-like W50+ have been documented. For
these, disagreements between predicted and measured wavelengths and line blending
did not allow to separately identify the emitting ion states.
While not all spectral lines could be reproduced by the code calculations the most
intense spectral features which are emitted above 1 keV have been reproduced. Especially the emissions in the soft X-ray range from 0.4 nm–0.8 nm are modeled with
rather high precision and comparisons to the distorted wave code HULLAC exhibit
only small differences between the codes, even though HULLAC’s physical model is
considered more accurate than the plane wave Born approximation used in the Cowan
code. However, few predicted spectral lines do exhibit discrepancies to experiment of
up to about factor of 10. An example for this is the strongest line in the range, i.e.
an electric quadrupole transition between the configurations 3d10 and 3d9 4s1 . Comparisons to other calculations of HULLAC, RATIP and GRASP on the corresponding
transition probability did not explain the differences. Also, a comparison between
HULLAC, RATIP and the ADAS results for the electron impact excitation to the
upper level of this state did not reveal the reason for the discrepancy. Possibly an
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additional, populating process is neglected in the collisional radiative modeling, which
figures important for this transition. Nevertheless, the distribution of radiation versus
wavelength agrees to a large extend which is promising for interpreting the data of
the soft X-ray diagnostic, because it measures the integral of radiation from a certain
wavelength region in the soft X-ray range.
To benchmark the atomic codes further, the spectra of Hf, Ta, Re, Au, Pb and Bi have
been analyzed. Unlike tungsten which is an intrinsic impurity in ASDEX Upgrade,
these impurities have been injected into the plasma by laser blow-off. The investigations in the VUV region of the plasma exhibited that all injected impurities emit an
intense quasicontinuous structure between 3 nm and 7 nm similar to that of tungsten,
but shifted in wavelength. Bismuth is emitting the main peak of this structure at 4 nm
and with decreasing atomic number the feature is shifted to longer wavelengths until
for hafnium the feature is emitted at 5.4 nm. The atomic data reproduce this shift in
wavelength, while for each element the agreement of the predicted emission envelope
of the structure is of similar quality as that for tungsten. This underlines that like
for tungsten Ag-like to about Y-like ion states are responsible for the emissions. Furthermore, the emissions between 13 nm and 30 nm are investigated for all mentioned
elements. For higher atomic number the feature, which has been observed for tungsten around 18 nm, is shifted to shorter wavelengths and the emission envelope gets
narrower. This can partly be understood by a simple 1/z2 -scaling model, however,
like for tungsten the emissions cannot be reproduced by the code calculations. In the
range 3.5 nm to 15 nm, isolated spectral lines are observed and attributed to Ge-like
to Cu-like ion states. These emissions correspond to spectral lines, which have been
investigated already for tungsten. The observations have been possible only for gold
and the elements with lower atomic number, because the isoelectronic states for lead
and bismuth are more highly charged and exhibit too low abundances to be detected.
For the same reason, the soft X-ray spectra of these elements have been investigated
for Hf, Ta, W, Re and Au only. The spectra compare well to the model calculations.
Like for tungsten, the coarse distribution of radiation is in good agreement and only
few spectral lines exhibit discrepancies larger than a factor of 2. For all investigated
elements the electric quadrupole line between the configurations 3d10 and 3d9 4s1 of
the Ni-like state exhibit large discrepancies to the model calculations, which remain
unresolved. The fact that this discrepancy exists for all investigated elements demonstrates the robustness of its reason, which is not a peculiarity of tungsten only. Finally,
also the spectra of xenon are compared to the model calculations. The comparison
of the VUV emissions of xenon between 10 nm and 18 nm exhibit poor agreement.
The emissions originate from ion states below Cu-like Xe25+ and the influence of a
flawed ionization balance is obvious. The emissions of Cu-like Xe25+ , Zn-like Xe24+
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and Ga-like Xe23+ are overestimated, while Rb-like Xe17+ to Br-like Xe19+ are strongly
underestimated. The rough structure of the spectrum, i.e. distribution of spectral lines
versus wavelength, can be identified in the calculation. Much better is the agreement
for the emissions just above 1 nm, which originate mainly from Ni-like Xe26+ to Ar-like
Xe36+ . The measured structure is nicely reproduced by the model. Additionally, a
structure at 0.29 nm has been observed, which is emitted by Cl-like Xe37+ to about
Na-like Xe43+ and corresponding predictions of the atomic code are identified.
Following the above identifications of details in the spectra, also the overall power
loss of a plasma due to a high-Z impurity, given by the cooling factor, is investigated.
The cooling factor is containing all the calculated atomic data. Several variants of the
evaluation of the cooling factor have been discussed, which differ slightly and allow to
estimate the typical uncertainty of the obtained cooling factor. It is evaluated by using
the ionization data from configuration averaged distorted wave calculations and the
recombination data from the present ADAS calculations. The line radiation is taken
from the present, level-resolved calculations of ADAS including the Cowan code, while
the continuum radiation and radiation due to dielectronic recombination is obtained
from scaling formulae using the ion structure from the present ADAS calculations.
The cooling factor agrees above 10 keV electron temperature with the earlier cooling
factor obtained via the average ion model. Below 10 keV the cooling factor of the
present work is up to a factor of 5 (at 1.9 keV) lower than the earlier data. Below
about 700 eV electron temperature the credibility of the cooling factor is decreasing,
as here the calculations could not be performed to a satisfying degree. Considerable
emissions are found for these electron temperatures in the spectrum, for which the code
calculations do not account for. It is proposed that configuration averaged calculations
are reliably implemented into the ADAS environment, for doing flexible calculations
on the ion states with charge below Cd-like W26+ . Even though these calculations do
not exhibit the details of level-resolved calculations the reliability of the results would
be much higher. Data for these lowly charged ions are of importance for modeling the
plasma edge, which is vital for the performance of a future reactor. Especially, the
effects of tungsten in comparison to carbon are of interest, because large experience
for carbon is available.
When looking at the implications for future devices the changed cooling factor of
tungsten does not imply a change of the tolerable tungsten concentration in a future
device, because the cooling factor is unchanged in the plasma region, where the criteria
for ignition need to be considered. Global predictions which consider the influence of
tungsten radiation at the plasma edge on fusion performance do not exist. The present
work does give new information on the possible diagnostic of tungsten in ITER or a
reactor up to the hot plasma center. Spectral lines around 0.14 nm, around 2 nm and

around 8 nm are the main candidates to diagnose the central tungsten concentrations
in these future devices. It is suggested that these emissions need to be investigated
experimentally at JET or at EBIT devices, to obtain also experimental data on them.
In summary, the work in this thesis presents an overview of the emissions of several high-Z elements in the VUV and also in the soft X-ray region. It also confronts
the best available ionization and recombination data for tungsten with measurements,
which exhibit detailed resolution in electron temperature due to the exploitation of
peculiar transport effects in the plasma. The resulting ion balance, which is empirically adjusted to the measurements contains relative and absolute information, which
can be used as a benchmark for future reassessed theoretical data on ionization and
recombination rates. Although the ionization and recombination rates of the present
work exhibit some disagreement, the data are of higher quality than any data before.
The diagnostic of tungsten in ASDEX Upgrade benefits from the improved data and
it is also a valuable basis to predict the ion abundances in ITER or a fusion reactor.
The experimental spectra which are obtained and used in this work are provided for
eight elements and it is remarkable that the code calculations do manage to predict
nearly for all measured spectra corresponding emissions. Increasing agreement of code
calculations and measurements is found for increasing charge states and higher electron temperatures. In detail, strong emissions around 18 nm, corresponding to Ag-like
W27+ and lower charge states and emissions around 6 nm corresponding to Y-like W35+
and lower charge states are not at all found in the calculations, while the most intense
emissions in the VUV of Ag-like W27+ to Y-like W35+ are reproduced by the calculations and emissions of Kr-like W38+ to Fe-like W48+ are remarkably well matched by
the predictions. The robustness of these findings is confirmed by the investigations on
neighboring high-Z elements. Additionally, investigations on xenon, which might be
injected into future fusion devices for diagnostic or cooling purposes, were performed
and again better agreement between measurements and predictions were found for
electron temperatures above 1 keV and charge states above about Ni-like Xe 26+ . For
all investigated elements, the existing discrepancies between measurements and code
calculations can be used to understand the connected atomic physics and finally the
obtained spectra also will help to benchmark future improved calculation methods,
which will be available due to larger computer capacities or more efficient approximations. Although a detailed analysis revealed some discrepancies, the calculated data
basis is widely qualified to describe the distribution of radiated power in the spectrum
of each investigated high-Z element. This is the key interest of the fusion research
community and therefore, the bottom line on the newly obtained data is that there is
room for improvement of the atomic data, but they are already very valuable for the
interpretation of impurity radiation from fusion experiments.

Appendix A
Magnetic Confinement Fusion
(MCF)
In the concept of MCF, magnetic fields hinder the transport of charged particles perpendicular to the magnetic field lines, as particles gyrate around them following the
influence of the Lorentz force. Transport losses parallel to the magnetic field can be
best suppressed, when the field line structure is bent to a torus. In this configuration,
the centrifugal force is acting on the moving particles and at the same time the particles experience a radially inhomogeneous magnetic field. Both effects leads to drift
v∇B×B dependent on the charge qe of the particle with mass m (equation A.1) proportional to ∇B×B, which in turn causes a vertical electric field. vk and v⊥ denote the
velocity components of a plasma particle, parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic
field line, respectively.
~v∇B×B =

m
1 2 ~
~
)B × ∇ B
(vk2 + v⊥
3
qe B
2

(A.1)

The resulting E×B force leads to a radial particle drift vE×B (equation A.2) and the
plasma particles are lost within milliseconds (figure A.1).
~vE×B =

~ ×B
~
E
B2

(A.2)

Adding helicity to the magnetic field line geometry solves this problem as the initial
drift, that is proportional to ∇B×B, is on average zero. Ions (electrons) that move
along a helical field line and tend to drift upwards (downwards) drift towards the
center of the plasma when below (above) the center, while they move away from the
center when above (below) it. Such a magnetic field can be produced by overlaying the
toroidal field (direction of Φ in fig A.2) with a poloidal field component (direction of
Θ in fig A.2). This can be produced by special shaping of the magnetic field coils, like
a stellarator, or by an electric current through the plasma in toroidal direction, i.e. a
133
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Figure A.1:

Sketch of charge distributions and E × B drift for a purely toroidal magnetic field
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Figure A.2:

Magnetic surfaces are defined by helical field lines, i.e. field lines with a poloidal field
component Bp on top of a toroidal field Bt

tokamak. In figure A.3, the plasma and the field coils of the stellarator Wendelstein-7X
[133] are presented, which is recently constructed in Greifswald and will be the largest
fusion experiment in Germany.
In the following the focus is put on tokamaks. An extensive overview on tokamaks
and corresponding physics can be reviewed in [132], here only the basics are introduced. The characteristic of a tokamak is the plasma current, which creates the necessary poloidal magnetic field overlaying the externally produced toroidal magnetic field
forming a helical field structure. Often the so called safety factor q, i.e. the number of
toroidal rotations per one poloidal rotation of a field line, is used to characterize the
magnetic field structure. Most tokamaks are operated for magneto-hydrodynamical
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11m

Figure A.3:

Schematic view of a Wendelstein-7X plasma and its superconducting magnetic field

coils.

stability with a q at the plasma boundary of qedge ≈ 3 –5. It can be approximated by
qedge = 5

a2 Bt
(1 + 2 cβ )
R0 Ip

(A.3)

where a is the minor radius, R0 the large radius of the plasma, Ip the plasma current and Bt the toroidal magnetic field. The term in parenthesis is about 1.1 and
corresponds to corrections due to finite aspect ratio  = a/R0 and and effects of the
current profile (represented by the factor cβ ). The field lines span magnetic surfaces
that have the topology of a torus surface. Due to the fact that magnetic field lines
do not intersect, the magnetic surfaces form a nested set of tori surfaces (figure A.2).
The safety factor for different magnetic surfaces varies, depending on the currents that
flow through their cross sections. The describe magnetic field structure also exists at
the edge of the plasma, but here the magnetic field lines intersect with the first wall
of the plasma vessel. Therefore, the plasma is divided into the confined part, where
the magnetic field lines are closed and the scrape-off layer (SOL), where the magnetic
field lines intersect with the vessel material. The last closed flux surface is the outermost flux surface, which does not intersect the first wall. For the confined part of
the fusion plasma, the transport of particles and heat parallel to the magnetic field
lines is so large, that the plasma pressure can be considered constant on a magnetic
surface. Often magnetic coordinates are used, which correspond to the flux tube geometry. In this thesis, ρpol is used several times, which is the plasma radius normalized
via the poloidal magnetic field dependence (s. equation A.4, where r is the radius
towards larger R at the equatorial plane (Θ = 0) and Ψ is the poloidal magnetic flux;
Ψseparatrix corresponds to the poloidal flux at the last closed flux surface, while Ψaxis
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is the poloidal flux at the magnetic axis.). ρpol is between 0 and 1 in the confined
plasma region while values above 1 are also well defined and correspond to the SOL
of the plasma.
s
ρpol (r) =

Ψ(r) − Ψaxis
Ψseparatrix − Ψaxis

(A.4)

For producing the plasma current, the transformer principle is used where the plasma
is playing the role of the secondary coil (s. figure A.4). While the magnetic flux through
the central solenoid is changed a toroidal electric field is induced in the plasma, which
keeps up the plasma current. Due to the large conductivity and cross section of the
fusion plasma, a loop voltage in the order of a Volt is enough to maintain a current of
several MA. Even though this mechanism is producing plasma current very efficiently
other means to drive current are investigated, because the magnetic flux swing of the
central solenoid is limited. Operation times in the order of hours are feasible in this way
for a reactor, but stepping towards a steady-state operation is envisaged in the frame
work of so called ’advanced scenarios’. These use current drive by external means, i.e.
special application of heating methods, and exploit intrinsic current drive effects, e.g.
the so called ’bootstrap current’ to prolong the maximum discharge duration.

toroidal field coils

transformer coil
(primary curcuit)
vertical field coils

→

Bv

→

Bp

→

B

→

Bt

Ip
(secondary curcuit)

Figure A.4:

Scheme of a tokamak showing the transformer principle including the vertical field
~ v ) that give stability to the plasma current
coils (B

The plasma is heated by three different methods. Ohmic heating is the intrinsic
method, because the plasma current is always present. However, the conductivity
of the plasma is ∝ T3/2 and therefore, the heating efficiency is decreasing for higher
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temperatures such that temperatures above 2 keV are difficult to reach. Additional
heating schemes are necessary to reach temperatures relevant for fusion. One possibility is the injection of fast neutral fuel atoms with energies of about 100 keV to
1 MeV, that are ionized and confined in the core of the plasma and then transfer their
energy to the plasma by collisions. The other option is heating by radio frequency
which is able to transfer energy by various resonance mechanisms on ions or electrons.
In a future reactor most plasma heating will be intrinsically supplied by energetic the
helium nuclei which are a product of the fusion reaction (cf. equation 1.1).
A main focus of today’s research lies on the plasma-wall interaction. In principle
two possibilities exist, how the plasma volume can be limited. The first possibility is
using a material limiter (cf. figure A.5) which defines the plasma volume due to the
magnetic field lines. An improvement to this configuration was found by introducing
a divertor (cf. figure A.5) via additional magnetic coils. The plasma-wall interaction
is separated from the actual main plasma due to a special shaping of the magnetic
field lines. Instead of the plasma-wall interaction taking place directly at the plasma
edge the interaction is shifted via the magnetic configuration to the divertor, where
lower electron temperatures exist due to a local built up of plasma density. As a result
the impurity concentrations are drastically lower and plasma performance is improved
by using a divertor. Additionally, the so called H-mode (high confinement) regime is
accessible which exhibits better confinement (about factor 2) due to an edge transport
barrier that is formed above a threshold for auxiliary heating. All reactor relevant
predictions (e.g., cf. appendix B.3 and B.4) rely on this regime. The next step fusion

LCFS
separatrix

SOL

SOL

limiter
’hot’
plasma edge
(T e ≈50eV)

’cold’
divertor plasma
(T e ≈5eV)

Figure A.5:

divertor
X-point

Schematic view of limiter (left) and divertor (right) principle showing the large
distance of the first-wall to the main plasma for the divertor concept.

device ITER (s. appendix B.3) is a tokamak.
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Appendix B
Fusion Experiments/Reactors
B.1

ASDEX Upgrade

ASDEX Upgrade (Axial Symmetric Divertor EXperiment), the largest German fusion
experiment, is located in Garching. The mid-sized tokamak went into operation in
1990 [135].
The plasma geometry of ASDEX Upgrade is nearly identical to that
primary curcuit
of transformer
poloidal field
coils
ports
toroidal field
coils

plasma
vacuum
chamber

divertor

1m

poloidal field coils

Figure B.1:

Cross-section of ASDEX Upgrade

of ITER. Generally, at ASDEX Upgrade the crucial issues in fusion research under
reactor-like conditions are investigated. In particular, the plasma density and wall
loads are adapted to reactor relevant conditions. The standard operation is using the
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Max. Auxiliary Heating
Max. Neutral Beam Heating
Max. ICR Heating
Max. ECR Beam Heating
Large Plasma Radius
Small Plasma Radius
Plasma Height
Plasma Elongation
Plasma Current
Toroidal Magnetic Field R0
Flat-top Pulse Length
Plasma Volume
Plasma Surface

Table B.1:

Paux
PN I
PICRH
PECRH
R0
a
b
κ=b/a
Ip
Bt
Tp
Vp
Sp

≤ 28 MW
20 MW
6 MW
2 MW
1.65 m
0.5 m
0.8 m
1.7
≤ 1.4 MA
≤ 3.2 T
10 s
14 m3
40 m2

Parameter of ASDEX Upgrade

lower, closed divertor (one X-point), where powerful pumps are available. Alternatively, operation is also possible using the open, upper divertor or using both divertors
simultaneously (double-null). The lower divertor is up to now still made from graphite,
while since 2003 the upper divertor is made from tungsten coated tiles. The tungsten
programme [60, 61, 82, 136–142] is a large activity that is pursued since 1996. Some
details and references are given in chapter 3.4.
The similarity of the plasma shape to the plasma shape of ITER (cf. chap. B.3)
makes ASDEX Upgrade ideal for performance analysis that can act as benchmarks for
extrapolations to ITER’s plasma operation. Especially, the powerful heating (28 MW
for 14 m−3 ) allows for reactor relevant investigations on advanced scenarios [143] that
may be suited to operate a tokamak not in pulses but steady-state. Recent results
obtained at ASDEX Upgrade can be reviewed in [144–146]. In table B.1 some main
parameters of ASDEX Upgrade are listed. Figure B.1 shows the cross section of
ASDEX Upgrade featuring the important magnetic field coils and an example plasma.
A webpage is available [147]

B.2

JET

JET (Joint European Torus) is world-wide the largest tokamak, today. It went into
operation 1983 and used at the beginning just limiter configuration. In 1993 a first
divertor has been implemented. JET established the world-record in fusion power
16 MW during 1997‘s DT-experiments. Reference [148] details JET from 1973 –1999.
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Max. Auxiliary Heating
Power multiplication (DT in 1991/1997)
Large Plasma Radius
Small Plasma Radius
Plasma Height
Plasma Elongation
Plasma Current
Toroidal Magnetic Field R0
Flat-top Pulse Length
Plasma Volume
Plasma Surface

Table B.2:

Paux
Q=Pf us /Paux
R0
a
b
κ=b/a
Ip
Bt
Tp
Vp
Sp

≤ 40 MW
≤ 0.64
2.96 m
1.25 m
2.1 m
1.68
≤ 4.8 MA
≤ 3.45 T
20 s
≈ 100 m3
≈ 160 m2

Parameters of JET

The aim of JET now is to support the design and extrapolations towards ITER (cf.
appendix B.3) and to study physics and engineering issues that are relevant for a
future reactor. Recent results of JET can be reviewed in [149]. Its parameters and a
3d-outline are featured in table B.2 and figure B.2, respectively. A webpage is available
[150].

B.3

ITER

ITER is the next step fusion device, for which detailed construction plans and physics
predictions already exist [151–155]. An alternative version of ITER that was planned
to reach ignition has been redesigned in order to reduce the costs. Its main objective
is the demonstration that a fusion reactor is feasible not only from the physics point of
view, but also under technical and economical boundary conditions. ITER will be the
largest fusion experiment of the world (cf. table B.3). For the first time a fusion plasma
will be heated mostly by the α-particles that emerge from DT-fusion reactions, while
only about 10 % of the heating is provided externally. Plasma operation will explore
regimes for steady-state operation, where plasma current is externally driven. Key
technologies for a reactor will be tested. A webpage is available [154].
In this context also the experience of ITER with its plasma facing components will
be a milestone on the way to a reactor. Figure B.3 is featuring the material mix as it is
envisaged for the ITER first wall. However, a change of the plans is still possible, while
also a change of the first wall after start up of the device is discussed. A challenge for
ITER arises due to the fact, that many boundary conditions need to be met for the first
time in one device. Namely, the mitigation of wall loads, operation with low impurity

B.4. DEMO
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Figure B.2:

3d-scheme of JET

content and erosion of armour material, good plasma performance, compatibility with
tritium fuel, remote handling and use of large superconducting coils are some of the
upcoming issues that will be integrated.

B.4

DEMO

DEMO is going to be the prototype of a fusion reactor. Up to now it is not decided
whether this device is a tokamak or a stellarator [156]. However, an extrapolation to a
reactor is done by several groups [157–159], which use the most advanced experiments
as benchmarks. The resulting designs imply a development towards even larger dimensions, stronger magnetic fields and higher particle fluxes than in ITER. Tungsten
is used in all designs as first-wall material in the divertor, while the design in [159]
foresees the use of tungsten coated low-activation steel also in the main chamber. The
design of [158] implements beryllium as PFMs in the main chamber, which according
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Fusion Power
Max. Auxiliary Heating
Envisaged Power multiplication
Large Plasma Radius
Small Plasma Radius
Plasma Height
Plasma Elongation
Plasma Current
Toroidal Magnetic Field R0
Flat-top Pulse Length
Plasma Volume
Plasma Surface

Table B.3:

Pf us
Paux
Q=Pf us /Paux
R0
a
b
κ=b/a
Ip
Bt
Tp
Vp
Sp

500 MW (700 MW)
73 MW (100 MW)
≥ 10
6.2 m
2.0 m
3.6 m
1.8
15 MA (17.4 MA)
5.3 T
≥ 400 s
837 m3
678 m2

Parameters of ITER

to [2] seems not to be a favorable choice. Reference [157] plans a first-wall in the main
chamber made from ferritic steel, a material for which more experience is needed to
come to a conclusion. However, several observations in today’s tokamaks [160–162]
suggest that the mid-Z materials like iron enter the plasma easily while they also account for strong radiation losses. Better predictions for DEMO will be possible after
results from ITER operation enter into the extrapolations. Today’s predictions put
tungsten in favor for becoming an important first-wall material in DEMO.

B.4. DEMO
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Figure B.3:

ITER cross section showing actual plans for plasma facing components
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